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ABSTRACT
THE CREATION OF AN ADVOCACY ORGANIZATION

FOR EDUCATION
(July 1976)

Dorothy L. Pilkington, B.A. , The Elms College
M. Ed. University of Massachusetts
Ed. D. University of Massachusetts
,

,

Directed by:

The study

Dr. Harvey B. Scribner

identifies and analyzes

some

of the racial policies and

factors in present urban public
prejudiced practices, as perhaps the largest

school systems, that

demand

the
innovative alternatives to bring forth

necessary changes responsive
excluded students.

to the

needs and services of minority and/or

The author asserts

that

on the whole, the urban public

Chicanes, Indians,
of Blacks, Puerto Ricans,
schools are mostly comprised

poor whites, etc.
child.

,

underachiever or the problem
and the different child-the

the top priority
that in a democratic society,
Yet, the writer maintains

educational opportunity
quality education and equal
provide
to
is
school
of a
all students.

The fundamental question raised

is

whether the American society

educational system can reverse
which created the urban public
to right the situation to

make

itself

and try

a reality for
equal educational opportunity

children.

vi

to

all

The study creates an external mechanism for change.
an Advocacy Model for Educational Change.

model for educational change
as possible in such a

way

is to

that they

It

One principle aim

embody many

is entitled

citizens of an urban

become a strong

advocacy

of the

community

influence in and on the

educational institutions which so strongly determines the quality of their lives.

Through such action, the minority and/or excluded populace hopefully
obtain other benefits:

(1)

provide the urban community a public voice so they

can define their own institutions or agencies,
to full participation with the

bureaucracies, and

(4)

system,

share

policies and practices.

in the

(3)

(2)

bring the urban community

function apart

for further research

from

the educational

decision-making processes for educational

The study purports

it is

the urban community's

responsibilities to protect the needs and rights of

The unique value

will

its

children.

of the study rests in the fact that

it

opens the door

— the collaboration of the urban educational system and

citizen participation in problem-solving for urban public schooling.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The wave

swept schools and
the sixties has reached a new phase. The

of educational

colleges in

reform

that

next step in the struggle to restructure education
involves a convergence of new attitudes toward time
with new attitudes toward action.

Statement of the Problem

American education has not been responsive
to serve.

Instead, the public educational system has

major social sorting mechanisms
major means

of excluding certain

people

become one

it is

designed

of the

of control in this society and one of the

groups of people from the mainstream of

These groups include racial minorities

culture.

to the

— Blacks,

Puerto Ricans,

child— the underChicanos, Indians, poor whites, etc. and the different
achiever or the problem child.
individual
School was not devoted to the interests of
creative,
children, to helping them become autonomous,
and
intelligence
and
inquiring people who have the will
to
functions
determine their own destiny. . . school
as a service
functions
defeat such goals. Instead, it now
of our society.
to the dominant bureaucracies
.

.

.

agency

1

omorrow: The Role

Alvin Toffler, Teaming for T
of
Education. Vintage Books, A Division
p. 3.

of the Future.in

Random House, New York,

1974,

2

Almost

all of the

conventions of schooling. . . are
students accept the decisions of

designed to make
. it is no
others, accept fear, accept alienation.
accident that children in the ghettos repeatedly fail.
The conventions of school are arranged to guarantee
.

o

that result.

Thus

far, no

mechanism has been developed which

allows for consistent

parental and/or citizen participation by minority groups in the education of
their children.

reap the

No organization

full benefit

exists which

works

to

guarantee that they

and equal opportunity of public education while insuring

the preservation of cultural diversity within a pluralistic society.

Somehow,

school has
during the last thirty years especially, control of the American

passed out of the hands

of the people totally

and into the hands

of the

O

bureaucrats. 0
an independent nation
the first two centuries of our existence as

If

aware that the conceptualizahave ta-gM us anything, each one of us has become
tion of

America as a "melting pot"

is false.

Rather than

utilize the diverse

public policy has been to deny the
ethnic roots of immigrant people, our

groups of people.
existence of or to suppress certain

Our public educational

recognize ethnic and cultural diversity.
institutions have only begun to

Yet,

urban.
our present population is metropolitan
reality is that three-fourths of

4

the
Weingartner, "A Careful Guide to
Neil Postman and Charles
1973, pp. 78-79.
fiqnflhhle. " Psychology Today , October,

2

^Ibid.

4

,

p. 78.

Atron Gentry, et al. TIrhan
W. B. Saunders Company, 1972.

Education:

The Hope Factor, Philadelphia:

3

A

significant

number

of these inner city residents are Black, Puerto Rican,

Chicano, and other minorities.

To insure equal access

to

equal opportunity,

a new educational strategy must be undertaken.

The failure
fact that

of

most inner

America's inner

city education is often linked to the

and teachers are middle-class white and

city educators

unfamiliar with the realities of ghetto

More

life.

specifically, the failure

of inner city education can be attributed in part to factors

which are listed

below:
1.

Teacher education programs which do not socialize teachers
before entering ghetto schools.

5

fi

2.

Negative teacher attitudes and expectations.

3.

An

4.

Invalidity of IQ tests in

n

It is

irrelevant public school curriculum.

to the

dilemma

in

measuring intelligence.

g

urban education that the study

is directed.

The

of an advocacy
study offers an advocacy model for change, the creation

the problems identified
organization for education as one possible solution to

above.

in City
Dark Ghetto, Leacock's Teaching and Learning
s
Jacobson
Rosenthal and
Schools, Dewey's Democracy in Education,
Pygmalion in the Classroom.

^Clark's

Weingartner's
Crisis in the Classroom, Postman and
New Teachers in Urban
Teaching as a Subversive Activity, Wisniewski's
Schools: An Inside View.
7 Sarason's The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change,
Director Edelman, et al Children
Gentry, et al The Hope Factor, Project
Out of School in America.
6 Silberman's

8 Knowles

and Prewitt's

Institutional

Racism

in

America.

4

The solution,

in theory, is not

education at the local level

is

a new one.

Citizen participation in

basic to the American way of

life.

Although

the fundamental and complete power to establish school districts lies within
the states, the

power

to organize, to administer,

and

to

operate the public

educational institutions is generally delegated by the states to the local
In today’s

communities.

urban communities, citizen participation

in the

valued.
educational process is neither adequately recognized nor properly

There

is little

partnership, almost no voice for them in the looal bureaucracy.

Purpose

The purpose

of the study is to develop a

urban public education for

all

traditionally been excluded

to

be defined

in the

for Education. ”

Secondly,

it

of the Study

model for participation

parents including the minorities who have

from

paper details

the educational establishment.

Advocacy Organization

’’The Creation of an

develops a framework for the model.

model

to

what are

They are.

practice which exclude
the realities of public school

specific populations

What are

Finally, the study defines

urban education.

questions.
The study raises three research

2.

The model

necessity for such a model.
First, the study establishes the

the applicability of the

1.

in

from participation

in

urban education?

underpinnings for the
the theoretical and practical

for change
development of an advocacy model

?

5

How can

3.

the advocacy

model for change be described

in

urban

educational practice?

Assumptions of the Study

It is

the writer's belief that

children have

come

many parents

of minority and/or excluded

to the realization that their offspring will get the quality of

education necessary for success in this society only when they, the parents,

begin to exercise

programs

some

that develop and shape the

As these parents, most
press

to

control over the educational goals, processes, and

make

of

whom

minds and personalities

of their children.

are poor, illiterate, and urban minorities,

their educational institutions responsive and accountable, they

are being resisted by the school bureaucracy
,
organizations, and other power groups.

Resistance

—boards of education,

teacher

9

to citizen participation in the educational

bureaucracy occurs

for the following reasons:
1.

The bureaucratic structure
country

is

pyramidal.

All

of the public school

systems in

this

power for making decisions flows from

the hierarchial organizational structure

down

to the

lowest rank

and class.

Schools,
Kenneth R. Washington, "Debureaucratizing Urban
p. 12.
1974,
Fall
School of Education, University of Massachusetts,
9

"

Meforum_,

6
In the traditional settings, the educational institutions are

2.

separated from the local community.

The school

is

viewed

as having only the highly specialized job of training students'

minds and teaching them

some
3.

intellectually

or instructing them for

vocational skill.

Teachers are experts and professionals
fields

and in methods for transferring

in their subject

this

knowledge.

matter
Professionals

know their business and are convinced they do not need any

assist-

ance or help from parents, interested citizens, etc.
4.

Schools are to be kept out of local politics.

Citizen participation

within the local educational institutions would introduce problems
of undesirable complexity for school personnel and might interfere

with efficient school operations.

Delimitations of the Study

The study

is

exploratory by design.

Its

aim

is to

provide a theoretically

comprehensive and feasible
and practically oriented foundation upon which a
educational institutions might be
strategy for organizational change of urban

based*

The study

is

qualitative data;
not based on statistical analysis of

proved or disproved.
does not establish a set of hypotheses to be

it

Rather,

strategy— a strategy for advocates
the research is focusing on change

who

"

7

can give voice to the public who must,
educational institutions.

It is

in

a democracy, define their own

the author's contention that the strategy to be

used to foster basic educational change would logically be an external

mechanism

outside the institution to be changed.

exists outside the educational institution,

understand that

its

purpose

it

is to assist the

is

While

this external

process

important to recognize and to

bureaucracy

to function internally

through citizen participation.

Like some educational critics, the researcher argues that the failure
inn er city public education to

meet the needs

of

of its society and, especially of

children, is related to the insulated ways schools function.

At the same time,

large urban school systems are experimenting with programs such as
decentralization (e.g.

,

professional educators,

New York and
10

Detroit), increasing their

number

narrowing through greater professionalization, and

adhering to a substantial rise in unionization and collective bargaining.

The top priority of urban schools must be
opportunity for

all

of

children.

11

to provide equal educational

This means innovating and creating new

and/or excluded
educational approaches which meet the needs of minority
children.

experiences should
Decisions pertaining to a student’s educational

10 Patricia C. Sexton,

New

The American Schools, Englewood

Cliffs,

Jersey, 1967, p. 3.

n james

Bureaucrat or Professional,
G. Anderson, "The Teacher:
1967, p. 298.
Educational Administration Quarterly, 3, Autumn,

8

be made by the parent and/or guardian.

and/or minority children have come

Hence, many parents of excluded

to the realization that their offspring will

get the quality of education necessary for success in this society only when

they can define the educational goals, processes, and learning experiences

necessary. 12
It

the

most

cracy.

is significant that the study limit its

scope to those purposes which are

critical sources of organizational criteria in the educational bureau-

Those criteria that have

to do with the fundamental

process (past and

13 those standards which have been established
present) of education in America,
14
through the state and federal governments and professional organizations,

developed
those criteria that state the fact that patterns of school organization
"scientific
and stabilized in a period when business values and the logic of

management" seemed more pervasive than they now
which

do, 13 those standards

education,
built in the character of preservice teacher

and lastly

programs in
those criteria which deal with the content of training
educational administration.

17

Still,

other sources of organizational

12 Washington, "Debureaucratizing

Urban Schools," Meforum,

p. 13

Reform, Cambridge: Harvard
Michael Katz, The Irony of Early School
University Press, 1968.
13

14

American Schools As
Frederick M. Wirt and Michael Kirst,
Chs. 3, 7, 8, 10.
Little Brown & Co., forthcoming,

A

Political.

System, Boston:

Culture of Efficiency, Chicago:
E. Callahan, Education an d the
University of Chicago Press, 1962.
15

Raymond

IBjames B. Conant, The Education

McGraw

Hill, 1964.

of

American Teachers,, New York:

m

Choice,
17 Andrew Halpin, "Administrative Theory: The Fumbled
University
Oxford
American Education, New York:

“’in

Arthur M K?m!
Press, 1970, pp. 156-184.

^

9

rigidity and standards for the educational bureaucracy to contend with in the

public schools have to do with aim, nature, and procedures of the educational

process, and internal procedures for structuring administrative and teaching
roles.

8

The major concern

of the study is to understand

how

to develop a

process for achieving educational decision-making by the community served.
It

provides information as to how advocacy has emerged as a powerful new

approach to social change within the past

By investigating two

five years.

case studies , the study provides a better idea of advocacy as a strategy by

which citizens

join the determining

policies are determined,

how information

is

shared, goals and

programs are formulated and operated,

tax resources

resources for the
are allocated, and benefits such as ethnic diversities or

excluded are shared.

In short, it is a

means by which community people can

which enables them to share
induce significant social and education changes
in the

decision-making for their own society.

Significance of the Study

Equal educational opportunity
of an old

dream— education

for all.

in education

represents a new expression

The principle

national heritage.
'citizens is deeply rooted in our

of equal opportunity for all
In practice,

however, both

m

Public
Organizational Rigidity
Willis D. Hawley, "Dealing with
197
the
at
for delivery
Theoretical Perspective, " prepared
Schools:
Conrad Hi
Political Science Association,
Annual Meeting of the American
7-11.
Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, September
18

A

"
10

than sufficient.
the goal and the opportunities have been less
that those

most affected are

Evidence indicates

the
the poor in general, with non-whites carrying

burden.
opportunity has carried various
Similarly, the concept of educational

minority populations under
meanings depending on the historical period,
society's shifting social and political
discussion, the nation’s economy, and

interests.

opportunity
the focus of the educational
In the decade of the 1960’s,

primarily urban and black.
concept shifted to the disadvantaged—

by massive civil rights demonShocked, challenged, or encouraged
strations, the

emergence

leadership, social protest
of militant grass-roots

America readily discovered
in major urban cities,
and
campuses
college
both
on
its invisible

President Johnson declared an

poor and minority citizens.

"unconditional"

war on poverty

Congress agreed, and for

in 1964,

Oe next

on the billions that
recited awesome statistics
House
White
the
years
four
area
Legislation in every crucial
social purposes
on
spent
being
were

“

funds and support to
education provided both
and
housing,
food,
including

meet

the needs of the poor.

committed
The United States has
•

„a

“

states
both individually as

—

itself,

»"“

1

Education and
Secretary of Health,
former
including
National spokespeople,

^Michael Harrington,
p.
Baltimore: Penguin, 1969,

^heOther^n^^
ix.

11
\

Welfare, Robert H. Finch, have agreed that

its

development and scope should

not stop short of universal opportunity.
Yet, the citizens of our nation’s large cities

problems which the educational

still

face innumerable

institutions have failed to acknowledge.

From

citizens have been and continue to be,
the beginning of schools existence, ghetto

excluded from the decision-making processes.

Over

the

same years, however,

substantial staying power.
the school bureaucracies have showed
citizens have

become discouraged by
Our present economy

Hence, many

resist change.
the capacity of the system to

still

demands a large source

of

implicated in
cheap labor, and the school is deeply
poor, poor. As for
a kind of conspiracy to keep the
of them, they are at best
the curricula, even the newest
All in all, a calculate
irrelevant, at worst, obsolete.
students from thinking
source of distraction that prevents
situation.
about the true nature of their

which presents the
book, De-Schooling Society
Ivan niich has written a
with informal, nonaltogether and replacing them
case for abolishing schools

compulsory network

of educational resources,

structure.
with schools is their basic

Schools mandate.

to

Mich's view, the trouble

Schools compel.

Schools discriminate.

Schools judge.

Schools certify.

different
schools is not essentially
Hlich' s critique of the

or interested citizens.
. educators, parents,

Schools punish .

2

from many other

belief
The basic difference of

is

Careful Guide to the SchogL
Charles Weingartaer,"A
Neil Postman and
80.
Today, October 1973, p.
e*."

20
eg.

km

Psychology

21

Row

^.schooling
Iv an Ullch,
Publishers, 1972.

Books, Harper
Socje^ New York: Harrow

fc

12

ILlich’s

concept of eliminating schools in the American society.

Most

of his

fellow critics would agree that what needs to be done is to rebuild their basic

structure

— to develop new learning experiences through advocacy.
Deschooling must be the secularization of teaching and

must involve a return of control to another
The learner must be guaranteed his freedom

learning.

....

It

without guaranteeing to society what learning he will
acquire and hold as his own. Each man must be
guaranteed privacy in learning, with the hope that he
will assume the obligation of helping others to grow
22
into uniqueness.

The study

is

reaching beyond school reform.

The American public must

exist.
not be satisfied to merely reform the schools that currently

come
that

to

terms with a new

reform

definition for education.

They must

The author is not denying

purpose
important, but the American public must reshape the

is

of education to

its large
the needs, concerns, and interests of all in

meet

and diverse society.

Definition of

Many

of the

terms used

educational lexicon.

Terms

in the study

are now part of the current

in the study are
Therefore, explicit definitions for use

given below:
1.

Advocacy -

its

between
strategy is to alter the discrepancies

services
of the law and the actual
the provisions and guarantees

22 Ibid.

,

p. 21.

13

presently available to those individuals or groups under the
jurisdiction and/or influence of the educational bureaucracy;

it is

essential pressure for change through citizen participation.

Advocacy Model

2.

of

Change -

its

function is to alter programmatic

irregularities employed by the educational institution, to defend

and to plead
the rights of individual citizens or groups of people,
for the cause of another individual or group.

an
Advocate - one who supports the causes or the ideas for

3.

individual

4.

or a group

Bureaucracy

of people.

- an administrative unit/system

by specialization of functions, adherence

which

is

characterized

to fixed rules, and policy

power structure within
making, a hierarchy of authority, and the
the educational system.

5.

change -

its

emphasis

is to

structure
foster alterations in the goals,

system.
and processes of a bureaucratic
6.

Pit.i7.fin

public have a share of
Participation - this implies that the

policies for
as the decision-making
or take part in something such

their community.

7.

Community
have

in

- a group of people

common

employment

the

who reside

same economic

m

a given locale and who

status, housing patterns,

status, religion, cultural

mores.

14
Cultural Pluralism - this refers to a group of people who are

8.

considered ethnical diverse such as the Blacks, Puerto Ricans,
Indians, Chicanos, etc.

9.

Decision-Making

- its

exercise of power.

purpose connotes a definite sharing

in the

This refers to political participation by

citizens in a democratic society.

But,

it

all

becomes an issue when

significant groups of people claim that they have an inequitable

share of power to affect important decisions, e.g.

,

educational

programs and processes.
10.

Excluded Populations -

this refers to

a group of people who are

and as the
categorized as the poor scholar, as the problem child,
different child.

Xl.

connected to and
External Participants - those people not directly

system.
outside of the immediate legal or educational
12.

directly connected with the
Internal Participants - those people

legal or educational systems.

13.

in taking action against
Practitioner - one who assists citizens

and decision-making processes.
exclusion from the educational policy
14.

Racism

superior to another and the
- the belief that one race is

power
possession of political and economic
15.

to

enforce that belief.

thought-models appropriate
Theorist - one who analyzes
intended purpose.

to their

15

Organization of the Study

The study

is

divided into six chapters.

Chapter One provides an

introduction to the study, the statement of the problem, the purpose of the
study, assumptions of the study, delimitations of the study, significance of the
study, and definitions of terms.

Chapter Two answers the first research

question which is, ’What are the realities of public school practice which

exclude specific populations from participation in urban education?” and

presents the rationale for the development of the advocacy model for change

through an examination of the realities of public urban education.

These

realities include racism, exclusiveness, and the gradualism of change.

Chapter Three and Chapter Four answer the second research question which
is,

'What are the theoretical and practical underpinnings for the development

of an advocacy

model for change?" and

practical underpinnings of the model.

jointly present the theoretical and

Specifically, Chapter Three analyzes

practical basis
the theoretical base for the model; Chapter Four examines the

for the model by investigating two case studies of advocacy.

addresses the third research question which

is,

"How can

Chapter Five

the advocacy

model

and describes the
for change be described in urban educational practice?"

model and

its applicability to

urban education.

Lastly, Chapter Six presents

the Advocacy Model for
implications for further research and practice for

Change.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter II answers the first research question: What are the realities
of public school practice

in

urban education?

In

which excludes specific populations from participation

answering this question, the author reviews the

literature about public schooling which deals with the following issues:

Basic Assumptions of American Education

Racism

in the

American Educational Scene

Exclusiveness in the American Educational Scene

Urban Education and

the

Problem

of

Change

The author selected the four named issues
the educational

system

is to fit children into a social

necessarily their own choice.
helping

some barely

prosper.
the

to

show

that the design of

system that was not

Children have been placed into the system by

to survive, others

merely

to exist,

and

still

others to

presents a rationale for
Hence, a critical analysis of each issue

develops.
Advocacy Model for Change which the study

As one author has

stated:

The contemporary educator

(historian) has to establish

past, not as "an end in
the value of the study of the
perspective on the
itself" but as a way of providing
of problems
that contributes to the solution

present
peculiar to our own times.

1 Hayden V. White,
v, No. 2, 1966, p. 111.

Harden

of

History Hi storY and

Tbeft Pb

VoL
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Basic Assumptions of American Education

To

the vast majority of

Americans, the school system accepts and acts

on the fundamental premises and principles of education as

(1)

to educate

individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge in order for each one to

become a

contributing

member

individuality of each person;

individual person; and

can strive

to

(4)

(3)

in society; (2) to respect the integrity

to try to

comprehend

to create a learning

and

the needs of each

environment

in

which individuals

reach their potential.

The core concept

in

each premise

In the 'land of opportunity, " the

is the

major means

received from the public educational system.

notion of individual opportunity.

of institutional learning is

One would assume

that equal

access to the necessary skills and learning experiences be given to each

person

order

in

to achieve his

and her potential.

society ethnic diversity is not permitted.

But the reality

is that in

White competitive forces

certain
institution have stereotyped certain ethnic groups into

our

in the

n locked-stepped” 2

positions with little mobility on the ladder of success.

Some educators maintain

that the

American

skills

presumed
learned in the public educational institution are
and rewarding to the integrity of each individual.

"3

With

"acquired not always
to

be satisfying

this

premise,

Make Your Schools Work, New
Harvey Scribner and Leonard Stevens,
York: Simon and Schuster, 1975.
2

3

Phi Delta Kappan, Vol.
Robert E. Ebel, 'What Are Schools For?"

LIV, No.

1,

(Sept. 1972), p. 4.
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diversity of culture, talent, and interest is not found since the school

bureaucracy

is

dominated by white competitive forces.

Many educators
primary focus
In reality,

toward

is to

many

believe the credibility of the school system and

its

better each student in order to climb the ladder of success.

individuals subconsciously and consciously desire and strive

this goal, but

one never considers the idea that some individuals do not

want or value upward mobility.

Hence, the needs or understanding of diversity

are not comprehended.

The goals

of

American education do not

relate to diversity.

Part of

the issue is the reality that ethnic groups are not accepted into the dominant

culture and levels of society.

educational system certain

Due

to unfortunate injustices in our

members

of the

American

whole society assume certain

innate racial differences in ability relating to intelligence, talents, interests,

which are portrayed

in the school

Thus, the goal concept of equal

system.

access to the opportunities and rewards of American education for each
individual is a double-edged sword.

Ivan Illich, author of Deschooling Society

,

pictured the standards of

American education:
Consumer-pupils are taught to make their desires
conform to marketable values. Thus, they are made
to feel guilty if they do not behave according to
predictions of consumer research by getting the grades
and certificates that will place them in the job category
that have

Row

been led

to expect. 4

4 Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society ,
Publishers, 1972, p. 41.

New York: Harrow

Books, Harper &
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Traditionally, racism and exclusiveness have been the

American education which deny

the equal access the law promises.

following pages, each of these principles

Racism

in the

norms

is

in

In the

explored.

American Educational Scene

Serious problems permeate our society

—the most crucial being racism.

Minority groups are equated with this problem. The causes of racial strife

and polarization currently plaguing the nation has not resulted from the Indian,
Black, Mexican American, or Puerto Rican as so often blamed, but from the

white society.

^

Institutional

Racism

in

America, edited by Louis L. Knowles

and Kenneth Prewitt, attempts to expose the historical roots, as well as the

contemporary budding

of

racism "embedded

Few would argue

values. "

the seemingly

sickness of American institutions, and
efforts should be

made

in the

American experience and

immutable fact that racism

many would agree

is

a

that continuous

to rid society of this disease.

Focusing primarily on the American school bureaucracy, the system
is racist

by design.

of the educational

until today.

5

Michael B. Katz described some significant characteristics

system which emerged during the 1880’s and have persisted

American public education was and remains

James A. Banks,

ed.

Strategies , Washington, D. C.

,
:

"universal, tax-

Teaching Ethnic Studies; Concepts and
National Council for the Social Studies, 1973.

6

Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional Racism in
America, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1969, p.
,

7.

,:
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supported, free, compulsory, bureaucratically arranged, class-biased and
racist.

The process by which our public schools became racist

was formed

in the

period from 1830

class-stratified society

to 1880,

was emerging,

in

"during which a

institutions

modem,

which the ethnic diversity

industrial

of this

country was considerably increased by the immigration of large numbers of

Europeans who formed a new mass
had already existed, but

in 1830,

of

urban poor.

most

"8

Diversity in this nation

of that diversity existed far outside

the centers of a growing industrial power.

Power both economically and

of predominately
socially laid firmly in the hands of a small white minority

Anglo-Saxon and German lineage.

During the period of Reconstruction, 1865

with differing languages, religions,
to 1880's, the influx of a large laboring class

and values into the growing urban

centers created a problem for the emerging

white power structure.
should have prevailed.
At that time, dialogue for a growing democracy

dominant elitists who opted for
Quite the contrary occurred-the white became

homogeneous ruling society.
the creation and perpetuation of a
almost 100 years ago,
to fail to explore that critical issue

we

For our nation
are now a people

consequences of evasion and with generations
suffering and struggling with the
of educational racism.

an d Schools: The niusion
^Michael B. Katz, Class. Bureaucrac y,
Praeger, 1971, p. 106.
national Change in America, New York:
8

James A. Banks,

ed.

Strategies , Washington, D. C.
p. 6.

oi

and
Teaching Ethnic Studies: Conc epts
Studies, 1973,
National Council for the Social
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9

Educational racism has created and developed within our nation "a

mass system
(1)

it

Basically, the system had two purposes:

of public indoctrination."

created a lower, laboring class of people who were docile and controllable

and who adhered to the values and myths of the white American
(2) it

created the selection of the

group.

In

order

to

Every society has

elite.

its

elitists;

and

so called "in"

expand the "in" society for our growing nation,

it

was

the

schools' primary purpose to select the "chosen" few from the laboring class.

When

the European immigrants

were arriving

in large

numbers,

America was becoming an urban industrial society. To
build its major cities and industries, America needed
great pools of unskilled labor. The immigrants provided
the labor, gained an economic foothold. . . The Negroes
who migrated to the great urban centers lacked the skills
essential to the new economy, and the schools of the ghetto
have been unable to provide the education that can qualify

them for decent

jobs.

immigrants, found

The Negro migrant, unlike the

little

opportunity in the city.

Mildred Dickeman depicts the reality

of the educational

system by

stating:

Thus the public educational system has become the

major social sorting mechanism in this society and
the major means of instilling social control.

9

Ibid.

,

p. 6.

10 Sethard Fisher, ed. , Power and the Slack Community,
Random House, 1970, pp. 193-194.

^Mildred Dickeman, Teaching

New York:

C
Cultural Pluralism, Washington, D.

1973, p. 7.
National Council for the Social Studies,
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Eventually, a middle class society was established.
of society is recognized

by

its

Today each sector

loyalty and conformity to certain attitudes,

values, behaviors, and appearance.

According

to

Dan Dodson,

to take children out of the

order.

"They are taught

the

of the schools has been

major function

community and teach them
in

such a way that

all will

are their own, rather than those of the system.

their places in the

power

understand their failures

Otherwise, they would rebel

" 12
and blow the system apart.

Over a century ago, Alex de Tocqueville noted
the great danger

it

When

this

phenomenon and

would cause on the American scene when he
the conditions of

men

are very unequal and the

the permanent state

inequality itself is
individual men gradually

stated:

of society, the

each
of
class assumes the aspect of a distant race: only one
and
these classes is ever in view at the same instant,

become so dissimilar

that

all
losing sight of that general tie which binds them
within the vast bosom of mankind, the observations
men.
invariably rests not on man, but on certain

ethnic groups in this country
Instead of the contributions of the various

being integrated

in all

genocide
aspects of the school experience, cultural

American educational institutions.
and exclusion occurs daily within the

12

speech,
the Powerless, " mimeographed
1966, p. 9.
University Educational Sociology,

Dan Dodson, "Education and

New York
13

America, New York: Schocken
Alex de Tocqueville, Democracy in

Books, 1961, p. 16.
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Racism

In the last

in the

Curriculum

few years, the attitude of racism

,T

many educators

to an attempt to find out

knowledge and truth" so they can

curriculum and

This emergence has brought

instructional materials has surfeited.

students and

in the

and to catch up on
Educationally and

"tell it like it is. "

"The belief

logically, this is erroneous thinking:

many

that

racism can be

eliminated by filling up kids with information. "14 By placing this issue into
familiar and manageable terms, educators are ignoring a bigger and
crucial problem

more

— "white instruction."! 5

Another point

to

be questioned

is the fact that as

soon as a child enters

school, he and she quickly finds him/herself part of a standard and basically

Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock ,

unvarying organizational structure.
asks educators

to

question the standards of what

is

valuable, of what is

feasible, and of what is necessary.

instead of assuming that every
subject taught today is taught for a reason should begin
from the reverse premise: nothing should be included

As for curriculum.

.

.

can be strongly
If this means scrapping
justified in
it. 6
a substantial part of the formed curriculum, so be

curriculum unless
terms of the future.

in a required

it

14 Larry Cuban, Phi Delta Kappan , Indiana, January, 1972, Vol. 53,
p. 270.

15
16
p. 363.

Ibid., p. 270.

Alvin Toffler, Future Shock,

New York: Random House,

1970,
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He continues by

stating:

This is not intended as an "anti-cultural" statement or a
plea for the total destruction of the past. Nor does it
suggest that we can ignore such basics as reading, writing,
and math. What it does mean is that tens of millions of
children today are forced by law to spend precious hours
of their lives grinding away at material whose future
17
utility is highly questionable.

Curriculum can no longer be standardized
essentially exposed to the

same

in

educational base.
\

which

all

students are

The dominant cultural

\

emphasis or the "American dream policy"

to capture the

immigrants and to

begin the process of the rinsing out of their ethnicity counteracts the
philosophical purpose of our country.

from

its

beginning.

This nation was incredibly diverse

Hence, the principle of diversity

increase the odds for suifvival of ethnic societies.

curriculum means that

in

Diversification of

should not study the

all students

curriculum will

same courses,

\

imbibe the same facts, or store the same sets of
contends that

all

students should learn certain

human communication and

skills, but the writer

common

skills

needed for

social interaction, and social integration.

Human

Teihard de Chardin’s
communication and social integration coincide with Pierre
will make us more completely
philosophy of "the planetization of mankind which

personalized and human.

17

New

Ibid.

,

"

.

p. 364.

18 Henri De Lubac and Teihard de Chardin, The
119.
York: Mentor-Omega Book, 1967, p.

Man and

His Meaning,

25

Personalization and

human communication

of "curriculum” in our educational institutions

for creating a

new type

would begin with the following

specifics:

The freeing

1.

of teachers

from the tyranny

of p re-determined,

imposed curricula.
of education of children to all society.

2.

The diffusing

3.

The emphasizing

4.

The integrating

of self-determination for all.

of students and teachers into the larger

society.

5.

The provision

of educational

Racism and

the

Mass education was

freedom for

Abandonment

all.

of Culture

the ingenious

machine constructed

by industrialism to produce the kind of adults

needed.
to pre-

if

The problem was inordinately complex. How
adept children for a new world. . . a world in which
time was to be regulated not by the cycle of sun and
moon, but by the factory whistle and clock.
According
pot

to

Brossard, the abandonment

myth emerged from

the need to force the

Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture mainstream.
to

nativism or nationalism which affirmed a

19 Alvin Toffler, Future Shock ,
p. 355.

of culture

or the melting

many immigrants

into the white

The need arose out

common American

New York: Random

of

response

culture and

House, 1970
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society.

One

chief agitator of this

movement was

job competition.

The Protestant, ethic-white, Anglo-Saxon and

20

the spirit of capitalism

provided the symbolic universe for the legitimation of the melting pot theory.
It

advanced the concept that individual hard work earned success, and

impulse toward success must find expression
Handlin

made

in capitalistic

terms.

this

21

these observations concerning the issue:

Becoming an American meant therefore not the simple
conformity to a previous pattern, but the adjustment to
the needs of a new situation. In the process, the
immigrants became more rather than less conscious of
their own pecularities. As the immediate environment
called for the succession of fresh institutions and novel
modes of behavior, the immigrants found themselves
progressively separated as groups.

Krug's assertion

is that

22

the stress on American unity and the conscious

of the children
attempt to ignore or to minimize the ethnic backgrounds

immigrants made

newcomers

it

of the

of the
possible for thousands of able sons and daughters

to rise rapidly to positions of

education, and the professions.

prominence

Oscar Handlin' s

in business,

final conclusion

government,

was:

New York: Atheneum,
John Hingham, "Strangers of the Land, "
Brossard in Variants in Nativism: 1820-1900,
1971, p. 4, quoted by Charles
1972, p. 1.
unpublished manuscript, Harvard University,
20

21

Max Weber,

New York:
22

The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit

of Capitalism ,

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958.

Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted New York:

1951, p. 186.

,

Atlantic-Little, Brown,

:
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was tingod with vanity, with success as
cruel as failure. Whatever lot their sons had drawn
in this new contentious world, the family’s oneness
would not survive. 23
end

In the

all

The educational
tliis

institutions should have played an important role at

Public schools were the basic workshops for democracy for

time.

immigrant groups.

Krug's position stated that the

ethnic and religious groups learned to live and to

made

sequently these schools

it

members

work together and sub-

possible for Jewish, Polish, Italian, and

children to attain positions of prominence in

German

of tho various

all

walks of

life.

Yet,

he concedes that these same schools did not work as well for blacks, the
Spanish-speaking and Indians.

melting pot theory
If

is

Again the researcher admits readily that the

24
irrelevant for non -white ethnic people.

cultural
the schools reflect the society and the culture, then certain

imperatives

may

effect or function as causes of social problems.

and woman's attempt to preserve and reproduce

its

species,

In

23

s

man and woman

other men.
have been in constant conflict with the land, nature, and

Toure defines culture

man

Sekou

in this context:

Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted, New York:

Atlantic-Little, Brown,

1951, p. 258.

24 Mark Krug

James A. Banks, ed
Washington, D. C.
p. 263.

,

| ,

Groups" in
"Teaching the Experience of White Ethnic
Strategies,
Teaching Ethnic Studies: Concepts and
Yearbook,
for the Social Studies, 1973

National Council
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Creative action springing from a universal imperative
and culture, which is its reflection subject and effects
both constituted and universal realities. Wherever there
necessity of creation, we find culture. As the
expression of the relationships between man, society, and
nature, culture poses in the most pressing terms of the
problem of the dialectic of the general and the particular.
Culture is an expression, in particular, specific forms of a
general problem that of the relationship linking man to
his environment. 25
is the

—

A

central factor in the entire

problem— that

of linking

his/her environment~of education and cultural deprivation

man/woman

to

is the rapidly

better
changing economy and job distribution system which requires more and
But, each

education for the entire population.

employment force changes
social class.

In the

in education to

meet

of Education Opportunity,

"

powerful fact of social stratification in the

all

Coleman's data on

set of requirements for

the guidelines for a certain

Coleman Report, "Equality

one of his findings stresses the
United States.

new

this point

demonstrated the necessity

of

racial integration in education.

The report on "Racial Isolation

" written
in the Public Schools,

declares,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

by the

in effect, that this is a white

whites,
States, one must grow up with
country and that to succeed in the United

exceptions only prove the rule.

The task
system

to one

25

the United States
of changing the schools of

which develops each individual

to

from a selective

his/her fullest capabilities

Approach to Culture, " The Bla de.
Sekou Toure, "A Dialectlal

13.
Scholar, November, 1969, p.
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is

a difficult

stint.

The development

of free public education and the

compulsory

school attendance laws accepted the basic idea for an education and
the premise
of

our country— equal opportunity for

for education are well established.

all.

What

The inequalities

in the opportunities

the author believes is needed to

reverse our current, as well as future, crises

in education is the idea of

advocacy which can prevent or overcome earlier deficiencies
of educational

programs.

citizens participation

from

Essentially, what this involves

is

in the

development

an advocate with

the local community, designing the educational

learning experiences for groups of children which will enable them to realize
their fullest development.

With an advocacy group being able

to take action,

they would have active voice in the type of educational experiences needed to
assist the "different" child, the "excluded" child, and the "socially disadvantaged"
child without reducing the quality education.

Exclusiveness in the American Educational Scene

The idea and

attitude of cultural superiority have seriously

harmed

the

educational institutions and have produced a damaging effect on the minority
student.

All too frequently, the perpetuated stereotypes have

fulfilling

prophecy.

Another serious factor

become a

is that the student is

self-

forced to

believe the stereotypes and begins to act the assigned role, thus fulfilling
his or her part of the self-fulfilling prophecy.

It

is

comprehensible to see how

to be a pooi
a teacher or a counselor who contends an "excluded" student

.

:
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scholar” or a "problem child” will have the student behave accordingly.
Institutions and agencies which the study

names

as having caused the

"excluded” and at the same time neglected minority children must be identified
as the

primary targets

to

be changed.

They are

1.

Teacher-training institutions

2.

State education departments

3.

Teacher certification agencies

4.

Local school boards

5.

Commercial companies

— textbooks and tests,

and audiovisual

techniques

The educational

institutions

need teacher-change

— a change of values

and biases and a recognition of personal prejudice and discrimination

form

of stereotypes.

in the

Stereotypes actually intensify problems that minority

children face in our society.

Obviously, these false ideas attempt to destroy

individuality, culture, and communication.

Hence, the suffering

of a minority

child is tragic and demoralizing.

generally provided
Existing teacher-education programs have not
successfully in urban or rural
experiences which enables a teacher to teach

excluded students.
schools having predominately minority and/or

Some

teacher to do affective and
objectives for consideration in preparing a

excluded students are:
effective teaching with minority and/or

31
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A program
will

come

of sensitivity

to

development through which a teacher

understand his/her own attitudes, anxieties,

insecurities, and prejudices.
2.

A program

of teacher interaction in the school

whereby the teacher

will

come

to

community

understand the nature of the

student’s environment, culture, and language.
3.

A program

for teachers to

become knowledgeable

of the learning

styles of his/her students and competent in effective teaching
skills

and techniques for the students.

The writer believes that once a network

of interrelations

between

teacher-community, and teacher- student have been formulated, stereotyping,
prejudiced and racial attitudes of minority and/or excluded students by white
instructors should be minimized.

The concept of "white” superiority

in

our society has seriously damaged

the United States in its dealings with other continents.
in

For example, students

other nations grow up with the ideal of cultural diversity and frequently

learn a second or third language in this course of their formal schooling,

whereas

in the

United States, the schools commonly isolate students for

cultural exchange.

The need for recognizing the bilingual/bicultural student as a positive
influence in our society is beyond question.

But paradoxically, in the south-

at the
west, some schools have forbidden students to speak Spanish, while

:
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same time our white

culture gives lip service to

support programs that teach a foreign language

wisdom

to

of learning to

monolingual English-

speaking students in schools and colleges.

The effect of federal,

makes but a small
at the start.

state,

and local aid for schooling the "excluded"

alteration in the basic system of support, which is unequal

The greatest tragedy

in the financial chain is that,

funding finally filters "down to the inner-city schools,

"

when

additional

they are often squandered

on traditional learning styles that have consistently failed the inner-city
students.

The record of spending on compensatory education programs

outstanding evidence to the futility of doing
not

worked

in the past.

more

of the

same

is

things that have

Federal, state, and local programs must change

institutions, not only students.

The Children’s Campaign

’74', in its

effort to counteract the victimization

preamble, has a determined

of children

by the

political process

The story of childhood in America is clear. The physical
and mental death of children will continue until we force
the political process to address their needs as the top
priority of government. We must insure by governmental
action that the basic needs and basic rights of children
must become synonomous. The need to be healthy must

become a basic right of every child; the need to receive
needs to
loving care must become a basic right; and the
appropriate
acquire a decent education and to receive
care and services must become rights as well.

26

The Children's Platform-Children's Campaign
Chairman, Boston, Massachusetts, 1974, p. 1.

'74',

Hubert Jones,

^

;
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continues by stating the program’s principles:

It

1.

That the central concern of state government must be the
personal welfare and development of its citizens;

2.

that state efforts

must focus on prevention

of

problems by

provisions of early and effective services;
that the first priority of services

3.

must be children and

childhood;

governmental services for children must be protective
and not harmful, supportive, and not punitive

4.

that

5.

that governmental agencies

—

must be accountable for

services that no child shall
adequate help;
6.

that children

fail to

their

receive immediate and

must receive a minimum

of forty percent of

state monies, requisite with their proportion in the population;

7.

that to achieve adequate services, existing state resources
must expand either by tax increases, reallocation of existing

resources

,

or both. *

Exclusiveness: Covert Practices

Nearly two million children between the ages of seven and seventeen
legal right to
are "excluded" from the nation’s classrooms and denied their

an education.

In reality,

across the nation

4. 8

percent of

all children,

school, just do not
supposedly required under compulsory education to attend
go.

All of these children share a

common

distinction.

They are "different

mental, and emotional
because of race, poverty, language, and physical,

needs.

27

Ibid, p. 1.
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many

In too

places, school officials decide that school

for the "different" child.

is

not the place

In conclusion, these children are, for the

most

part, out of school (not by choice) but because they have been excluded.
is as if

many

It

school officials have decided that certain groups of children

are beyond their responsibilities and expendability, according to a survey

conducted by the Children’s Defense Fund.

28

Instead of the educational institution being a solution to the present
critical and growing problem,

it is

perpetuating the existing conditions as

long as school officials have the final say as to who shall attend school.

Fundamentally, there are five categories of children not attending school:

(1)

those the school officials do not try to find— "the unknowns;"

who have been enrolled

in school but

acceptable behavior— "the pushouts;"

(4)

(3)

those who want to be in school but
is

not the place for them-

the

educational
those who are judged to be "poor achievers” in the

system's viewpoint— "the partially excluded;" and

from

those

are forced to leave because of non-

are prejudged by school officials that school
excluded;"

(2)

(5)

those who are barred

"
policies— "the rejected.
the learning process by school and societal

Some examples

school are
of children in each category not attending

as follows:

28 The Boston Globe Newspaper,

December

21, 1974, p. 39

—
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The Unknowns
-Non- registered children
-Children with special needs, such as the severely mentally

and physically handicapped

-Immigrant and migrant children
-Children who live

in

remote areas and have no local school.

The Pushouts
-Pregnant girls, school-aged mothers, and married students
-Expelled or suspended children

-Dropouts and dropouts who want to re-enroll and are not

permitted to do so

-Older children who are counseled or encouraged
"we'll notify you

when your

to

withdraw

child can return, " with no intention

readmit the child

to

-Children in financial straights

-Hyperactive and other children who are told
school until their problem

is

to stay out of

diagnosed

-Children who have a criminal record
-Children sixteen or over compulsory attendance ages
-Children who

29

fall

within compulsory attendance exemptions.

"Children Out of School in America, " a report by the Children's

Defense Fund of the Washington Research Project,
30

30

Ibid.

,

p. 17

Inc.

,

1974, p. 17.
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The Excluded
-Children who register too late
-Incontinent children or those with spina befida

-Children who school officials deem "immature"

-Older children who try

to enroll for the first

time in a new

school district

-Children on waiting

lists for special

-Children with special needs for

programs

whom

there are no appropriate

programs
-Children who are beyond normal transportation routes

in

remote rural areas
-Children in jails.

Some

31

children are partially "excluded. "

educational services, but their programs are a
bilities

They are receiving some

sham

to the state's

responsi-

of providing school for all.

Partially Excluded

-Children provided with home tutors

-Children suspended from buses or extra curriculum activities

-Children who are misclassified and placed

in

unappropriate

classes or special programs

whose
-Children with special needs who are handicapped or
needs are unidentified or unmet
31 Ibid.

,

p. 18.

"
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-Children in training schools or institutions with inadequate
facilities

or programs

-Ignored truants. 32

Other children are "rejected" due

to family

or personal problems.

They are disliked, unwanted, psychologically harrassed, and sometimes
forgotten which fosters and encourages non-attendance.

Rejected
-Minority children in desegregated schools or minority
white schools/the racial pushouts
-Bilingual children in hostile environments

-Migrant children

-Pregnant girls or unwed mothers

-Labeled children

-Poor children with few clothes or no money for school
activities

-Children who are perceived as non-achievers

-Children who must comply with special regulations due

to

qq

"misbehavior.

The American way

of life is not

to the basic learning skills for

32

Ibid.

,

p. 18.

33 Ibid.

,

p. 18.

open

to these children.

Denied access

"success" into the adult’s world, these children
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become stigmatized

for their whole life.

They know and

feel the "exclusion”

from school, from peers, and sometimes from family and

eventually they

are lost to society.

To develop
not open to

this point

one step further, the American way of

many parents who want an

education for their children.

nearly impossible for many urban parents to know and
of an education for their children.

Many

to

written materials concerning school

a double frustration and a loss to society

and alienated students who don’t stand a chance

no less than

in the

— defeated parents

present society.

It is

shocking that in a sophisticated society laws are written in a

manner which covertly excludes a large percentage
the laws

most uncommon

Only a lawyerAegal aid could interpret the "jargonize.

for the ordinary citizen.
is

It is

understand the rights

regulations, policies, and laws are stated in technical terms

Hence, there

life is

of the citizenry for

whom

were ostensibly written.

Summary

The stated goal
education.

of

America’s educational

Quality education

Ideally, quality education

for every student.

must be for

all

institutions is quality

students and not a select group.

means relevant education and

equality in opportunity

Relevant education for urban school students means books

and curriculum are revised to include their ethnic contributions.
in opportunity

means

Equality

from the
instructors, counselors, and administrators

"
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same

ethnic background or persons

who

have empathy toward their

at least

needs provided for their educational setting.
Contributions of the various ethnic groups in this
country should be integrated in all aspects of the
school experiences' history, geography, arts,

music, literature.

Multicultural education means
not only the integration of students and staff but also
the integration of the curriculum. Ethnic studies

must not be treated

as an isolated

program or be

taught only in certain parts of the school year, but
should be taught on a continuing basis to all students.

Equality of opportunity must be the governing principle in deciding
the cause of educational experiences for minority and excluded students.

In

planning and implementing educational programs, the community, students,
faculty, and administrators

relevant and viable.

must work together

The United States Office

Urban Education Task Force, supports

the

community residents must be participants

if

curriculum

is

of Education's subcommittee,

the principle that parents and local
in the educational

process

effective changes in education are to be achieved in the schools.

the

community must be expanded

in part

going to be

if

The role

because of the relative failures

of

of

school boards, school administration, and teacher organizations to meet local
educational needs.

In addition, the

community has a legitimate role

educational decision making on the basis of American traditions and
to

make

in

its ability

valid contributions.

34

David Ballesteros, "Social Justice and Minorities," NCRffiSQ.
Educational
Newsletter, National Center for Research and Information on Equal
Opportunity, 1970, p. 64.
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Setting criteria for measuring equal educational
opportunity cannot be
left to the jurisdiction of the established
"experts. "

now hear and

listen to those for

means the "experts" must be

whom

The policy makers must

they are effecting.

willing to share the

powers

In reality, this

making.

of policy

Cultural genocide begins very early in the lives of minority students,
the underachievers, or problem students.

The use

aptitude tests for "selecting" people and "sorting"

"persistent model" down through the years and

prevalent in our public school

system— for

is

wide spread use of testing

and who will

unequestionably most
it all

begins at the pre-

one can enter school.

selecting students as to

This competitive process

The social

culture.

it

fail.

is

if

achievement and

them out has been the

the child

kindergarten level with readiness testing to see
this

of

who

is indicative of

institution of school fosters its

will

Again

succeed

our white

permeation and engenders

into the student at kindergarten level to be continued

if

he and she wishes to

survive.

Some educators view kindergarten
Entering a new

life

"
as a "preparation for school.

adventure, these students are assumed to be impressionable,

immature, and socially unformed.
under constant surveillance

in

Therefore, these students must be kept

order for them not to be adversely affected by

older students who might teach them

,r

bad habits.

"

But by the first grade, these

students are expected to start "shaping up" and acting like

35

Seymour Sarason, The Culture of the School and
Change, Boston; Allyn & Bacon, Inc. 1971, p. 91.
,

little

the

"professional"

Problem

of

41

students, following the rules of the school.

The friendly environment

kindergarten with toys and other home like equipment
is

is

of the

dismissed and ho/she

given the student "tools"— books, paper, pencils.

The transition and adjustment forced upon a student from kindergarten
to

grade one

is

inhumane.

Seymour Sarason,

in relating his

kindergarten

experiences, states:

...

venturing on my own from my kindergarten room was
a fantasy very much associated with fear of those large,

cavernous halls and those very big children, and even
bigger adults who would encounter. Then, too, there was
the principles to

whom

obviously God had delegated some
of his important powers. What if I met him ? I am sure
my kindergarten teacher knew this and, therefore, protected me in ways that guaranteed that I would continue to
feel that way 36
1

From

the higly protected and insulated kindergarten environment, the

student is placed into the grade one
survive, the child

— "the real world of school. "

must abandon and betray

and learn the ways of first grade students.
to the transition easily but

many do

not.

his and

Some

hi

order

to

her kindergarten training

students are able to adjust

Those "unsuccessful" with the

transition are labeled "immature," "underachievers," "disadvantaged," and

ultimately "dropouts. "

American educational
to the next grade.

36'Ibid.

,

If

the child

institutions’

But,

p. 92.

if

makes

the transition to a student, on the

term, he or she

is

rewarded by promotion

he or she does not meet the criteria, his or hers

7

:
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ability

or intellectual achievement

is called into question.

In

other words,

schools determine the worth of students and rank them according
to this

merit

promotion.

At the same time, schools enslave students and keep them

subservient by convincing them that they need to be taught.
Illich

supports the writer's claim of school domination in the following

statements
.
.everywhere the school system has the same structure,
and everywhere its hidden curriculum has the same effect
... It (hidden curriculum) develops. . . the tolerance
for institutional dependence, and the recognition of
•

institutional rankings. 37

School prepares for the alienating institutionalization of
the

to

need

grow

to

be taught.

Once

life

by teaching

this lesson is learned, people lose their incentive

in independence; they no longer find relatedness attractive, and close

themselves

off to the

surprises which

life offers

when

it is

not predetermined

by institutional definition.
Illich's

model for a deschooled society

is

an excellent vehicle to

purport the type of system that the author would indeed propose for an
alternative to the present gap between ideals and reality.
of the channels in Elich's "learning

which

is

web"

38

Careful scrutiny

reveal an educational structure

non-manipulative and convival in nature.

Implied

in his

purposes

for a reality-based education are the structural imperatives that institutionalism

3

Row

Ivan Elich, Deschooling Society ,

Publishers, 1972, p. 56.
38

Ibid.

,

p. 108,

New York: Harrow

Books, Harper &
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and racism be omitted.

Interwoven in his 'learning web,

"

one would find

three indicators of a good educational system which are
stated thusly:
!•

ft

should provide

all

who want

resources at any time
2.

It

should

those
3.

It

empower

who want

all

all

who want

of its

to share

what they know

to find

from them.

who want

with the opportunity to
Illich's

access to available

in their lives.

to learn it

should furnish

to learn with

make

channels of learning would rid

to present an issue to the public

their challenge known. 39

the present educational institutions

myths and power relationships which exist and destroy students

in

urban schools.
In

November, 1974, Coretta King commented on

the Boston busing

controversy:
believe that the critical challenge today is to ensure
a good education for all and not the futile shuffling of
students from one school to another with scant prospect
40
of a meaningful educational experience in either.

I

Urban Education and
In recent years, there

the

Problem

of

Change

have been many efforts to eliminate or

at least

reduce the conditions restricting certain individuals from taking advantage

39
Ibid.

40

,

p. 108.

Editor’s page, Stanley M. Elam, Phi Delta Kappan, Indiana, Phi
Delta Kappa, Inc. , 1975, p. 514.

of
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their educational rights.

Architects of these proposals have wisely chosen
to

attack the barriers simultaneously.

for the creation of

Much
the

method

contemporary debate concerning educational change and

be employed lays in the reality that society does not have a true

conception of what

whose

calls

new educational processes.

of this

to

The most frequent recommendation

to

it is

behalf, and with

change and of who we are who want

to

change

it,

on

whose assistance.

Although many people are concerned with educational change and many
innovations are being promoted, there is very

little

change

in education.

Researchers have concluded that while many new ideas are being promoted
and adapted

in educational institutions, their

in the structure

From

this starting point,

change

major invariant

is the

swung from change
change.

to the

is inevitable, as

in

it.

Our present

society concedes

The underlying contention and debate have

methods employed

Dewey remarked

^

Oppenheimer

tendency toward movement, growth,

development, process, and change.

in

is little alteration

and function of education.

remarked, the world alters as we walk
that the one

consequence

that M .

.

.

in controlling

and directing forces

history in being a process of change

of Education, Research, Implications for
Presented at the National Conference on Diffusion of

^Michigan Department

Education Diffusion.
Educational Ideas, East Lansing, Michigan, 1968, p. 10.

^Robert Oppenheimer, "Prospects
Prospectives U.S.A.

,

II,

in the

Spring, 1955, p. 11.

Arts and Sciences,

"

"
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generates change not only in details but also in the method of
directing social
change. 43

The predicament on educational change advocate confronts

in the

equal

educational opportunity concerns the method: methods that maximize freedom

and limit as

little

as possible the potentialities of growth; methods that will

realize man’s dignity as well as bring into function desirable educational goals.

Regarding the methods of change, the paper

is

not concerned

about

the two extreme systems in the contemporary sense that are directly counter-

posed: the law of non-intervention which stems from the natural law and
"invisible -hand" ideology of the laissez-faire doctrine; and the law of radical

intervention which emphasizes the Marxian analysis on conflict, class struggle
to the price of

human freedom.

44

The alternative which emerges from the mentioned methods
change through an advocate.

The study must transcend the definition

education opportunity and school reform for

it is

system which preserves the status quo. What
is

"should

we seek

to

is

it

planned
of equal

the bureaucratic education

technically needs to consider

plan educational change universally or "how to plan

particular changes for particular people in particular settings?" Given the
reality of varying cultures, environments, and social classes, the latter

^3

John Dewey, Liberalism and Social Action ,

New

York: G. P. Putnam’s

Sons, 1953, p. 83.

of

Planning
^^Warren G. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benn, and Robert Chin, The
Change , New York: Holt Rinehart & Winston, 1866, p. 61.
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would seem more feasible.

In effect, it

needs a change advocate who

give voice to the public, who in turn, must
institutions.

It

(in

is to

a democracy) define their own

follows, then, that a strategy used to bring about fundamental

educational change would logically be an advocate or agent external to any
institution.

The advocate as a planner

of change

must

of

him/herself function

apart from the school bureaucracy for institutions tend to be changed by force
outside themselves.

External Approach to Change

An advocate

of planned change

common assumptions

must work within a framework

of

some

about the actuality and desirability of achieving changes.

The advocate and his/her participants should seek deliberative and collaborative
forethought in the present in order to mold the shape of the future.

meditative stance promotes freedom for

A pre-

planning, creativity, and individuality

within technological environments, extential value confrontations by both the

advocate and participant, and the educational bureaucracy, optimum power

balance between advocate and participant, and the educational system.

This

concept promotes a greater opportunity for people participation outside the
educational bureaucracy to
institutionalized

initiate

change strategies and

to challenge the

system for more effective public opinion and decision-making

regarding the educational institution.

"
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Presently, the Department of Education in each state rules and
guides
the educational

systems

in

each

This department

locale*

is also the

creator

and initiator of most educational programs for the learning processes
child within the system.

system
in

is to

be

n.

Yet, the appalling reality is

democratic procedure

education? Public participation

of electing school

board members.

of a participatory

democracy

is

—where

is

primary campaign,

it

the citizen participation

deluded through selecting and the process

Concretely and structurally, the concept

in the educational

was reported

shown that what voters of
in the political process,

all

each

— our governmental

bureaucracy

Public participation does want to exceed that point.

point.

of

that

is

over

During the 1968

"Mr. Humphrey's private

persuasions want most

is

at that

polls have

a sense of participation

a feeling that they can be heard, and have their doubts

addressed.

The external change approach would foster a more understanding
consultative process between the advocate and the

community and the professional educators

common

people in the

in the bureaucratic

system, as

indicated in a democratic society in order to avoid and eliminate conflicts from

educational programs established for particular areas, especially inner-city
locals.

what

is

Perpetuation of white-middle class values as the parent of

"I

know

best" and the failure to give due consideration to the inner-city area's

45

New York Times, September

3, 1968, p. 1.
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public concept of educational values will be discontinued.
In the consultative

process, the advocate must subscribe to the concept

that greater participation by the citizens should be sought as essential.

type of procedure followed is what

makes

The

the difference— determine what the

general public considers important in the educational system.

As the advocate

and his/her group work externally in achieving active participation within the
educational system, they are simultaneously gaining internal participation
4-fi

within the institution as well.

Approach

Internal

The need
in the

to

Change

to reach the "inner

dynamics"

change process appears essential.

of change is no

of the educational institution

Understanding the internal approach

easy task for no one knows the objective truth about successfully

changing the educational bureaucracy.

When

all is

said and done, educators

tend to believe what feels right to them, based on personal and professional

experience,

is the

correct theory to an actual situation.

Internal change

strategies typically address student, teacher, or administrative behaviors

and creating a prognosis to alter their manner in some meaningful way.

Rarely do internal approaches face the purpose, meaning, or reality
or the state’s and local situation’s responsibility

46 Ernest Erber, ed.

Grossman Publishers, 1970,
47

to

of schools

provide educational

Urban Plaining and Transition, New York:
p. 172.

Seymour Saras on, The Culture of the School and
Change, Boston: Allyn & aBacon, Inc., 1971, p. 87.

the Proble
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opportunity to every citizen.
defined and

how

The root issues as

to utilize basic

resources

to

how education should be

to deliver educational

beyond the scope of public school change strategies.
change process

As a

school.

is

Part of the educational

stymied by the fact that our entire society has attended

result, each person has his/her stereotype of what the school

should produce educationally.

This adds to the internal problem of change, as

there is a total absence of any consensus of what

by students, teachers, and administrators.
strength

services are

it

means

to

become educated

Yet, this can be the greatest

— the failure to agree on a single best way to educate

all

people in

our society.
It is

the researcher’s contention that

some questions need answering

before options and substantial internal change can occur.

The citizens

of

each

state or local institution should reply to these questions:

What do we mean by education ?
What is education to provide for

Who
Who

the citizen ?

should govern decision-making groups ?
should administer the people, teacher, the school?
What is the populace to be served?
Who does the educational system serve?
Who does the educational system want to serve ?
Who should determine the populace to be served in the various

—

types of educational settings ?

To bring forth the internal change strategies for
the citizens’ voice

must be heard.

the educational system,

The citizens' voice and participation must

be brought into the educational scene.

Since the citizens' voice and participation

50

does not have an active place within the present bureaucracy,
only logical

way

is

it

appears the

through an external force— the advocate.

Summary

The history of urban education

in

America

is clear.

mental development of children has been and will continue

to

as their needs, concerns, and interests are not addressed.

The physical and
be abused as long
Daily children are

subjected to and victims of racism and exclusiveness while laws to protect them

are enforced only by judicial action.
In recent years, the issues

mentioned above have become more

concern to parents and interested citizens.
the importance for change.

urban areas

is

citizens see the need and

Realizing that the school bureaucracy in their

mammoth, and

these citizens have given

Many

of a

internal changes too

complex, and too remote,

to little or to no action at all for change.

way

It is

the contention of the writer that change in the educational arena can be brought

forth through advocacy.

mechanism which
powers

The advocacy model for change

is

an external

will assist the public to have influence and decision-making

in the educational arena.

The purpose of Chapter III
advocate

— an advocate’s

is to

role, qualities, and

The procedure assists the researcher
advocacy

to

address the theoretical issue of an

urban education

in

need for the educational scene.

to effectively develop an application of

a later chapter.

CHAPTER

III

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING: OPTIMAL ADVOCATE
Chapter III begins

to

answer the second research question: What are

the theoretical and practical underpinnings for the development of an advocacy

model for change?

In

response to this question, the author develops the

theoretical underpinning of an advocate.

The advocate concepts to be expounded

are:

Rationale for Advocacy in the Educational Arena

Advocate -

A

Strategy of Change

Developmental Models for an Advocate
Qualities of an Advocate

Sources of Power for an Advocate

The study addresses the need for an advocate-»-an external mechanism
change

in

of

urban education.

Rationale for Advocacy in the Educational Arena

An advocate

for the educational arena is an external change agent, who

strategizes to reduce the discrepancies between the provisions and guarantees
of law and the actual services presently available to those persons under the
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jurisdiction and/or influence of the school systems.
in

pre-school,

K

This includes individuals

to 12, adult education, correctional institutions,
and private

foster homes, etc.

The advocate with his/her citizen participants attempt

to

reduce the discrepancies of educational opportunity between mandated
services
to students

and those actually delivered.

The purpose of the advocate
in the educational

bureaucracy and

is to

its

eliminate the inadequacies identified

delivery of educational opportunity by

developing strategies and processes consistent with student needs.

advocacy for the

educational arena is a

means

of

Therefore,

implementing better educational

services and programs for students through an external change agent and public
input.

Philosophy for Advocacy

The advocacy model

must recognize

is

based on the belief that the school bureaucracy

the need for independent input and evaluation by the public

policies which are reflected in educational programs, products, and services

so that checks and balances are maintained.

This parallels the approach

followed by the government which has begun to recognize that industry

always the best evaluator of

its

own products.

is not

Educational programs and

services for students must embody such an organization of citizen participation

or advocacy whereby effective service depends upon a legitimate and vigorous

system

of accountability, separate and distinct

from those departments which

provide services and educational programs to students.

Without this balance

"

:
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between school policies and accountability,
an advocacy system

The educational goals and priorities for

is

inoperable.

the mid-70's should clearly

focus on the importance of emphasizing
the student and his/her needs as the

center of the educational process.

Too frequently the thrust of these goals

revolves around the limited and repetitious
nature of educational programs.

Jane Mercer, in a recent article, noted how few
children are really educated.

One

of the

research

most persistent complaints she has heard from parents

is

how inappropriately children are placed

in

her

in classes. 1

Alfred Whitehead recently wrote that formal educational means
as students are not being stimulated toward learning.
I

lay

it

He

little

states

down as an educational axiom

that teaching comes
soon as you forget that your pupils have
bodies. . . Book learning conveys secondhand information,
and as such can never rise to the importance of immediate
practice. Our goal is to see the immediate events of our
lives as instances of our general ideas. . . The learned
world tends to offer. . .secondhand scraps of information
illustrating ideas derived from another secondhand scrap
to grief as

of information. 2

Present Conditions
It

is the

opinion of the author that school officials are not providing the

leadership in identifying and assisting students in finding and meeting their
educational needs and interests nor are they reaching out to or searching for

^Jane R. Mercer, "A Policy Statement on Assessment Procedures and
the Rights of Children, Harvard Educational Review Vol. 44, No. 1, February,
,

1974, p. 135.

North Whitehead, "Classroom in the Sky: A Power Trip for
Disadvantaged Youth," Phi Delta Kappan Vol. 57, No. 9, p. 57.
2 Alfred

,
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those not attending the educational institutions.

At the same time, neither are

there enough parents supplying the demands for services.
of parents are silent

because they are ignorant of the possible educational

services their children

what

is

may

have and the ways of assessing them to know

beneficial for their child.

Children,

it

The larger number

In the 1970

White House Conference on

issued the following policy statement in their report:

Because the state compels young persons to attend
school, because students are relatively weak and
easily coerced, and because school is the societal
institution with

close contact,

which young persons have their

it is

first

especially important that the school

honor student's rights and recognize the primary of
students interests. The student's basic educational
right in school is access to a satisfactory education,

without regard to race, sex, marital status, physical
or mental capabilities. The school must also recognize
and respect the fact that students, as all U. S. citizens,
have basic rights under law and are entitled to equal

These rights, be they constitutional
or state statute, need not be earned. Their exercise is
the students privilege even if his or her judgment is poor,
or if the student is ill-informed, ill-mannered, or has
contributed little or nothing to his/her peers, school, or

protection of that law.

society.

The writer

3

of this dissertation has noted with interest that

dealing with children omit children's voices almost entirely.

documents

The proceedings

of the various conferences or policy-making decisions for state laws read like

a history of ideas and programs seen through the eyes of an adult, rather than

3

1970 White House Conference on Children, Report
U.S.G. P.O. , Washington, D. C. , 1970.

to the

President

,
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reports and suggestions dealing with children as

respect and dignity.

human beings deserving

Too frequently the designing

of

programs,

definitions

of needs, and their causes for concern lose
the child in the process. 4

As an example,

in the

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, as well as all

other states and commonwealths of this nation, we often hear
adults speak of
the student's "right" to an education.

respect, the

word

Although the statement

is factual in

"right" is inaccurate, for the laws are written to indicate

that a student has an obligation to education rather than a "right" for

Education, for most

all

it.

children below the age of sixteen, is compulsory.

Since the law of

many

of the education

community, including administrators and parents, must

assume

some

states compels students to attend school, all

members

the obligation to protect the rights of the student, to help and to assist

him/her

identify his/her responsibilities, and to

and capricious denial of due process.
If

the above

premise

appropriate that those

arms

is

guard him/her from arbitrary

^

recognized as fact, then

it

would appear

of the educational institution, having responsibility

for supervision of the learner as well as the teacher, also

assume a

role of

^Rochelle Beck, 'The White House Conferences on Children: An
Historical Perspective," Harvard Educational Review , Vol. ,43, No. 4,

November, 1973,

p. 668.

^Hillary Rodham, "Children Under the Law, " Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 43, No. 4, November, 1973.
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a child advocate.

For, in an atmosphere so structured, the
child can be as

easily the victim as the benefactor and

if

there

is

a formal structure for the

presentation of the benefits, there must also be
a formal structure for the

prevention of the

victimization. 6

But the reality

is

— the child

is too often the

victim.

There

is

a great

discrepancy between the official description of an educational
program, the
delivery services and actual operation of the program and services.

Again, throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, individual
children are denied access to appropriate educational services and programs

or are caught in the complex bureaucratic structure of state agencies. 7 The
parents of these children are often subjected to an endless series of paper-

work, interviews, and delays
it is

not unusual for them to

The 1970 Children's

in

program and service

become

delivery.

totally frustrated.

Bill of Rights,

Consequently,

8

drawn up by Mary Kohler, stresses

children's rights, such as parental love and respect for children, a society

free from discrimination, equality of education opportunity, elimination of
object poverty, and the freedom to pursue different developmental paths based

on individual choice or need.

If

any such movement has occurred,

it

has been

at a glacial pace.

^William Ryan, Blaming the Victim
^ David
8

1974.

,

New York: Pantheon

Bartley and Michael Daley, Chapter 766, 1972, p.

Books, 1971.
1.

Douglas Biklen, Let Our Children Go, Syracuse: Human Policy Press,
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As already

stated,

it is

too difficult for the

agencies to become the change agent.

Commonwealth's educational

These internal participants are directly

connected with the legal and/or educational system
and tied into the present
structure.

The resources for parents must be prompt and
basic

human

many

students are

efficient,

rights of the students as well as educational experiences.
still

most

feasible

Since

minors under the law, they must rely primarily on

parents or other citizens to safeguard their educational rights.
the

preserving the

means

to try to

students is through an advocate

change educational policies as

who

At the outset,
it

affects

assists and works with the public

participants. The advocate and his/her participants are those outside of the

immediate legal or educational system under consideration.

Advocate:

The Role

of an

of people

Strategy of Change

Advocate

The idea of an advocate
sound new

A

is the

term

is

— advocate.

not a

in

An advocate can be

who support, defend or plead

on behalf of others or themselves.

new concept

our society.

What may

an individual or a group

for the causes, ideas, or basic rights

In the past ten

years, advocacy strategy

has forced changes in business policies, in industrial management, and
structure and power of

some governmental agencies. On

in the

the national and local

scene, various bureaucracies, corporations, and public interest groups have
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come

to

respect and to respond to this strategy
of change and challenge.

The author views advocacy
for change.

public

how

population

in education as the only viable
alternative

Advocacy as a model for change

in education

would expose

to the

the bureaucratic institution has
eliminated accountability to the
it

purports to serve, and has insultated

itself

from challenge

to

change.

By focusing on
works

to

the learner and his/her needs, the advocacy

prevent and/or end institutional practices and policies adverse

student’s interest, ensuring that he/she receive appropriate

to the

programming and

Such an approach encompasses two kinds of advocacy.

care.

method

They are: Case

advocacy and class advocacy.

Case Advocacy describes intervention on behalf
adult

who

is

denied the rights and services

one-to-one basis.

Any

child or adult

room pattern and who needs
benefit

to

of a particular child

which he /she

who does

not

fit

or

is

entitled--on a

into the

normal class-

different or supplemental attention in order to

from public instruction and does not receive

it,

belongs to this category.

Class Advocacy operates on a broader plan, by promoting the interests
and meeting the needs of a group of persons, as a class.

The U.S. Census

data of 1970 portrays a picture of students and/or adults who need class

advocacy

— the

racially, the ethnically, or the economically different.

Statistics prove that being out of school affects all ages , but

emphasizes that the older a person gets, he/she has greater

it

equally

difficulty

remaining
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in the education

system.

For many children, ages sixteen and seventeen are

years when they finally give up on the bureaucracy and the bureaucracy gives
up on them ^ In this instance, the interests and concerns of students and/or
!

adults need to be furthered through advocacy which can change present policies

within the institutions affecting the lives of students.

Ralph Nader Types

One
that

of the leaders in this area for advocacy is Ralph Nader.

Americans need a renewed sense

He believes

of citizenship, a citizenship that

makes

each person cognizant of his/her rights and privileges, and stubbornly demanding
of his/her input to policy

making by democratically designed

institutions.

new way of life around citizenship action must
be the program of the immediate future. The ethos that
look upon citizenship as an avocation or opportunity must
be replaced with the commitment to citizenship as an
Building a

obligation, a continual receiver of our time, energy, and
skill. And that commitment must be transformed into a

strategy of action that develops instruments of change while
it focuses on what needs to be done.
In

a student's manual on citizen activism, Ralph Nader points to the

ultimate goals of public interest organizers.

At the same time, Mr. Nader

implicates the three distinct roles for an advocate through which effective
citizenship activity can be channeled.

9

Children Out of School

in

First, is the full-time professional

America, a report by the Children's Defense

Fund of the Washington Research Project, Inc., 1974,

p. 33.

10 Ralph Nader and Donald Ross, " Action for a Change;

Manual for Public Interest Organizing , New York: Grossman
1971, p.

6.

A

Student's

Publishers,
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who makes his/her career by applying his/her

citizen,

of public problems.

This citizen

or union institution.

Rather, he/she

institutions to

is

skills to a

wide range

not part of any governmental, corporate,

independently based, working on

is

improve and reshape them or replace them with improved ways

of achieving just missions.

With a full-time base,

this individual is able to

mobilize and encourage part-time citizen activity. 11
His second suggestion for an advocate

With the work week becoming shorter,

this

for both a blue and white collar worker.

Americans desire
can

I

to find the

do to improve

citizens

answers

my community?"

comprehend and

to

is

through part-time involvement.

can become an integral part of

Nader strongly contends

that

life

many

two very recurrent questions: ’What

and "How do

I

go about doing it?" Once

fully realize the serious abuse afforded

them by

various bureaucratic structures, they will develop the mechanics for laying

it

out in the open before the public, propose solutions and generate the necessary
coalitions to see their solutions through.

power and

to

When

accomplish some contributions

people begin

to their

to

view their

community, they count

themselves as individuals with value, worth and integrity rather than as

numbers

in a large organizational wheel.

The third form of citizenship
of this nation's abuses and

12

activity is on-the-job citizenship.

misdeeds are secrets known

Most

to thousands of

Ralph Nader and Donald Ross, Action for a Change: A Student's
Manual for Public Interest Organizing , New York: Grossman Publishers,
11

1971, p. 7.
12

Ibid.

,

p. 7.
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insiders, including the lowest paid worker.

The complicity

of silence, of

getting along by going along, of just taking orders should be a
of

moral concern for many a

would like

grow

to

citizen.

prime target

The writer believes many employees

do something about these abuses, and that their numbers will

to the extent that the

employees believe their assistance will improve

conditions and not just expose them to being called troublemakers or threaten

them with losing their

jobs.

These citizens must believe

that

if

they are right,

there will be someone to defend them and to protect their right to speak out.

Hence, on-the-job citizenship

is

a critical source of information, ideas, and

suggestions for change.

The theory

that change by an institution on behalf of the public interest

requires external pressure should not displace the potential for change within

when

the pressure forges a conscious alliance of people

within the institution to alter the existing conditions.
that

it

it

cannot

command

its

— on-the-job citizenship

When

the

employees’ complete allegiance to

will be far less likely to engage in such actions.

This

is

employer knows

its

malpractices,

considered a

built-in-check against the employers’ disloyalty to the institution.

Nader

part-time citizens with
confers a significant connection between full-time and
on-the-job citizens.
a remarkable reflection on the underdevelopment
no effort has
of citizenship strategies that virtually
a
been directed toward ending these divisions with
has been
unison of action. But then, every occupation
the
except
given expertise and full-time practitioners
It is
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most important occupation of all— citizenship. Until
unstructured citizen power is given the tools for
impact, structured power, no matter how democratic
in

form, will tend toward abuse, indifference, or

sloth.

For

the researcher, citizenship advocacy is compelling

democracy are
It is

to

become a

if

the ideals of a

reality.

the author’s firm belief that the pioneer for advocacy in the

bureaucratic structure for educational change should be a full-time professional.

The advocate as a full-time professional

is

a new approach for educational

change.

This concept of advocacy can be both a tool and an effective change

vehicle.

In

order

to insure

success of such a role concept, the person must

perceive his/her citizenship within the community

— as a full-time responsibility.

The role goes much deeper than a sermonizing patriotism.
full-time advocate is central to democracy
the principle that all

has failed

to

power comes from

evolve effectively for

the democratic ideal

all

The role

— democratic systems

the people.

of a

are based on

Since American Democracy

people, especially the urban society,

must be transcended from a

theoretical stance to a

more

practical role.

During the past thirty years

in education, there

has been a widening

gap between citizen participation and the governing bureaucracy, between the
-theoretical decision-makers and the real decision-making processes.

13

'Ibid., p. 10.

The

G3

moat powerless constltuency-the
minority population
ioels excluded, shut out
of decision-making.

of our nation's cities-

School and federal educational

programs slowly continue with or
without taxpayer support.
As a vehicle
attaining the

power

new

itself, the

citizenship that implants both
a sense of

advocate holds great potential.

for

power as well as

the

Functioning independently on

behalf of publicly Identified
issues, the advocate and
his/her citizen participants

can critically monitor present
education institutions, openly
identify and
substantiate injustices, and stubbornly
fight to correct the issues.
role that is

most

difficult

and can be done only outside the
education

This

is

a

institution

by a full-time professional with citizen
participation.

Developmental Models for an Advocate: Practitioner
and Theorist

The functions
system

is

of

advocacy as a strategy for change

new and occurs without

precedents.

The role

potential has not fully

in the educational

the benefit of methodological and strategic

of an advocate in this position is also new;
hence its

emerged.

Thus,

it

has

many advantages— freedom from

constraints, freedom from guidelines, and freedom from
structure which

many

positions employ.

The Practitioner
Ralph Nader's concept of public interest groups or citizen activism

one of advocacy

— the practitioner.

The purpose

of

is

Nader's professionalism

is
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to assist citizens in taking
action against exclusion

and economic systems.

This

m educational change— it is

some idea

is to

from

their social, political,

be incorporated for a practitioner

not bureaucratic but participative—
"open" relation-

ships between the advocate
practitioner and citizen participants.

between the practitioner and citizens

is essentially for

Collaboration

understanding of the

cultural and societal problems in education;
and for influencing the development

and controlment of educational programs
and services.
the practitioner

must embody

In initiating change,

the populace’s values, interests, concerns,
and

needs as a dominant criteria for change.

Change effort should be perceived

by the citizen participants as being their responsibility
throughout
of

ideal— democracy.

The practitioner, through

can identify and justify what

and interpretation.

happening

is

The practitioner

in the

finds

it

the use of professional skills,

process of change by observation

necessary

citizen participants that there is direction in change

times, the public participants

may

As long

to

confirm with the

— cause

and effect.

At

be reluctant to pursue certain education

changes but the professional practitioner can be crucial
resistance to change.

this country

in

reducing the

as the advocate acts congruently with the

principles of educational change and permits the citizen participants to test

his/her motives and competence, the practitioner should be able
the necessary types of support through the risky phase of change.
of any type of change

participants.

program depends on

the relationships

to

provide

The success

— advocate-citizen
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The practitioner
of

in

change and the direction

planned change develops with the populace
the model
in

which

it is

heading.

Robert Chin

in his readings

on Elements of Planned Change has stated:

Developmental models postulate that the system under
.
is going "somewhere:" that the changes
.
have
some direction. The direction may be defined by (a) some
goal or end state (developed, mature); (b) the
process of
scrutiny.

becoming (developing, maturing); or (c) the degree of
achievement toward some goal or end state (increased
development, increased in maturity). 44
In the first steps of educational

for the practitioner to develop
will reinforce

the ability to

among

make

planned change,

some form

it is

of progress or

quite important

movement.

the citizen participants the importance of citizen

This

activism—

choices, the ability to defend one’s rights, the ability to

maintain certain privileges, and the ability to plead for the cause of another
in public

urban education.

The design of a practitioner model can be seen on the following page.
Illustration 1

shows the Practitioner Model of Educational Change.

The Theorist

The theorist advocate

is

one who usually constructs or evaluates

thought models or existing institutions appropriate to their intended purpose.

Usually this person prefers not to change existing systems, but
institutions

introduced.

work and

to predict

Another name for

what would happen
this

person

is

if

some new

to study

how

factors were

researcher.

14 Robert Chin, The Utility of System Models and Developmental Models
for Practitioners, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , 1969, p. 306.
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When a

theorist has decided to take on
a particular piece of research

for educational change, he/she

must keep

in

perspective the cultural and

societal urban setting and their
problems in education.

remember

WHO

is

employing him/her.

With

this in

the project by evaluating the education
institution.

mind, the theorist begins

With his/her data, the

advocate must consider three points on how
the findings

are the citizens going to use the information?
citizens attempt to influence?

When

(3)

In

The researcher must

may

be used:

Whose behavior

(2)

what context

(1)

How

will the

will this influence

occur? 15

the theorist provides information based on his/her
research, he/she

make

it

a rule to communicate directly with the citizens who employed

him/her and

if

possible to communicate with the education bureaucracy that

should

is to

be influenced for a model of planned change.

definite responsibility to be actively

knowledge he/she produces

is

used.

A

researcher has a

concerned with the ways in which the
This advocate must remain alert to the

processes of manipulation his/her research could hold.

research can help the citizen groups

to involve

more

But, as long as the

of the general public, the

advocate must concern him/herself actively with the question of how
going to be used and to what kind of process

15

it is

it is

going to contribute.

Herbert C. Kelman, "Manipulation of Human Behavior: An Ethical
Dilemma for the Social Scientist, " Journal of Social Issues , XXI, No. 2, 1965,
p. 40.

16

Ibid.

,

p. 589.
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In

order

to

promote the enhancement

of

freedom

of choice as a positive

goal, a theorist would have to focus on
the conditions favoring the citizens
ability to exercise choices and to

maximize their

individual values.

The

researcher must consider the relative probabilities, given
the existing sociohistorical context of education, that this knowledge will be
used to heighten the
citizen’s

freedom

In

of choice and opportunity in the design of educational
programs.

summary,

of purpose.

the difference

The practitioner

is

between a practitioner and a theorist

concerned with cause and nature

and how to achieve understanding

in

order

to

actively change the educational system and

of changing the educational

(2)

(1)

how he/she

is

centered on

(1)

design an evaluation of the education system; and

is

going

how he/she needs a theory

system which does not concern a

other hand, a theorist's attention

problem

change the existing condition.

Additional interests of a practitioner are centered on
to

of a

one

is

theorist.

how he/she

(2)

is

how he/she

On

the

going to

is

going to

design a theory of change in the educational system.

On

the following page, Illustration 2 portrays the differences between

a practitioner and theorist

in

an urban setting.
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-Qualities of an

to the

October

7,

Advocate

1963 edition of the

announced a search for change
agents,

it

New York Times,

a classified ad

read:

T

hat s

a change agent? A results
oriented individual able
^o accurately
and quickly resolve
intangible problems.

success.

To be an

.

complex tangible and
Energy and ambition necessary for

.

affective change agent,

it is

than energy and ambition are
necessary.

would be quality number one.

the writer's opinion that

more

For the most part, professionalism

Bennes, Benne, and Chin have suggested
that

a professional for educational change
would:

A.

understand the culture of the men and
settings

B.

women and

their societal

from which they come;

be concerned with improvement, development, and
measurement
of effectiveness according to their standards,
beliefs, and values;

C.

be preoccupied with the people and the process of hum an interactions ;

D.

make

their interests in changes, perceptions, and values a

number one
E.

goal;

develop increased understanding among and within groups to

reduce tensions;
F.

develop better methods of "conflict resolutions" than suppression,
denial, and the use of unprinciple power;

71

view the advocacy group as an
organic system

G.

marked by mutual

of relationships

trust, interdependence, multi-group

member-

ship, shared responsibility, and
conflict resolution through training

or problem solving.

1

7

Though each professional advocate has

in

mind a

set of unique goals

based on his/her own theoretical position and
competencies, an effective change
agent realizes the importance of being in
communion with the people for

his/her effect is directed.
of dealing with

human

This professional

lives and

is

whom

ever conscious of the reality

working for their well being. While laboring

with public participation at practical efforts to change
public policy in the
education arenas, the advocate must be aware of the damaging
or ill-effects
that can result as well.

may

As Peter Edelman once

stated, "today’s institutions

be tomorrow’s prisons. "

The change agent. . . counts heavily on a body of
knowledge in order to realize his aims, under guidance
of certain ethical principles, and with the clients
interest, not his own, in mind. This last point should
be emphasized; the change agent must defer his own
personal gratification in his dealings with the target
system, his client. Particularly in dealing with
something as important as a large and complex
organization where the change agent's actions may
affect thousands of individuals
he must continually
check his own needs, motives, and wishes against

—

the reality of the client’s needs. 18

17

Warren Bennis, Kenneth

of Change,

New York:

D. Benne, and Robert Chin, The Planning

Holt, Rinehart

& Winston, 1969,

p. 69.

I O

Kenneth D. Benne and Max Bimbaum, "Change Does Not Have to
be Haphazard," The School Review , University of Chicago Press, LXVIII,
Vol. 3, p. 345.
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Leadership would be quality number two.

must

identify the

advocate

The professional leader

problem and set the process for action

is able to relate the

problem comprehensible

in motion.

to the public

The
and

is

capable of evoking the strong emotion that
attends the demonstration of clear
injustice.

must be manageable and packageable.

It

The essential characteristics

^

of leadership is informing the public of

the strategic factors necessary for change and
having the group identify the

important variables.
the
tion

problem

The leader should assist the external participants with

of planned change:

and conflict,

(C) control

(A)

the identification of mission, (B) collabora-

and leadership,

change, (E) utilization of human resources,

development.

(F)

and adaptation

communication,

(G)

to

management

20

Quality
is the

(D) resistance

number three

for an advocate is perseverance.

day-to-day undertakings

discouragement.

counter influences, opposition, or

The professional leader will pursue the problem on a day-to-

day basis for as long as
Quality

in spite of

Perseverance

it

takes to get results.

number four for an advocate

is

communication.

The professional

leader needs to develop with the public a dedicated commitment to involvement,
to

secure a feeling of identification with the proposed change strategies, and

19

to

i

Peter Edelman, "Report Analyses: The Massachusetts Task Force
Reports: Advocacy for Children, " Harvard Educational Review Vol. 43,
No. 4, November, 1973, p. 641.
,

20

Warren G. Bennis, "Theory and Method in Applying Behavioral Science
Organizational Change," The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science
Planned
to
I, No. 4, 1965, p. 340.
,
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build certain expectations with the external
participants for

whom

he/she

is

21

serving.

The advocate must be

must be able
possible

to

in constant

communication with him/herself and

recognize and to come to terms with— as

his/her own motivations.

much

as humanly

He/She must act congruently and

authentically with the values of the general public.

Quality

number

five for an advocate

would be competence.

leader must encompass a wide range of knowledge including
skills; (B) theories

sources of help;

and methods of organization change;

(D) operational

(C)

A

professional

(A) organizational

knowledge of

and relational skills of listening, observing,

identifying, and reporting, of the ability to

form relationships and

trust; of a

high degree of behavioral flexibility; and (E) knowledge of the ethical and
evaluative functions.

22

The personality
in

of the

competent advocate plays an important factor

his/her influence and relationship with the external participants.

person cannot impose democratic or humanistic values

inhuman manner.

One

of his/her

main goals

is

This

in an authoritarian or

creating

more

authenticity and

collaboration with the general public in order to change a bureaucratic

educational system.

21Mathew B. Miles, ed.

Innovation in Education,

New York:

Teachers College Press, 1964, p. 417.
22

G. Bennis and Edgar H. Schern, Principles and Strategies in
the Use of Laboratory Training for Improving Social Systems, Personal and
Organizational Change Through Group Methods, New York: Wiley & Sons, 1965,
p. 211.

Warren
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Quality

number

six for an advocate would be the knowledge of

money or goods

acquire

many ways.

in assisting the financial

The proper control

of this asset can

how

to

burden which can be used

in

be one of the most significant

sources of influence for change through many resources. 23

Source of Power for an Advocate

Generally speaking, the advocate derives his/her power and influence

from

the

agent

is

term "expert power".

This term suggests that the external change

seen as possessing certain

his/her influence.

skills

and competencies which legitimizes

This "expert power" is employed to assist and to serve the

citizen.participants in building strategies for change in the educational

bureaucracy.
In

order

to construct effective

agent must share

some

programs

of his/her expert

power.

of change, the external change

The three areas

to be

mentioned are: training, consultation, and research.

By

training, the writer refers to group dynamics or organizational

development.
settings

This connotes training which unfolds into unstructured group

where participants examine their interpersonal

relationships.

examining data generated by themselves, the members attempt
the dynamics of group behavior, e.g.

23

Matthew B. Miles, ed.

College Press, 1964, p. 418.

,

,

By

to understand

decision processes, leadership and

Innovation in Education ,

New York: Teachers
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influence norms, roles, communication distortions,

behavioral patterns, and coping

When

effects of authority on

mechanisms.^

the advocate believes his/her participants have achieved the

various levels of group dynamics , the next step to be taken

The change agent presents a model

is consultation.

be changed; he/ she articulates

to

the fine details so that the casual and underlying

mechanisms

it

in all

of the situation

The group then can take remedial actions. When strategies

are understood.

for change have been designed, the advocate consults and confronts the group

with their behavior.

Since the advocate

is

a practitioner, at times his/her

role appears to be vague and ambiguous in the process of change.

Research connotes the collection
data found.

In the

25

of information and the reporting of the

survey— feedback process, data— are reported

in ’’feedback"

meetings where the participants have a chance to review the finding, test them
against their own experience, and even ask the researchers to test

some

of

This type of applied research often results in activating

their hypotheses.

more involvement and participation
analyzing, and interpreting

more

For planned change,
consulting, and researching.

all

.

of the group in planning, collecting,

i.

data.

26

three processes are involved

training,

The roles of the advocate and participants vary

at times.

24

Warren

Applying Behavioral Science
G. Bennis, "Theory and Method in
The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, I,

Planned Organizational Change,"
No. 4, 1965, p. 344.

to

25 Ibid.

,

p. 344.

26 lbid.

,

p. 345.

a
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Summary

In Saul Alinsky’s " Rules for Radicals

,

the prologue begins by stating:

The revolutionary force today has two targets,
moral
as well as material. Its young protagonists
are one

moment reminiscent

of the idealistic early

yet they urge violence to cry,

"Bum

the

Christians

system down!"

They have no

illusions about the system, but plenty of
illusions about the way to change our world. 2
'

Today many Americans are trying desperately
social, political, and educational life.

There

make some sense

to

is

out of the

a search for freedom

—

certain degree of order and value where things have relationships and
can be

pieced together for a sense of direction.

These people are questioning and

searching for the true democratic ideal— the ideals of liberty, equality,
majority role through free elections, protection of the rights of minorities,
etc.

The spirit

of

democracy

is the

idea of the importance and worth in each

unique individual and faith and hope in a kind of world where the individual can
achieve as

much

of his/her potential as possible.

Since the beginning of our country

— 1776-1976 —the weakness

as the strength of the democratic ideal has been the people.

free unless they are willing to give and to sacrifice

some

of their interests to guarantee the

27

New York:

People cannot be

of their time and

freedom of others.

Saul Alinsky, Rules for Radicals,
Random House, XIII, 1971.

Division of

some

as well

The price

of

Vintage Books, a
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democracy

is the continual

pursuing of the

common good

of all.

Approximately

one hundred and thirty-five years ago
Tocqueville warned that unless individual
citizens

were regularly involved

in the action of

governing themselves, self-

government would pass from the scene. Public
participation

is the annealing

spirit and force in a society.

David Ross’s manual on citizen participation
issue of the

members

as a citizen.

What

is

of a society

is

concerned with

this

knowing and accepting their responsibility

needed, Ross states,

is

a renewed sense of citizenship

for every American.
In light of

what has been stated, an advocate

is

needed

to assist

person in becoming cognizant of his/her rights and privileges and

in

his/her input to the designing of policy for democratic institutions.

no longer be the separation
citizenship in our

of people

democracy.

from

each

demanding
There can

the routine daily functions of

The aim of an advocate

people how to organize for power--how to get

it

and how

is to

to

suggest to the

use

it

for decision

making participation.
The need for an advocate on

the educational scene

means

that he/she

can function independently on behalf of the publicly identified issues, can
critically

monitor the education bureaucracy, can openly identify inconsistencies,

and wrong-doings, and can suggest ways to correct the problems.
In

Chapter Four, an analysis of two case studies

effectively develop an application of an advocacy

education,

it is

is

undertaken.

model for change

essential to view other group advocacy methods.

to

To

urban

chapter

IV

PRACTICAL UNDERPINNINGS: CASE STUDIES
Chapter IV completes the answer to the second research question
concerning the practical underpinnings for the development of an advocacy

model for change.

order

In

to better

answer

this part of the question, the

author analyzes two advocacy groups’ processes— one at the national level

and the second at the local level.
This chapter examines the following areas:
Rationale for Selection

Case Studies

Rationale for Selection

The programs
building a

new way

of the present

of life

and the immediate future appear

around citizen action groups.

to

be

Thus, there are

innumerable public interest groups and citizen action organizations on the
rise in our country.

These advocacy groups can be found

concern, and interest.
objectives

comes from

at

every level, size,

As Ralph Nader has stated many times,
the democratic principle that all

"their

power comes from

the people. "*
1

Ralph Nader and Donald Ross, Action for Change , New

Publisher, 1971, p.

6.

Yorit,

Grossman
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The belli

that regards citizenship as
an opportunity

be replaced with the commitment to

or avocation must

citizenship as an obligation, "a
continual

receiver of one's (our) time, energy,
2
and skill."
Therefore, this commitment

must be transformed
change while

it

deducation that

into a strategy of action that
develops instruments of

focuses on what needs to be done.

Common Cause

It

is for their

purpose and

founded by John Gardner at the national
focus

and the Massachusetts Advocacy Center
founded by Hubert Jones at the local
focus have been selected for the two case
studies.

To be more

definite, these

two advocacy groups were chosen on

the

following criteria:
1.

Their functional ability— these advocacy groups

possess such

a.

flexibility,

freedom, imagination, and

willingness to experiment,
b.

build the instruments to accomplish their objective,

c.

desire to be of service to people in practical, effective

ways,
involve

d.

2.

many

people in action and decision-making policies.

Their geographical location
it

was the author's decision

the local scene.

2
Ibid.

,

p. 6.

— in comparing two advocacy models,
to look at the national as well

as

80
3.

Their accessibility— information pertaining

to

these two advocacy

models was accessible as well as contacts for interviews.

The information compiled for the case studies

is

from a sequence

telephone conversations, and interviews with professionals
office during the

months

of

of

advocacy

in the

January and April, 1976, as well as an analysis

of their annual reports, publications,

and literature.

Some newspaper

articles

and reviews written about the two models were also used.

Advocacy models are becoming a workable strategy for change.
basic premise

change but their structure and organization share very

is

common. Some models have

little in

Their

definite limitations, e.g.

Against Busing" while others have a broader base,

e. g.

,

,

"Parents

"American

Civil

Liberties Union".

Due

to the

newness

of

advocacy as a change mechanism, there are

certain limitations in evaluation. The Rand Study gives validity to the problem:

The organizational approach is relatively under
developed. . . although case studies flourish in
educational research and elsewhere, evaluations
of the

methods are very

difficult to find. 3

Hence, the researcher relies upon field study observation which

encompasses interviews, telephone conversations, publications, reports,
etc. for

comparison of the two chosen advocacy models.

3

Harvey A. Averch, et al. How Effective is Schooling: A Critical
Review and Synthesis of Research Findings Santa Monica: The Rand
,

,

Corporation, 1972, p.

8.
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While acknowledging certain restrictions, the study
discerns overt
behavioral or programmatic regularities through the
development of
categorical components.

The categories analyzed are:

1.

Historical Perspective

2.

Governance

3.

Priority Areas

4.

Finance

5.

Key Elements

6.

Accomplishments

7.

Publications

Discerning overt behavioral or programmatic regularities requires
that the reader look at the advocacy

interpretative stance.

The request

models from a non-judgmental, nonis

not natural for this age and day.

People are more accustomed to thinking about other people’s motivations
that they pay too little attention to what there is to see.

The study requests

that one understands only the change they are attempting to bring forth in

our democratic society.

:
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Case Studies

Common

Common Cause

Cause:

A

National Focus

a national citizens’ lobbying organization of over

is

300,000 Americans who have joined together

people— their common cause.

Membership

is

champion the cause

This citizens’ group

cuts across all party

Republicans— and

to

drawn from

of the

not a political party.

is

lines— Independents, Democrats and

all

walks of American

The targets

life.

are politicians who ignore the people, unresponsive bureaucracies, and

behind-the-scenes betrayals of public trust.
citizens have been rediscovering their
that

power for

the

common

Since

its

power and how

inception in 1970,
to successfully

use

good.

Historical Perspective

The First Year of Organization
In the

summer

Common Cause was

of 1970,

membership organization
the individual American.

to

speak out

The

initial

created as a nation-wide

in the public interest

and

in behalf of

conception was reflected in

its

commencement

Common Cause

is a national citizens’ lobby.

We

will lobby in the public interest at all levels of
government, but especially at the federal level.

We

will assist our

members

to

speak and act in

behalf of legislation designed to solve the nation's

"
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We will press for a reordering of
national priorities. We will also
press for the
revitalization of the public process, to
make
problems.

our political and governmental institution
more responsible to the needs of the nation
and the will of its citizens ^
.

5

From

very commencement,

its

ordinary vitality.
citizens'

Common Cause

To those who believe

movement does

We

not

fit

has exhibited extra-

in conventional categories, this

any of the familiar political framework.

will uphold the public interest against all
interests, self-seeking

comers— special

politicians, self-perpetuating bureaucrats,
industry, professional groups.

Common

Cause's main goal

is to

pursue an old American tradition:

hard-hitting pressure on politicians to bring about results desired by citizens.
It

was better organized than most

citizen's groups, and it is using techniques

of professional organizing and lobbying that the citizen has rarely used in

Common Cause

the past.

The basic

American

citizens have a concern, they have a viable

them

in speaking out.

"Common Cause

4
,

6

,

its

purpose

is clear:

will help those citizens discover

John W. Gardner in

Inc.
5

Hence,

is

a familiar one

mechanism

make

—

if

to assist

the system work.

what they can do as

0

individuals.

Co.

activity for.

1972, p. 113.

Ibid.

,

p. 113.

Ibid.

,

p. 114.

Common

Cause.

New York: W. W. Norton &
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Before the official announcement was made and as the news of the
project circulated in Washington, the concept of this citizen organization

evoked much skepticism.

Many

of the officials in the political scene and

other observers were not supportive of the

were:
(4)

(1)

too

citizen

many

movements

that the concept

in

organizations,

too idealistic,

(2)

off the

(3)

idea.

The reasons

no precedent, and

Non- supporters did not believe

too frequently fail.

would get

Common Cause

ground nor be able to get national recognition

a time of apathy.

Before plans were sufficiently completed, national attention was
Without a definite name, not knowing what the dues would be, some

reached.

1,000 letters arrived on behalf of the project.

With the

official

announcement, in a matter

a 100,000 membership goal was reached.

the small towns to large cities and

which included students

to executive

On Common Cause’s

Members came from

anniversary, membership was 200,000.

from

of twenty-three

from teenagers

weeks,

first

all fifty states

to retired folk,

businessmen and blue collar workers

and minority people.
nation.
This proved that American citizens would like to rebuild this

our country were ready for
National priorities must be revised for people in
a citizen’s lobby.
In

January, 1971,

Common Cause was

Congress and other citizen's groups.

credited by

members

of

During this first year, journalists and

85

publicans were also calling this organization
a "force”.

wrote

in the

Godfrey Sperling

Christian Science Monitor:

At this point, all that can be said is that Common
Cause in less than a year has made a significant
impact on the government and on those who run
the government. 7

Common

Cause's impact or force was

groups who lobbied in support of

S. 3867,

Opportunities Act in the Senate in the

Common Cause

felt

by the dedicated citizen's

The Employment and Training

fall of

1970.

This bill was passed.

played a crucial role as the chief citizen organization

lobbying for the constitutional amendment giving the right to vote to eighteen

year olds.

This particular amendment passed the Senate and the House

unanimously.

Nonpartis anship

Common Cause
or interests.

It is

is not influenced

by any particular political party spirit

involved in politics -citizen politics, citizen public interests,

and citizen public concerns but not personalities nor political parties.

Governing Board and on
in politics

its staff,

— Republicans,

members work

CC wants

7

its

some members must be thoroughly versed

Democrats, and Independent Parties.

in close collaboration with both Republican

to successfully repair

Hence,

This

is

essential

our system of government.

Godfrey Sperling, Christian Science Monitor ,

CC

and Democratic

senators, representatives, governors, and state officials.
if

On

May

23, 1971.
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Governance

Common Cause
former Secretary

in

1970 under the direction of John Gardner, a

of Health, Education and Welfare.

Board Chairman.

its

began

(2)

by

is

the purpose

governmental

directed by a Governing Board numbering eighty

In the first election, sixty

CC members

(1)

public interest issues and concerns.

Common Cause
people.

is still

Frustrated with Washington politics, John Gardner

designed this national organization for two purposes:
accountability and

At this time, he

Board Members were elected

at large

and the remaining twenty were appointed by the Board with

to correcting

any imbalances in representation of women,

minority groups, or geographical areas.
Since the first election, each year there are twenty Board
elected to serve for a three year term.
additional

members are

As

in the first election, twenty

elected by the Board to insure a balance of

representation as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

member

Common

response for Board elections usually ranges from 20

In the 1975 elections,

members

over 66,000 votes were solicited.

to

When

Cause's

25 percent.

a Board

member

resigns, his/her position remains unoccupied until the next election unless
the

members

decide to appoint a person to the vacated position to create

constituency needed on the body.

members represent twenty-four

Currently, the fifty-seven elected Board
states with the eastern section of our country

87
8

accounting for 57. 8 percent of the total membership.

The Governing Board has ultimate authority for top
ultimate decisions for project matters.

From

its

published a newsletter, 'Washington Connection,
pertinent issues.

items according
this

same process was repeated with

June, 1971, to the

fall,

" to

little

(2)

proposed agenda
Six months later

difference of priorities.

members.

The

to the following four basic issues:

"Open up the System" Issues,

Common Cause

inform the public of

or concerns.

CC had been working

1974,

four priorities as indicated by the

committed CC

beginning,

In the first newsletter, a list of fifteen

to their priority of interests

priorities and the

Since

effectively within the top

fall

(1)

1974 referendum

governmental reform:

environmental safety,

(3)

energy conservation,

Q

and

(4)

consumer protection.
All of the suggestions for

new concerns are placed before

Issues Committee of the Governing Board.

the

New

This committee decides which

matters are worthy of more study and exploration.

The issues or suggestions which go before
are contributed by Board

Common

Cause’s

members,
staff,

members,

New

Issues Committee

the general public.

working within the framework of the four basic

priorities and the decisions of the

8

staff

the

New

Issues Committee, undertake intensive

from
Cause, "The Governing Board of CC, 1975," Report
Washington, D. C . , Vol. 5, No. 3, February, 1975, p. 3.

Common

Common
Washington.

Cause,

"Common Cause Referendums,

"

Report from
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study o f possible strategies for action, and
develops provisional plans for
legislation or litigation to achieve definite
objectives.

Those recommendations are placod before the Governing
Board who
debate and question the issues and enact the final
decisions.

If

clearance

is

given by the Board, tho following steps are taken:
a.

Dissemination of information among members

to give

them

the information to act.
b.

Lobbying

in

one or both houses of Congress by tho staff

and by members.
c.

Establishment of alliances with other citizen's groups working

toward the same objective.
d.

An information campaign

to bring tho issue to public attention.

10

National Headquarters

The national headquarters
District.

Tho organization

is

of

Common Cause

is the

Congressional

administered by four Program Managers; tho

435 Congressional Districts are observed by Congressional District
representatives.
letter writing

This structure assists in the circulation of telephono and

campaigns across the national scene on pertinent issues needing

CC’s constituent support.

This technique has proven remarkably effective.

The Congrossman/woman becomes acutely aware of the CC position.

10

Company,

John W. Gardner,
Inc.

,

Common

1972, p. 120.

Cause.

New York, W. W. Norton and
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State Affiliates

State

main purpose

affiliates are a

new concept

is to assist the national

to

Common

Cause's Model.

Their

organization in channeling information,

in

observing and in gathering information about the states' political scene

in

Washington to CC members.

scene are followed
pursuing issues.

The same steps that are ensued on the national
and in

at the state level in disseminating the information

Each

state organization utilizes the Congressional District

representatives from the Washington headquarters to report the state
representative's actions and schemes in legislative concerns but concentrates
the information to a local community.

The state organization arose from

member response

government processes.

and interest

of state

state

by special contributions when members renew their

affiliates are financed

annual dues and by allotments from the national organization.

pursued on the state level must conform
but decisions about priorities are

yearly referendum.

The

to the national

made by

The issues

Common Cause

policies,

the state organizations in their

11

Membership

Common Cause
group in the nation.

is the largest

and most ambitious public advocacy

The participation by members (present membership

excess of 27,000 people)

is crucial.

A key

objective of

CC

1976.
"^Interview with Ms. Kathy Keyes, April 28,

is to

give the

in

90
citizen heightened participation in
his/her
the

moral reinforcement

of

government and

to give his/her

knowing his/her own efforts are matched and

strengthened by the efforts of more than
27,000 people.

Common
John Gardner,

Cause's Washington Office has a staff of over
80 professionals.

its

Chairman, plus the Governing Board, actively participate

in the functioning of the organization.

What Members Do
Most
staff

citizen’s

movements are organized by a small

and a large number of volunteer mmembers.

manner.

The

staff does not expect

every

member

CC
to

full-time professional

functions in the

be active.

same

Some members

cannot give personal time to the organization and take the view that in paying
their dues they are supporting those

members who want very much
virtually no limit to

how

to

who can

be personally involved or active, there

effective these individuals can be.

imagine that the task or responsibility of a "citizens’ lobby”
his/her congressperson on occasion or

Members who are strong

For those

give their time.

to write to

is

Many people
simply to write

is

his/her local newspaper.

supporters and actively involved in

CC

issues

coordinate the following:
1.

Urge his/her church, unions, or lodges

2.

Take the time

to

know

the

news director

and the editor of the local newspaper.

to discuss

CC

of the local

issues.

TV

stations

91

Use the listener participation
programs on TV or radio

to

bring the issues to the
public’s attention.
4.

Seek information as

to the local

groups or individuals who

have made major contribution
to the campaigns of the
senators
or congress people.
5.

Buy advertisements

CC
6.

in the local

newspapers in behalf of

issues.

Set up telephone campaigns within
congressional districts.

Some CC members, working

closely with the national office,

recruits and trains a volunteer telephone
team that sets out
to

reach the citizens

in that district for

alert the citizens of a particular
legislative process.

CC

CC

issues.

issue that

Volunteers

is in the

At this time, citizens should communicate

their views to the elected representatives.^

A

few citizens are actively concerned with the issues of the day.

These participants assist citizens

How each

government.

citizen

that are available to him/her.

in

understanding the processes of self-

must learn

to

use intelligently the instruments

To what capacity his/her views can be

the local, state, and federal level?

How

felt at

public interest can win or lose by

the day to day decisions of federal agencies or actions of Congress?

12

Company,

John W. Gardner,
Inc.

,

in

1972, p. 120.

Common

Cause.

New York, W. W. Norton

and

6

92
Implicit in all of this is the idea that members
will do
the kind of homework that will make them
effective in
citizen action. They should learn all they can
about
their Congress man. They ought to know what his

stated positions are, what actions he has taken, what
his strengths and weaknesses are. They should have
the same knowledge of their two senators, their governor,
and their state assemblyman. We help them do their
homework. 13

Continuing, John Gardner writes:

The participation by members
objective of

CC

A key

is crucial

is to give the citizen

heightened

participation in his government, and to give him
the moral reinforcement of knowing his own efforts
are matched and strengthened by the efforts of

hundreds of thousands of fellow citizens.

Membership

to

Common Cause

report counted over 327,000

member

citizens.’*'

is

3

^

on a voluntary basis and the last

The annual dues are $15.00 per

unless you are a student or a youth which adjusts to $7.00.

never made any canvas appeal to a specific group of people, but
ship has inadvertently attracted the

same

Ibid.

,

1

has

member-

white, middle-income group

support the work and advocacy of Ralph Nader.

13

its

CC

who

The issues CC pursues

p. 122.

14
Ibid.

15

Common

Cause, Report from Washington , Vol.

3,

No. 10, August,

1974, p. 1.
16

Nader & Ross, Action for a Change, New York, Grossman Publishers,

1971, p. 61.
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reflects the middle class

values-Equal Rights Amendment, energy
and

environmental problems, the taxpayersdollars, the U.S. involvement

Middle East, etc.

These issues are not the priorities

and minority people.

Up

to the present,

CC

in

of the disadvantaged

has not undertaken an active

role on issues that plague the disenfranchised
American, such as housing,

urban school failure, unemployment, institutional
racism, hunger, etc.

In

June, 1971, the two referendums placed equal
opportunity in every aspect
of

American

life as the

fourth priority.

Priority Areas

Common
government out

Cause’s citizen’s lobby believes that

CC procedure

to

major problems facing

be publicly exposed each year

annual membership referendum.
in the fall

goal is to bring the

into the open; and until this is accomplished, the special

interests will continue to call the signals on all the
the country.

its

preceding a new year.

The referendum

From among

is

is

decided by

its

mailed to each member

the priorities established by the

referendum, the Governing Board decides what will be the

CC program

for

the year.

Decision-making on these issues

is entitled "agenda-setting".

Common

Cause raises issues with the press and public, questions candidates on them,
and follows up with a lobbying campaign.

17

17

Cause, "Common Cause Develops New Ways to Organize and
Lobby on Issues," Report from Washington, Vol. 5, No. 4, March 1975, p. 14.

Common

"

An example
been mailed

to its

of a

referendum on the national and state level which has

members can be

The results

of the

found in the Appendix

I.

referendum for 1975 and with the Governing Board’s

approval, the priority areas are as follows:
1.

Governmental Reform: Open up the System

2.

Energy Conservation

3.

Environmental Salety

4.

Consumer Protection

Common

issues
Cause’s key to solving the four major

1.

is accountability .

Governmental Reform: Open up the System

Common
A.

and the way decisions
Opening up the way government works
are

B.

are:
Cause's main concerns of this issue

made

so each citizen can see what

is

going on.

political finance field so
Driving corruption out of the
of
accountable to the people instead
that politicians are

the big

more buying
campaign contributors— "No

politicians and no

closed doors.

c.

more

behind
doing public business

19

committee and federal agency
Opening congressional
,
the press.
meetings to the people and

^8

mmon Cause
John Gardner, About Co

,

20

Washington, D.C., 1975, p.

9

95

D.

Extending the $1 tax check-off

campaigns
E.

to take dirty

money

to

congressional

out of all elections. 21

Financial disclosure by
political candidates and office

holders to lay base conflict
of interest.
F.

Expanding the accountability issue
into the executive

branch of govemment~the White
House and the myriad
federal agencies under

G.
2.

its

Ratifying the Equal Rights

control. 22

Amendment.

Energy Conservation

Common Cause

plans to concentrate on agencies that
are principally

concerned with energy.

problem

is the

of energy.
to

The central factor of the entire energy

absolute necessity to reduce wasteful consumption

Mandatory conservation of energy can enable America

examine without panic the

oil drilling

difficult questions involved in offshore

and nuclear energy;

it

will

diminsh the flow of U.

S.

dollars to oil-producing nations and reduce our vulnerability
to

further coercion on their part.

energy conservation.

21
22
23

Ibid.

,

Hence,

CC

will support tough

9

p. 4.

Ibid.

Common

Cause, "Together Citizens Can Defect the Grant, " Report
5, No. 4, March, 1975, p. 9.

from Washington Vol.
.
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3.

Environmental Safety

Common

Cause's focus for this program

is to

monitor agencies

principally concerned with environmental
problems, e.g., land

use, highway department programs,
pollution problems, energy

programs.

CC

will support strong environmental standards
in

the mentioned areas in order to protect,
conserve, and enhance

our country.
4.

Consumer Protection

Common Cause

is

the leading advocate regarding

Such a program would

tection.

(1)

consumer pro-

insure people a certain measure

of accountability in regards to all goods and services;

rigorous penalities for exploitation and fraud; and

consumer agencies

at federal, state,

Besides the national focus of priorities,
lobbying for one or

more

Campaign finance reform

2.

Lobbying disclosure

3.

Conflict of interest disclosure

4.

Open meetings

5.

Freedom

24

Ibid.

,

p. 11.

CC

24

strengthen

has state organizations

of legislative and executive bodies

of information laws.

apply

and local levels.

of these five issues:

1.

(3)

(2)

97

These state issues pertain

Open up

to the first priority of

Government Reform:

the Systems.

an interview with Ms. Kathy
Keyes, a state worker for CC,

In

this

Commonwealth's priorities are:
1.

Public finance

2.

Federal elections commission

3.

Sunshine Bill - freedom of information

4.

B1 Bomber

A

copy of the 1976

Common

can be found in the Appendix

present status:

The

CC/M

An example

1 1.

Cause/Massachusetts (CC/M) legislation

The writing on

the left

hand side

is its

of the Public Finance Legislation is also
included.

Organization has approximately 20 volunteers in the
Boston office

plus 550 activists

who are lobbying

to foster

new government

policies and

priorities so the state government will be for the people.

Finance

Funding Sources of

CC

is

incorporated under the laws of the District

Columbia as a nonprofit organization.

carry on

its

It

has been granted permission to

functions in all states requiring registration.

This organization

has also been granted tax-exempt status by the Internal Revenue Service, but
contributions are not tax deductible because
legislation.

its

purpose

is to influence

98

Common Cause

supports itself mainly through

dues which comprise 95% of

its

contributions of $100 or less.

Governing Board.

its

income and the remaining 5% through small

How CC uses

The major portion

these funds is decided by the

— 66.5% —

is

allocated directly to the

program; 24% for Washington lobbying and monitoring
state operations and legislative activities; 5.
11.

1%

for

and

2.

2%

regular membership

7%

for

program development and management;

activities; 18.

program fund
4.

7%

8%

CC

for

raising;

for public information;

for litigation.

Because

Common Cause

is its

members, 22.3%

of the annual budget

goes for membership development to keep the organization strong.

CC’s

purpose in encouraging citizens to join the public lobbying group

is to involve

more

The larger

the

people actively in government reform and issue politics.

number, the greater the CC impact.

The general operating and administrative costs use

11.

2%

of the budget.

State organizations are supported in large part through $5 contributions.

national office provides

some

additional support to the states.

26

The financial plan is simple: The national office
will ask every renewing member in a state to
voluntarily contribute an extra $5 for that state’s

reform program at the same time the member
renews his national membership; as it begins this
system it will also begin to give the state program
account a line of credit equal to $1. 50 for every

25

John W. Gardner, About
Washington, D. C. 1975, p. 9.

Common

Cause:

A

Citizen’s

,

^Interview with Ms. Kathy Keyes, April 28, 1976.

Lobby

,

The

99

national

Common

Cause member in the state,
sually, the $5 add-on
alone will not be enough
o inance effective state
programs; additional
fund raismg will have to
be done by the state
organization. 27

Expenditures within these categories
are limited

to

various approved state

projects and activities.

The Governing Board

of

Common Cause

approves the annual budget.

committee on Finance and Administration
submits a review
donations,

and expenditures quarterly.

auditor, Price-Waterhouse, Inc.

for the organization.

,

Common Cause

is

of income,

has an independent

who prepares a yearly

Their finance statement

A

financial statement

open and accessible

to the

public. 28

In the Financial Information Report,
1976,
to

exceed

of the

6. 8

million dollars, but

approved budget

CC
5 % of its

approved budget

income

expected
is

its

expenditures

$5,240, 200.

A

copy

follows in Appendix III.

does receive some small contributions.

over $500.00.
1.

its

CC

is contributed.

As had been

Only 1% of that income

The report on Financial Information has

is

stated, only

representative of

stated:

Contributions of $500 and over are reported quarterly to the

Clerk of the House of Representatives and the Secretary of the

27

Common Cause, Financial Assistance to
Organizations , 1975, p. 1.

Common Cause

28
Interview with Kathy Keyes, April 28, 1976.

State

100

Senate as required by
the law.

or more are included

All contributions of
$100

in the report voluntarily.

These reports

are a matter of public
record. 29

To assure

2.

that

no conflict of interest

contribution of $5,000 or

is involved,

every

more must be reviewed and
approved

by a committee designated
by the Governing Board.

A

copy of

Common

Cause's budget for the
Commonwealth of

Massachusetts can be found

in the appendix.

Each state submits a budget

yearly to the National Headquarters
in Washington for approval.

In

May

of

that current year, the financial
status is submitted with any
readjustments

needed for the latter half

of the

year which begins

30

in July.

A

copy of

this

year's budget and cover letter follows
in Appendix III for the national
and
local scene.

Key Elements

Organizational Procedure - Since the beginning of

has had a clear insight as to
for the people.

Its

the citizen's voice

29
30

Common

its

goals are

heard— but

Common

Cause,

it

purpose and function— an action organization

broad— to open up
its

the government, and to

make

immediate objectives are attainable legislative

Cause, Financial Information, 1975, p.

Interview with Ms. Kathy Keyes, April 28, 1976.

1.

101
victories.

(1)

For

service,

its

lobbying, and

(2)

Service bility

the

confrontation strategies.

(3)

Common Cause

has three key elements:

intends to re-establish the link of
accounta-

between the citizen and his/her
government.

believes
if

Common Cause

effectiveness.

if

American people are

American

to solve political

citizens are ever to regain

This citizens' lobby

and governmental problems,

command

of the present situation,

there must be a "private-section action"
or a monitoring system.

Common Cause members
process
by

is to

What

the

are requiring from the government and
political

render to the American people the public services
guaranteed

law—quality

public schooling, protection of the environment,
livable

communities, law enforcement, administering justice,

etc.

Effectiveness, access, responsiveness, accountability— these
are the
attributes the

American

of self-government.

citizens have a right to expect

Under

from our

infit.

nim p.ntp

the present conditions, the political and govern-

mental machinery cannot serve anyone.

Hence,

their attention on our country's legislators

CC

who are

lobbyists are focusing
in control of the nation's

affairs.

As John Gardner has
It is

stated:

not a question of efficiency for efficiency sake.

Government and politics will never be genuinely
efficient; but when they are no longer responsive,
when they can no longer be held accountable, then

we

all suffer.

We

our problems and

spend billions of dollars
solve them.

to solve

fail to

31

John Gardner,

Company,

Inc.

,

in

Common

1972, p. 17.

Cause,

New York, W. W. Norton &

:

102

Continuing he writes

The informed American is just
beginning
seriousness of our situation.
The

to

grasp

tiie

.

they must learn
public process.

.

first lesson

is to

repair the breakdown in the
They can demand access to their
instruments of self-government.
They can demand
at public officials be
responsive and accountable.

They can advocate the public interest
with the same

persuasiveness that others advocate special
interest. 32
In conclusion, the

American

citizens need to monitor the
actions of

both legislative and executive branches
with the same high professional

competence that the special interests bring

to that task.

It is

only through

careful observing that the facts can be
stuck so the corrupting influence of

money and secrecy can be

eliminated.

Some recent examples

agency monitoring have been

of

process for candidates to elected
legislation, etc.

power

that the

Common Cause

office,

in the

nominating

campaign financing, open meetings,

has proven through these issues and others

of the citizen counts.

Lobbying - The American citizens need some means of requiring

government be responsive and accountable.
citizens
to

must be on

legislation.

With

all the

serve the public interest, the people are

health, safety, pollution, fraud, etc.

32
Ibid.

,

p. 18.

The

first point of

that

impact by

interminable passing of laws

still

inadequately protected

—from

103

The reason for such defects

in the

laws

is that the

laws written to

achieve those ends are too often flavored with lack
of reality, and the agencies
to

administer the laws are too often ineffective.

Common Cause
in the public interest

has become a "citizen lobby.

which

is

defined by

its

"

Its

process

own members.

Common

lobby

Members determine

the lobbying issues each year, through their annual referendum.

agenda setting has been determined,

is to

After the

Cause's citizen movement

raises issues with the press and public, questions candidates, legislators,
politicians on them, and follows through with a lobbying campaign.

When

necessary, the citizen lobby will bring a law suit to advance their cause.
It

has taken

Common Cause

secrecy" agenda close

to victory

three years to bring the "money and

and progress

still is

not assured on full

disclosure of lobbyists' activities and legislators' financial interest.
without the citizen's hard work, these issues would not have

made

Yet

the national

agenda.
It is

essential to realize that

"inside" and "outside" lobbying.

Common Cause

Common

has organized for both

Cause's professional lobbyists in

Washington, D. C. and many state capitols do the "inside" work, but they

would be ineffective without the "outside" lobbying by thousands

Cause members

in

each state.

of

Common

Legislators will listen to professional lobbyists,

104

but they will act (more often than
not) as they believe their constituents
must

want them

to.

33

Confrontation Strategies select and to

mechanism

know

An important

the target— the

issue— and when and how

Common Cause

of confrontation.

rule of citizen action is to
to

use the

uses this vehicle sparingly.

Once the monitoring process on an issue has begun by Common
Cause,

much energy and many resources

From

the beginning,

are used to define the extent of the problem.

Common Cause

has been deeply concerned with advancing

the principle of accountability in government, but the goal could not be
pursued
in

terms

fronts.

of obstructions.

As a

result,

for example, the

financing
to

money rather

Common Cause

dilemma

makes for

Nor could Common Cause pursue

of

to

Uncontrolled campaign

political institutions that are accessible and responsive

than to people.

the public interest at hand?

to

members

Washington alerts the state

confront political institutions that do not have

After targeting the issues,

pressure throughpublic exposure

— via media,

of the organization.

affiliates

Common

Common Cause

builds

newspaper reports, and telephone
Its

grass-roots action in

immediately who begin the telephone

network and the speakers bureau for each local area

33

on a thousand

chose a specific front— issue—

campaign spending.

How does Common Cause

communications

had

it

is

commenced.

Cause, Report from Washington, Vol.

5,

No.

4,

March, 1975.

5
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Rarely does

Common Cause

use litigation but

il it is

for change, the citizens' movement
will bring forth suit.
the

Board Committee on Organization has

the only resource

Concerning

litigation,

stated:

The purpose of Common Cause litigation is
to force an
agency or the legislature to respond, to correct
a malfunction in the procedures of public
institutions. As
long as this purpose is shared by state
litigation
committees, the approval requirement should not
result in a rash of vectors. 34

Common Cause
though

it is

does believe in prudence concerning litigation even

a tool for advocacy group.

monitoring and lobbying as

its

chief

This citizen’s group relies on

means

of confrontation.

Accomplishments

Past and Present

Common Cause

has been lauded by many people as the most important,

the

most professional, and

the

same time,

the best organized citizens’

this organization has also

bodies, by those

who have vested

beyond the reach of the people.
group can proudly stand by
In

"Chicago Today,

its

"

movement

in history.

been damned as meddlesome busy

interests in keeping the U.S. government

But praised or condemned, this citizens'

accomplishments

Gregg Ramshaw

in the

name

of the people.

stated:

Common Cause

has acquired a
laundry list of remarkable achievements. As a result
of Common Cause efforts, either alone or in partnership with other lobbying groups. 35
In its brief lifetime,

34

Common Cause Board Committee

Organization, Washington, D. C.
3

,

on Organizations, Study of Field

1975, p. 21.

Gregg Ramshaw, Chicago Today

,

Illinois, 1975.

At
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The following issues have been accomplished:
1.

Common Cause

undertook a nationwide campaign to eliminate

barriers to voter registration and to open up the process of
delegate selection in both major parties.
2.

Common Cause was
the constitutional

the chief citizen organization lobbying for

amendment

giving the vote to eighteen year

olds.

3.

Common Cause

has

made

it

a lot harder for the big-money

operators to corner political influence and buy politicians.

In

1971, the organization sued both major parties for violating

campaign financing laws, and their
pass a better law.

suit

prodded

In 1972, the citizens'

Congress

to

group successfully sued

President Nixon's re-election committee to force disclosure of
secret campaign contributions.
financed

some

of the

Jointly, secret funds that

had

most scandulous Watergate episodes were

forced out into the open.

The above issues

laid the basis for Congress's enactment of campaign

finance legislation in 1974.
In 1975,

in the

Common Cause

Supreme Court, opposing challenges made

the Federal Election

the

played a critical role as a direct intervener

Campaign Act.

to the constitutionality of

That court's historic decision-upholding

major provisions on how Presidential campaigns were

to

be financed was
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considered by

members

CC members

as one of their

believe that once and for

all the

most important

old corrupt

way

victories.

The

of Presidential

campaign financing was abolished.
4.

Common Cause

has fought and won the battles

"open government"

at

in the

cause of

both the state and federal levels.

In 1973,

the organization played the chief outside role in persuading the

House

of Representatives to reverse its long habit of secrecy

and open up bill-drafting sessions of

its

committees.

This was

another major step in stripping the "Public Keep Out" signs off

government doors.
5.

Common Cause
system and

took on the outmoded and tryannical seniority

finally helped shatter

it.

In early 1975, for

Common

Cause members the unthinkable occurred: The House dethroned
three of

its

most powerful and

them gave Common Cause
6.

Common Cause
legislative

years,

all

autocratic chairmen and one of

full credit

for this unprecedented event.

so far has sparked the greatest wave of state

reform

in the nation’s history.

During the past three

but one of the fifty states have passed one or

the "accountable

lobbying group.

government" reforms advocated by the

more

of

citizen’s
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Common Cause

7.

out the
assisted other organizations in knocking

for major oil companies
histories multi-million dollar tax dodge

known

American taxpayers $1.7

common Cause members

8.

This feat is saving the

as the Oil Depletion Alliance.

billion dollars in 1975 alone.

colossal
helped to break the power o£ the

Trust Fund to other urgently
"highway lobby, " opening the Highway

needed forms

These are a few
It

is

through

its

of

urban transit.

of the

most recent victories

of

Common Cause members.

people.
is coming back to the
united voice that the government

Future Issues

A

few of the issues

Common Cause members

will be continuing to

pursue are:
1.

laws which
pass strong lobby disclosure
The demand that Congress
will allow

all citizens to

you and

applying
interest groups are

special
discover exactly which

money
how much pressure and

to

influence which legislators.

2.

The

application of

that

it is

more pressure

to
the citizens’ right

holdings are of

all

*

Congress
convince a reluctant

know exactly what the

officials and
high government

financial

members

of

interest which
to conflicts of
end
an
putting
Congress, thereby

enable some to

pad their own pockets

at the

taxpayers expense.
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3.

The passage

of the "Sunshine Bill" that will elminate the
"Public

Keep Out" signs

off the

doors of executive committee decision-

making meetings, a step

that

would open

to public scrutiny

Congressional tactics such as the 'back-door’ pay increase.
4.

The extension

to

Congressional races the campaign finance reforms

which was won for the Presidential campaign.
5.

The development of a strong strategy

to fight for an equitable tax

system, eliminating tax preferences and loopholes.
6.

The monitoring over the nation's budget

to curb excessive military

spending as well as eliminate wasteful federal programs and
subsidies gained by special-interest groups.

These are some
for the year 1976.

of the areas of involvement of

Common Cause members

The national priorities were determined through the annual

referendum results and the Board of Directors.

Publications

John Gardner,
Inc.

About

,

In

Common Cause (New

York: W. W. Norton & Company,

1972).

Common

Cause:

A

Citizen's Lobby, Washington, D. C.

,

1975.

1974-1975 Achievements/Goals, Washington, D.C., March, 1975

Common Cause-A Quarterly Report, Washington, D. C. In Common
Cause: The Common Cause Report from Washington- Bi-Monthly.
,
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Massachusetts Advocacy Center:

Massachusetts Advocacy Center (MAC)
citizens' action group

School, Inc. "

as

it

is the

Commonwealth’s

foci are

on children

affects children.

inception in 1972,

of

— the delivery of promised

the devising of strategies to change

some

public policy

These issues often address governmental reform

policies, practices, and
its

Local Focus

which began as the "Task Force on Children Out

The Center's

human services and

A

programs

at the state, city,

and town levels.

of

Since

Task Force and reports on various children's

its

issues have resulted in implementation and enforcement of new status,
e. g.

,

Bilingual Education Act,

Lead Paint Poisoning.

Historical Perspective

The First Year

of Organization

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center developed from the Task Force
on Children Out of School, Inc.

Hubert E. Jones.

1968, this Task Force was begun by

His purpose for the Boston Advocacy activity was to

address children's issues.

problem

In

The main issue of that year was

of children excluded involuntarily

from

to

expose the

the Boston public schools.

Reasons for students' exclusion were many and varied, e.g.

,

pregnancy,

disciplinary problems, physical handicaps, mental retardation, non-English

speaking, etc.

The summit

of the project resulted in:

i6

Pcter B. Edelman, Report Analyses, The Massachusetts Task
Force Reports: Advocacy for Children Harvard Education Review, Vol. 43,
No. 4, November, 1973, p. 639.
*

,

Ill

Implementation strategies which brought
reform
of policies and programs
at the state and city
levels, including passage of
a statute making
Massachusetts the first state to provide
bilingual

education as a matter of law. 37

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center was
established

when

January, 1973

,

the Task Force on Children Out
of School, Inc. received a sizable two

year grant ($120,000) from the Ford
Foundation.
to

in

expand

its

scope of concerns and address many problems
faced by the

citizens of Massachusetts.

enabled the Task Force

power

This enabled the Task Force

to

The Ford funds, which had

amend

its

to be

charter and gave to

it

matched

new

locally,

authority and

address problems in the human services delivery
system throughout

to

the state.

38

The Board

of Directors and the staff agreed to restrict the activities

of the Center to matters involving children's services and
rights.

Its

main

focus is:

To address the failure of governmental human service
agencies in the state to carry out their mandated
responsibilities and to maintain accountability to the
public. 3 ^

37

Massachusetts Advocacy Center, First Annual Report

,

March,

1974, p. 11.
oo

Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report Spring,
,

1975, p. 11.
3 **Massachusetts

1974, p. 1.

Advocacy Center, First Annual Report, March,
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Three major factors contributed
decision:

First, the history of the

specifically child-oriented.

Much

to the

Board Members’ and

Task Force on Children Out
of the

Board members’ and

commitment and energy had been secured
due

of School

was

staffs’

long-standing involvement

to

and concern over children’s issues. 40
Second,

staffs’

it

seemed obvious

that with

limited resources and with innumerable
problems in the human services

delivery system in the state, time would
best be spent on preventive projects

rather than on efforts solely to address
the casualties of present programs. 41
Third, this decision is aligned with the first
two.

imds became

At the time when those Ford

available, no viable countervailing private
advocacy organization

existed within the state which concerned itself
exclusively to the delivery of

promised human services for children.

The Center believed

on strategies and techniques developed by the Task Force,
difficult to

create a statewide organization.

Advocacy Center
could
in

staff believed that

make major progress

in

(1)

With

it

that

by building

would be less

this perspective,

Massachusetts

exclusive focus on childrens’ issues

securing their rights and services;

addressing childrens’ issues would have a "spin-off effect"

(2)

success

in bringing

forth similar reforms in adult services. 4 ^

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report, Spring,
1975, p. 11.

^ Ibid.

,

p. 11.
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As Massachusetts Advocacy
Center was a reorganization
force,

its first

of the

Task

project focused on:

Implementation and enforcement of the
Bilingual
Education Act for the 13,000
non-English speaking
children in Massachusetts. 43

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center
mental reform and
children.

its failure to

The Center

is

perform

is

designed to address govern-

in the

public interest, particularly

unique in four ways: First,

in the administrative process.

it

undertakes advocacy

The Center does not concentrate upon
new

legislation, but the enforcement of
existing statutes.

Second,

MAC

is

not

restricted to a single area of concern such
as mental health or education, but

focuses on the spectrum of human services and
related administrative concerns.
Third, the Center brings together under one
organization people from a variety
of professional skills (e.g.

laymen, and generalists).

,

Collaboratively they address critical public policy

issues in the Commonwealth.

advocacy tools

to

lawyers, social scientists, educators, planners,

Fourth, the Center employes a broad range of

implement reforms: research and report writing, admini-

strative negotiations, monitoring of governmental departments, litigation,

public information, and technical assistance. 44

43

Massachusetts Advocacy Center, First Annual Report, March,
1974, p. 11.

44 Ibid.

,

p. 1.
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Since the Center's growth
into an advocacy model,
visible, controversial, and
political organisation.

it

has been a highly

This group has been the

point of interest and concern
for over "three hundred newspaper
articles,

magazine stories, and book reviews
which have been written about
The issues addressed do not state
what needs

its

work. "45

to be done for children, but

about tactics, ways to go about
trying to change public policy as

it affects

children. 46

Organization of the Center

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center has a
Board
consists of twenty-nine

members.

of Directors

This Board of Directors

of a variety of interests and concerns in
the Boston area.

is

which

representative

Members

of the

Board represent community groups, social service agencies,
universities,
the legal, business, and labor groups.

In addition,

many Board members work

with the staff on the implementation of projects or issues. 4 ^

The professional

skills

employed when necessary, but
different

members

of the

and talents of the Board
it is

may

be utilized or

not a general principle to do so.

Board wish

to participate in

If

a certain task force or

project staff on one of the social issues for the year, they are invited to

45 Ibid.

Reports

:

,

p. 35.

Peter Edelman, Report Analyses, The Massachusetts Task Force
Advocacy for Children Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 43, No.
,

November, 1973,
47
p. 13.

4,

p. 639.

Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report

,

Spring, 1975,
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become

involved.

In general, the

obligatory guidelines of

Board

management or

of Directors function under no

policy decision-making responsibilities.

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center Board
or establish duties for the
activities and

is

Board members are kept informed

staff.

progress of each project.

not necessary.

Up

According

to

of

Their advance approval of a project

to the present, the

staff project according to

of Directors does not formulate

Board has never disagreed with a

Barry Hock. 48

Mr. Barry Hock,

the

Board sets the policy for the Center

but does not decide or supervise issues and priorities for the year.

making policy for

Decision-

the projects is established by the staff.

The Board’s purpose
organization of the Center;

is three-fold:

(2)

to

assist the Center in fund raising.

(1)

to assist in the initial

add credibility

to the Center;

and

(3)

to

49

Nonpartis anship

Observers acknowledge
non-partisan

in its activities

that Massachusetts

with

its

Advocacy Center

permanent commitment being

protection of children and their rights.

is rigidly

to the

50

^Interview with Barry Hock, January, 1976.
49 Interview with Barry Hock, Massachusetts Advocacy Center staff,

January, 1976.

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report Spring,
,

1975, p. 14.
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Staffing and Leadership

At present, Massachusetts Advocacy Center employs a
full

its

time people.

staff of six

General supervision and administration of the Center and

individual projects are shared by the

Director, Larry Brown, Ph. D.

and the Deputy Director, Stephen R. Bing, Esq.

members have been assigned primary

Each

of these paid staff

responsibility for the completion of

one or two projects.
In addition, the

Advocacy Center has been able

of approximately 75 volunteers

to utilize the assistance

or student interns for various projects.

programs, such as the University Year for Action (UYA) Program

Other

at the

University of Massachusetts and the Tucker Foundation Fellows Program at

Dartmouth College have generated substantial volunteer assistance and paid
for an additional eight staff

members. Other

university programs have

provided another four part time volunteers whose commitment has made
substantial contributions to the Center’s overall progress.

Massachusetts Advocacy Center has been able to generate
to an additional

51

Altogether, the
staff

work equivalent

52
$110,000 annually on the budget.

Interview with Barry Hock, January, 1976.

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report, Spring,
1975, p. 13.
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Governance

The

titles of

Director and Deputy Director indicate some structure
or

hierarchial leadership within the basic organization.

But, daily performance

and management permits for a wide discretion and assumption
of major
responsibility by the staff.

Each

staff

member assumes

a prime responsibility

for a specialty area; hence project decisions are the prerogative
of the staff

member
staff

in

charge through a loosely defined process of consulting with other

and the directors, fiscal management, the

guidance.
staffing

Most

staff administers with little

of the information received in this section pertaining to

came from an

interview with Barry Hock.

Priority Area

Method for Selecting Projects
Massachusetts Advocacy Center does not employ a formal process or

method

Center had been partly predefined by
Children Out of School, Inc.

(2)

its

(4)

Priority areas are:

(1)

53

In

The right
(3)

to an education;

child health:

protection of children used as research subjects;

juvenile justice standards and services, and

information.

of the

predecessor, The Task Force on

special education: labelling and misclassification;

physical and mental;

(5)

The six priorities

in defining issues they intend to pursue.

(6)

access to public

order that the activities within these priorities are

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, First Annual Report, March, 1974,
p. 9.
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completely goal-oriented and do not
result in expansive commitments

vague concepts, each new undertaking

committed

to

it

is

to

analyzed to insure that the
resources

are essential.

Before any new project

is

commenced,

the staff determines whether

there are any other groups in the
state that are, or should be,
addressing a
particular problem.

If

commitments reveals

there are none, and an analysis of the
current

that a

new project

will not

undermine those

in affect

or pursuing children’s rights and services,
the new project will be developed.
If

necessary, additional resources will be raised.
In addition to the

of children affected

concerns stated, the

by an issue,

be identified and remedied by

^

staff

must consider

the specificity of the

MAC

efforts), and the

the

number

problem (whether

impact

it

it

can

can have on

other policy area.

Beyond the mentioned priorities

new areas.

,

MAC

does not intend to expand into

All responsibility for deciding issues lies with the staff.

Utilizing

their individual or collective interests and skills, potential projects can be

developed and presented by a staff

Once a project or

member

of

members

for consensus.

activity has been determined, the Center selects

or recommends a "task force" or "project staff" of community leaders and

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report Spring, 1975,
,

p. 13.

55

Interview with Barry Hock, April, 1976.
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professionals, not affiliated with
project.

e.g.

,

MAC,

to

administer a major part in the

This procedure has been most successful
in the following projects,

the exclusion of children

from Boston’s schools, 57

the

unwholesome

conditions within the Massachusetts Department
of Mental Health, 58 the
state's response to childhood paint poisoning, 59
and the development of a

handbook for parents, students, and educators on their
educational rights

in

Massachusetts. 69

Priority Areas

The

A Means

:

MAC

of Institutional Change

identifies itself as:

A

countervailing advocate in the private sector
designed to monitor and encourage regulators and
administrative agencies to perform their tasks in
the public interest.

Accordingly, the priorities defined

were responsive

to the desire to

efforts and responsive to the

engage in preventive

most glaring

failings

of then prevailing state activities. 62

Peter B. Edelman, Report Analysis, The Massachusetts Task Force
Reports, Advocacy for Children, Harvard Educational Review Vol. 43, No. 4,
,

November, 1973,

p. 639.

58 MAC, Suffer the Children:

Massachusetts , Boston,
59

MAC,

Massachusetts

,

MAC,

MAC,

60 MAC, Making Schools

of Mental Health in

1972.

State of Danger:

Boston,

The Politics

Childhood Lead Paint Poisoning in
1

1974.

Work: An Education Handbook for

Parents, and Professionals, Boston,

MAC,

Students,

1973.

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report Spring, 1975,
,

p. 1.

62 Ibid.

,

p. 12.
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Center priorities were established
with the overriding understanding
that what the
children of Massachusetts most
desperately need
is not more progressive
legislation, but a commitment by state officials to dust off the
unused tools

which have accumulated overtime in the
administrative warehouse and to use
tools to assure that

children receive their legal and moral
entitlements.

The six priority areas
The Right

1.

of

concern are:

to Education

The concern

of the Center is that no person is able
to prosper

either emotionally or financially without an
adequate education.
this

purpose, the Center

Task Force

securing

in

is

full

determined

to continue the

work

of the

educational opportunities for all children

of the state. In

order

pursued, e.g,

individual case advocacy for children excluded

,

For

to achieve that goal, specific projects are being

from

schools; protection of children during desegregation of Boston public

schools; Project Interaction— Boston students meeting Southern students
to learn about integration

and how

to

do

it

purposefully; school census

regulations; and student's school records regulations.

The Center

has completed a two year investigation on harmful policies and
practices of Massachusetts public schools and
plus

.a

report on vocational education with

on students.
63

Ibid.

,

p. 12.

its

its

exclusion of students,

discriminatory effect
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2.

Special Education: Labelling and Mis classification

Labelling and misclassification, simply put Chapter 766, requires

every school system

to

provide an educational opportunity for every

child and to provide a child with special needs an education that is

geared

his/her needs.

to

This Center, with other concerned organiza-

tions, has established a state-wide monitoring

implementation of this legislation.

When

there

system
is

to

oversee the

widespread non-

compliance with the law, follow-up actions are endorsed by a citizen
task force designed for this purpose.

In addition, the

Center and

other groups are developing a parent/ consumer advocacy program

who
3.

will

work

at the

community

level.

Child Health: Physical and Mental

Regarding the physical health of children, the Center
on two projects

is

working

—lead paint poisoning of children in Massachusetts

and the hunger of children

in the

classroom due

state in complying with the Federally

to the failure of the

Funded Breakfast Program.

Major mental health issues involve projects concerned with

the

juvenile justic system, the public schools, and experimentation of

children.
4.

Protection of Children Used as Research Subjects

Recently the Center has begun monitoring research projects
physical and legal
involving children which do not secure adequate
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safeguards.

As a direct

each local school system

result, the Center is observing and checking
to ascertain

whether the state law

is

being

adhered to—no experimentation on school children with behaviormodifying drugs.

Programs such as

the Child

Abuse Law and the

Central Registry for Research Protocols (research on human subjects)

are being closely observed and unmasked
5.

to the public.

Juvenile Justice Standards and Services

The Center has become substantially involved
juvenile justice system

— the juvenile

in

monitoring the

court system and the juvenile

welfare system. The Department of Youth Services was under
investigation because

were

in jeopardy.

A

many reforms accomplished

its

6.

Access

to other

purpose

is to

in need.

to Public Information

With the new Freedom
several'

Its

focus to a totally voluntary system of services for youth

when

to turn to

few years

few months ago the Center began reviewing the

Children in Need of Services (CHINS) Program.
reorient

in the past

new projects

of Information Act, the Center has begun

tied to access to information and directly related

major concerns

— e.g.

,

monitoring of

(a)

local boards of

health to determine their degree of compliance with the lead poisoning
A

statues;

64

Ibid.

,

(b)

local school systems to determine compliance with

p. 25.
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Chapter 766 6j
;

(c)

local school systems to determine their
degree

of compliance with the law banning
the use of psychotropic drugs

unless certifiable medical needs exist; 66

degree

to

(d)

state agencies on the

which they permit children under their jurisdiction

used as research projects.

6^

In addition, the

to

be

Center and other state

groups have pursued the enactment on the new regulations
designed
to

implement the Governor’s Executive Order on access

to public

information and to protect the rights of the public.

As already

stated, the staff of the Massachusetts

determines the projects
tion.

to

be pursued and how to carry out their implementa>-

During the second year, the staff found themselves becoming more

deeply involved in the mentioned priorities.

ment

Advocacy Center

For them, a prolonged commit-

to the six priority areas is a necessity. 68

Finance

Funding Sources

The annual budget for the Massachusetts Advocacy Center's operations
is

$120,000

total.

This

sum

of financial assistance is provided primarily by

local and national foundations.

sources which amount

Ibid.

66

,

p. 26.

,

p. 25.

to

Local contributions are from the following

approximately $10,000 corporately: Bartlett Trust,

Ibid.

on
Ibid.

68

Interview with Barry Hock, April, 1976.
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Cabot Foundation, National Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation, Community
Charitable Trust,

Hyams

Trust, Permanent Charity Fund, Gardner
Howland

Shaw Foundation, and Alice P. Chase Grant.

Some $10,000

contributions

have been received from the Polaroid Foundation, the
Stride-Rite Corporation,
and the United States Machinery Corporation.

comes from

the

this Center's organization (1973), its budget

The Center paid a

staff of nineteen part

staff of

seven persons, and a volunteer

and full-time persons, including attorneys, social

scientists, educators,
in social

of the funding support

Ford Foundation. 69

During the first year of

was $120,000.

Most

law students, undergraduates, and graduate students

sciences and professions. 70

Its

budget categories and expenditures

are as follows:
Staff Salaries

$ 84,000

Consultants

4,000
8,500
9,500
14, 000
$120,000

Rent/Utilities

Operating Expenses
Publications

Source:

In the

MAC,

First Annual Report, March, 1974, p. 34.

second year of operation, the Center's budget was not increased.

During the 1974 year of operation, the

MAC

organization paid a staff of eight

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report, 1975,
70

MAC,

First Annual Report, March, 1974, p. 34.

p. 34.
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full-time
staff of thirty-four part and
full-time persons and a volunteer
students,
scientists, educators, law
persons ineluding attorneys, soeial

professions.
in social sciences and
undergraduates, and graduate sttdents

Its

categorical expenditures were the

m

same

as 1973.

71

projected
Barry Hock, he stated the
a recent interview with Mr.

budget for 1976-77 was $220,000.

the financial
Presently, the Center expects

$140,000 and $160,000.
assistance to be between

72

depleting, but various
Foundation's funds have been
Ford
the
year
Each

other sources have sustained

me to its

its efforts,

type of work, advocacy

is rather difficult.
securing financial support
for children's rights,

result, the

MAC

staff

ship Organization.

Memberseriously the concept of
has been considering

the
provide for the Center
This membership would

support.
the direct public
financial benefits of
to

be through:

(2)

(1)

As a

T*o ways

on a door
campaigning and soliciting

fund raising,
direct mailing for

concept has dropped.

ming

of proceeding

to door

ba

the staff
<fuite realistic,

73

Rnl,nnd

AnnuaUte^ rt,

72 mterview with Barry Hock,
73 Interview with Barry Hock,

34.
Spring, 1975, p.

MAC

MAC

1976.
staff, April 28,
staff,

were

April 28, 1976.

knew publtc
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For some projects,

the Massachusetts

in collaboration with interested

Advocacy Center does work

and concerned organizations.

of a collaborative effort is the publication regarding

An example

schools— Making Schools

Work: An Education Handbook for Students, Parents, and Professionals . This
joint effort

1973.

was conducted with the Massachusetts Law Reform

Institute in

74

As stated

in their overview:

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center is a non-profit,
tax exempt organization dedicated to securing the
implementation of progressive human service
legislation which affects children's rights and
services.

Being a non-profit and tax-exempt organization,

this prohibits

any legislative lobbying activities.

MAC

Tax exemption

in

pursuing or engaging

is

a financial asset, but the restriction on lobbying poses a disadvantage.

this restriction

volunteers
to

in

on one aspect of their involvement, the Center

make aware and encourage

staff

and

other organizations and public groups

carry out lobbying activities on concerns and issues important for

priorities and goals.

With

The Center's priorities were

its

built with

the overriding understanding that what the children
of Massachusetts most desperately need is not more

progressive legislation, but a commitment by state
officials to dust off the unused tools which have
Schools
and the Massachusetts Law Reform Institute, Making
ofessionals,
Pr
and
Parents
Work: An Education Handbook for Students,
Boston, 1973.

74

7i

MAC

^MAC, Second Annual Report,

Spring, 1975, p. 11.
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accumulated over time in the administrative
warehouse and to use those tools to assure
that children receive their legal
and

entitlements. 76

Development

moral

of Projects in Priorities

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center

staff realizes that

the arena of children's issues could lead to an

impossible open-end commitment. Accordingly,
were established that were responsive
to the desire to engage in preventive efforts
and
responsive to the most glaring failings of then
prevailing state activities. 77

priorities

During the second

year of operation, the Center continued

its

specific

tasks in the already stated six priority areas.

No new developments have

occurred which caused the Center

to

differently; but only

to

encouraged the

change or

staff

view the priorities

and task forces to become more

involved and committed in their beliefs.

Determining
Out of School, Inc.

its priorities

was a

result of the Task Force on Children

Each priority has a certain flow

of flexibility given the

mentioned concerns which uncovers new problems and fosters new involvement.

The

staff

has no organizational process for deciding new areas

to

pursue in

a given priority, but does accept the responsibility for the projects

76
77

MAC, Second Annual
Ibid.

,

p. 12.

Report, Spring, 1976, p. 12.

if

under-
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taken.

Generally, there

is

broad participation by the

staff in projects with

one or two responsible for the task. 78
Suggestions from the public sector are accepted but there

is

no

f7Q

assurance of a project evolving.

Mr. Hubert E. Jones, who

is the

Advocacy Center, has exerted much

of the leadership in the Center.

a major influence on project priorities.

Chairman

Board

of the

founder of the Massachusetts

He has

At the same time, Mr. Jones

is

of Directors.

Key Elements

Organizational Procedures

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center has no
development

of a given project

are essential in
strategies,

(3)

its activities:

—

it is

(1)

an unfolding project.

service evaluation,

program development

(2)

Three elements
confrontation

for present commitments.

Service Evaluation - As already stated, the

and the staff have agreed

definite process for the

MAC’S Board

of Directors

organization to
to limit the activities of the

involving children's services and rights.

matters

Priorities have been established and

under a continual evaluation by staff.
the responsiveness to the issues is

and need of input from state and
Center’s staff realizes their limitations

1976.
^Interview with Barry Hock, April 28,
79 Ibid.

The
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local agencies for effectiveness.

For

this reason,

each priority area has

a specific task force to gather, to assemble, and to put
into perspective the

necessary information concerning each program.
efforts are

At times, collaborative

pursued from public and private organizations

base focus on developments occurring

in

to

keep a reality

regards to children's rights and

OA

services.

The

staff's

process of evaluation has no set procedure.

focuses on observation, investigation, and feedback.
with the Task Force on Children Out of School, Inc.

The Task Force which

is

It

mainly

This procedure began

What occurs

is

as follows:

usually a composite of staff, volunteers, community

leaders, and professionals gather information regarding a particular program

or a particular issue that needs monitoring.

media, open hearings,

etc.

,

much

Through interviews, the public

information

is

compiled.

After contact

with a state agency responsible for the children's service, a status report
is written.

is

The resources such as technical assistance and financial support

provided by the Center.

Last

fall, the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center began a quarterly report

on issues pertaining to one of

its

six priorities.

concerned "Chapter 766-Special Education".
concerns Freedom of Information
issue see Appendix V.

Its

in

purpose

The

The second status report

Massachusetts.

is to

first status report

For

its

coverage on the

inform the public about institutions

^Interview with Barry Hock, April 28, 1976.
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and state agencies -what they are
supposed to do for children; what the
public's
rights are to these institutions
and agencies; to assist the public in
identifying

their non-compliance, negligence,
and other functional maladies.

Presently, copies can be obtained through

Common

MAC'S mailing

list

Cause, Legal Services, Council for Children,
Women's League of

Voters throughout the state.
Confrontation Strategies - Since the Center's commitment

is to children's

services and their proper implementation for children’s
benefit, on occasion
the

MAC

organization has had to challenge the state institutions and
agencies

on their responsibility and accountability.

It is

only through

its

continuous

services evaluation that malfunctions, malpractices, and other problems are

uncovered.

With substantial information and documentation, the Center's steps

of action follow:

1.

Identification and documentation of the issue,

2.

Administrative monitoring and negotiating,

3.

Publicity to insure public awareness, and

4.

Litigation.

Identification and Documentation of the Issue

It

is

through the Massachusetts Advocacy Center priority Task Force

on a particular issue that inconsistencies of an agency or state institution are
identified.

MAC

With community leaders and professionals on

organization

is

its

Task Force, the

assured a substantive amount of data with credibility.
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Its

reports on various issues such as the dangers of lead paint
poisoning, the

drugging of children by professionals, youth services system, the
harmful
education practices in the state's public schools, etc.

Forces for their factual and substantial support

,

have utilized the Task

in writing their allegations.

Administrative Monitoring and Negotiations - Most of the Center's
confrontations are with community and state agencies or institutions who are
not adhering to their given mandates of providing services to children.

the data is substantiated, the Center

makes known

Once

to the guilty party its

information and establishes a monitoring procedure for the given agency or
institution.

If

restitution is not begun, administrative negotiations begin

before public accusations are made.
this level as the administrators

are cured.
of litigation.

is at

If

Many times

do not want public notice

—hence,

the maladies

opposition is met, the agency is notified of the Center*s procedure

Sometimes

this

procures a remedy, but

if it

does not, step three

hand.
Publicity to Insure Public Awareness

MAC

the confrontations do end at

organization

is the

—A significant advantage of the

notable individuals on

Task Forces.

its

As a

result,

the Center's information on children's issues for various agencies and
institutions is guaranteed coverage

exposure through newspapers, radio, T. V.
in

,

etc.

changing the quality of services for children.

is the inclusive

State and

by the media.

reports done by the Center on

its

,

is

community public

an important element

Another vehicle

of publicity

priority areas.

Recently,

——
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the Center has begun the Status Reports which will provide for the
public a

constant up date on issues and the attention being provided by the agency or

community or

institution in the

state.

Litigation - Since the Center has an attorney on its staff, he provides

some

strategies to be used before court action.

Court action

is the last

resort to be incurred due to time and expense.
the practice of the Center to exhaust all possible
administrative remedies before initiating court action.81

It is

This practice has led the Center to the filing of two complaints in federal court.

Both actions were filed against the Boston School Department, the State

Department
the

of Education,

and Mental Health for their failure

Chapter 766 legislation.

to

comply with

The Harvard Center for Law and Education and

the Boston Legal Assistance Project are handling the actions.

The

first

Stewart vs. Phillips, et al A class action against the
Boston School Department alleging denial of equal
protection and due process in the placement of, and
provision of services to, children in classes for the
mentally retarded in Boston.
;

The second

AMIC

vs. Greenblatt, et al

:

Formally

filed

by the

Association for Mentally 111 Children, the suit charges
that the Boston School Department and the State

8

1974,
"^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, First Annual Report , March,

p. 18.

82

Ibid.

,

p. 18.

^

Departments

of Education and Mental Health fail
provide equal educational services to emotionally
disturbed children as a class.

to

The scope
staff

of this process is change.

and Task Forces working together

to

Its

effectiveness is due to the

insure compliance to state

regulations for better delivery services for children in the
Commonwealth.

Program Development
to follow through

for present

commitments

on the recommendations made

be published ereport.

Through "the publication

in

-

The Center plans

each published or soon-to-

of interim status reports,

continued use of the administrative process, the monitoring of official action

and the mobilization of public opinion,
the present

commitment

the Massachusetts
in this

process

of

M

in a

very substantive way

advocacy for effective children's services.

Advocacy Center firmly believes

is to

fulfills

that an important

Also,

mission

insure that the reforms recommended do not become

perverted, and that they hold over time.
1.

The Right

to Education -

The two major reports which consist of

detailed recommendations for the harmful educational policies and

practices in the Massachusetts public schools and the discriminatory
effect of regional vocational education as
will be issued soon.

since

implemented

in

Massachusetts

These reports require major follow-through

the two project reports represent the

most ambitious

efforts,

investigative
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undertakings of the Center.

Recommendations made require a major

reordering of the manner

which the Department of Education regards

in

its responsibilities.

Some implementation procedures have been

taken already concerning

the information to be released on the vocational education report.

Massachusetts Advocacy Center

Commission

Some

has had several meetings with the

of Education, Anrig, and his policy staff.

specific plans have not been formalized concerning the implementa-

tion of the report on

harmful educational practice.

at the base reality of
to

staff

The

Since the fin din gs strike

how most schools operate, some major

steps are required

secure a broad-based support for reform. As such, the Center believes

that this report will

have a greater state (and even national) impact than the

original report on school exclusion in 1970. 84

2.

Special Education:

of implementation of

staff.

The Center

Labelling and Misclassification - Monitoring

Chapter 766

is refining the

is

presently under way by the

MAC

process to enable local and community

monitoring organization to make decisions regarding the quality of
educational services received by children.

This Special Education Statute, Chapter 766,
of

reform can occur

84

if it is

is

one where perversions

not carefully monitored or procedure analyzed.

Interview with Barry Hock, April 28, 1976.
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The

staff

who

in fact

and task force's main focus

is

presently to insure that children

need non-public school or residential placements are not denied

them because the "new" approach requires
public school environment.

that children be placed in the

At the same time, monitoring

will be done to

see that "special needs” does not become a new label attached to

who do not meet the expectations
3.

all

children

of school officials. 85

Child Health: Physical and Mental - Three projects have been

initiated

by the Center on

this priority

which require a continual

follow-up: lead poisoning, childhood nutrition, and mental health.

Lead Poisoning:

May, 1974, the Center released

In

its

report on the state response to childhood lead poisoning, State of

Danger: Childhood Lead Paint Poisoning

in

Massachusetts.

An interim

report on the progress by the state in response to this issue will be
published.

The monitoring

of local systems, e.g.

visiting nurses associations, tenant groups, etc.

the state legislation is underway.

programs has been planned.
institutions, e.g.

of

Community

,

A

,

,

boards of health,

in

compliance with

re-examination of the state

In addition, the activities of other state

the Department of Public Welfare and the Department

Affairs is to be watched and studied to determine whether

those agencies are carrying out their responsibilities.

The main idea

85 Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report, Spring,

1975, p. 29.
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for this interim report

Committee
action.

is to

assist the reconstituted state Citizens'

"End Lead Poisoning" develop

to

its

agendas for

86

Childhood Nutrition: With the release of Hunger in the Class-

room: The Massachusetts School Breakfast Program

,

commenced

that

necessary

the

new

project.

The reports confirmed

"in the administration of the

program

the Center

reforms are

at the state level,

including the establishment of a state monitoring and enforcement

mechanism and
to

the development of a

oversee local implementation.

"

mechanism

in the

Center

itself

The task force for the project

believes that with these two mentioned components, the benefits of
the

program for children

will be

implemented soon.

MAC's

task force

has been contacted and meetings with the Governor and the Commission
of Education

have taken place

in

order that this statute be enforced

soon.
4.

Mental Health - Since the 1972 report, Suffer the Children:

The Politics

of Mental Health in Massachusetts, on mental health

compliance
services for children, this state has taken major steps toward
1966.
with the provisions of the Community Health Act passed in

order that
Monitoring of services due to children will continue in
negligence or other functional maladies do not increase.

8
Ibid.

,

p. 29.
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MAC’S
danger which
children.

task force fears that the most
blatant example of

lies

ahead

is in the

Much time and

area of deinstitutionalization of

effort in being placed in this area
to insure

that children and adults are not
returned

home or

to

communities from

institutions and residential settings, but
that adequate services and

support will be awaiting their return or acceptance
in the public
sphere.

Too frequently such deinstitutionalization

is

a method for the

state to devise itself of responsibility and
accountability for people with

special needs. 8 ^

Protection of Children Used as Research Subjects - Monitoring of
all

research projects on children will be done by the Center.

The goals

of this monitoring are to assure public knowledge, official accountability,

and the protection of children endangered by such activities. 88
Juvenile Justice Standards and Services - The Report, The

Juvenile Court: Ideology of Pathology , reveals an honest assessment
of the strengths and

weaknesses

of the

Department

of

Youth Services.

Implementation of the necessary reforms will be a long process since

many

"so-called reforms" need "undoing."

Program

87

is

receiving

Ibid.

,

p. 30.

88 Ibid.

,

p. 30.

much pressure

to

For example, the DYS

create "secure facilities"
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with

little

or no attention being given

need for such

facilities.

to the

breath or length of the

Misguided legislation such as (CHINS)

Children in Need of Services statute, has resulted
of

power

in the courts.

This

that steps taken to develop

program needs much

in the consolidation

attention in order

community based programs and services

do not undo positive action programs already in existence.
6.

Access

to

Public Information - The Center will continue to

monitor the compliance of state and local agencies regarding the
access to public information.

on state agencies with which

Monitoring will be structured

MAC

agencies and institutions, e.g.

,

to focus

has concerns, and local governmental

the educational system, health issues.

This monitoring will take the form of periodic testing of major human

service agencies and testing in regard to specific issues addressed
90
by the Center.
Staff Evaluation - Within the next few

a self-evaluation process.

Its

main

weeks

,

the staff will be employing

foci are to establish a check and balance

for their on-going effectiveness and to postulate their goal setting mechanism.

It

is

expected that this process will demand two long and tedious days of hard

work from

9:00 a.m. to 7:00

p.m.

The

staff realizes the

evaluation for the continuity of the program.
89

Ibid.

,

p. 30.

90 Ibid.

,

p. 30.

91

^Interview with Barry Hock, April 28, 1976.

importance of the
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Accomplishments

A Two Year
It

Perspective

was

the belief of the staff two years ago that with an
increase of

staffing and funding, the Center could establish itself as
a

for children in the Commonwealth.

Task Force on Children Out

Its

major advocate

goal was to transmit the methods of the

of School to a statewide level.

These methods

encompassed
the preparation of a carefully documented and
unassailable investigative reports which describe
the large gap between legislative

promises and

administrative performances, the use of administrative advocacy to redress or close this gap;
and the mobilization of public sentiment and
opinion to insure that state agencies perform in
accordance with their legislative mandate. 92

The Center has achieved

its

goal substantially.

During that span of

time, the Center has been acknowledged as an important advocacy organization

by state and local community

officials.

When

various programs and issues

affecting children are being debated or looked into, the staff’s opinion and

information are requested.

As a

result, they have developed the capacity to

begin or to stop policies and programs which could be harmful to children.

Through some policies, they have been able

to play

a constructive role in

securing the implementation of the Commonwealth policies and programs

^Massachusetts Advocacy Center, Second Annual Report, Spring,
1975, p. 26.
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The Center

considered positive for children.

is

pleased to report that

it

has

drafted no fewer than five sets of state-wide regulations which were adopted
substantially intact by the state agencies responsible and accountable for

their implementation.

few examples of advocacy done by the Center

A

in the last

few years

are:

The findings on the delivery

1.

state received

much

of

human services

to children in the

respect and credibility by the public and the
•

media which assisted many

justice

program with

Crime

that the training

transform a juvenile

<34

of Special Education to assure

manual developed for Chapter 766 would be

promulgated by the state agency despite
state agency.

e. g.

,

to

Ibid.

94

Ibid.

95

Ibid.

obstruction by another

to

maintain a flexibility

impact on children,
conduct special projects with direct

programs mentioned

the

93

them

its

95

been able
At the same time, the Center has
that enables

93

— Juvenile - into a human service

The working with the State Division

3.

•

opinion.

substantial dangers to children-- Treatment

Alternatives to Street

delivery program.

form a public

city of Boston to

The workings with the

2.

citizens to

p. 26.

in the six priority areas.
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Presently, the Center perceives two major problems which affect
its

effectiveness

—

(1)

an adequate advocacy network for individual children

does not exist across the Commonwealth,

(2)

the operation of organization

itself.

To become more specific regarding

the first problem, the network of

citizens in various communities is essentially to keep abreast of the day to

day issues.

Many

issues and concerns addressed need monitoring and

advocacy methods on a continual basis.

Some issues and concerns which

require a constant observation are as follows: special education, school
nutrition, lead poisoning, and student rights.

The second problem involves the operation
Center

is

of the Center.

Since the

responsibilities and
unable to mandate to state agencies, their job

supposed to address, the staff
accountabilities and particular issues they are
has taken on some of their jobs.

An example

of the situation is the Center’s

regulations for implementation by
role in drafting six sets of comprehensive
state departments.

The

staff firmly believes that they

by having drafted these regulations.

occurred

is the

comment on

What

have accomplished much

the staff would prefer to have

and
agency drafting their own regulations

MAC

advocacy groups

their efforts.

similar to those generated by the
This problem creates difficulties

Center
network. To the degree that the
lack of comprehensive advocacy
continues to

fulfill this

fundamental government responsibility

its

resources
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cannot be applied to the eradication of barriers presently standing
of full

way

implementation of children’s rights.
Accordingly, the

MAC

staff is

their total responsibilities and to

New

in the

pursuing the state agencies

fulfill

to

accept

their responsibilities under the law.

Projects of Involvement

MAC

will maintain and follow through on current projects in the six

Any new project

priority areas.

will have

as a central purpose the training of individual ditizens
and citizen groups to help eliminate the dependency on
professionals and professional advocates in the area of

children’s services. We have made this choice because
ever to maximize
it now seems clear that if the Center is
and
the benefits of progressive legislation, well-trained

well-informed advocates for childeen at the local level

must

exist. 96

The Center realized

that this type of project

after publication of the educational handbook:

was necessary

Making Schools Work: An

Professionals.
Education Handbook for Students, Parents, and

was designed

The handbook

entitlements
inform the public citizens about educational

to

mandated by our

state law.

on how to obtain them.

It

Over

necessary
also provided the practical information

book
10, 000 copies of this mentioned

presently being filled.
distributed and back orders are
to and

in the state

Hence, the response

and necessary.
demands for such publications are important

96
Ibid.

,

p. 31.

were
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Such a response to the educational handbook proved

to

MAC

that

individual citizens want adequate information concerning their rights, and

when correct information

is

received, they are anxious to assert their rights.

This reality was again proven to the

MAC

staff while coordinating the state-

wide Monitoring Committee for Chapter 766, and the Citizen’s Committee

These two organizations are presently training citizens

End Lead Poisoning.
to

to

be monitors and advocates

in various

communities regarding the local

issues and effective implementation of guidelines for the mentioned committees.

Goals and Plans for the Future

The Center's agenda for the next two years has been formed by the

commitments made

soon-toto their six priority areas and their published or

be published reports.
project.

These reports represent their

first steps in

each

the staff will
Since the projects are from one of the priorities,

and "then pursue implementacontinue their process of unfolding to completion,
tion of

programmatic and policy recommendations.

Any new projects taken on by
in light of the

" 97

the Center would have to be considered

major factors

identified as influencing

Without this clear
the effectiveness of the Center.
efforts could become
internal analysis we fear that our

,

too diffuse.

^

Second Annual Report, Spring,
^Massachusetts Advocacy Center,
1975, p. 28.
98

Ibid.

,

p. 28.

"
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The

MAC

has commenced

its

third year of operation.

In

many ways,

the staff considers the first few
years as laying the foundation for a
permanent

advocacy organization

to

ensure the delivery of human services

For more effectiveness, the
participation.

By awakening

staff realizes the definite

to children.

need for more citizen

citizens to children's rights and entitlements

and the failure of the state government to adhere

to its legislated responsibilities

on securing those rights, the less negligence and
abuses will occur.
result,

more

citizen participation at the

community level

As a

will be pursued to

develop skills and expertise to advocate for children which should
result in
better delivery services for children at all levels.

If

and when

this occurs,

this author is confident to believe that children will receive not
only the

protection they deserve as

human

beings, but the independence they deserve

as people.

Publications

Published Materials
Since the founding of the

MAC

organization,

much research,

time,

efforts, have gone into the following publications:

"The Way We Go to School: The Exclusion
Beacon Press, 1971, 1973.
"Suffer the Children:

1972.

of Children in Boston,

The Politics of Mental Health

in

Massachusetts,

"
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Making Schools Work: An Education Handbook for
Students, Parents,
and Professionals, " 1973, with the Massachusetts
Law Reform
Institute.

"Reading’, Ritin’, and Ritalin" in
"State of Danger:

Women’s Almanac,

Childhood Lead Paint Poisoning

in

1973.

Massachusetts,"

1974.
"Special Education in Boston:

The Mandate and the Reality," 1975.

"The Drugging of Children: Child Abuse by Professionals,
"The Juvenile Court: Ideology

"

1975.

of Pathology, " 1975.

Reports on several issues have been published within the past few

months.

Areas

of

concern are: vocational education

in

Massachusetts,

implementation of the child in need of services legislation, the youth
services system in Massachusetts, the harmful education practices in

Massachusetts public schools.

The following

article

was written about the Center:

The Massachusetts Task Force Reports: Advocacy for Children,
Peter B. Edelman, Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 4B, No.
November, 1973.

4,

Summary
The two case studies

Common Cause

and the Massachusetts Advocacy

Center are not Utopians, but they are original organizations concerned and
interested in the

common good

for

all.

As

the Chinese proverb states:

sorrow from flying over
your head, but you can prevent them from building
nests in your hair.

You

can’t keep the birds of
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Both

CC

and

MAC

are inserting

the national and local foci.

new

ingredients into the

American scene

They are showing people new ways

action can be organized, financed,
publicized, and

made

in

which citizen

effective.

no longer need to be intimidated by the vastness
and complexity

at

of

Citizens

our society

with advocacy groups working for individuals’
rights and accountability.
In

summarizing the two case

studies,

Common Cause

and the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center share some gleaning principles and
philosophies
in

common:
1.

Citizens can do something about the problems that plague this
society.

The two organizations are two types

movements

of

of independent

consumers who monitor and who try

to

change the

bureaucracies.

The issues sighted by each group are of

deepest concern

to

the

American people.

MAC

CC
Government

-

Children and human services
due to them

legislative /executive
office

2.

Citizens

must learn

policy.

Consumers can demand

to

labor at practical efforts to change public
that.

CC

MAC

Public officials be responsive
and accountable to the American

institutions to be responsive and

people

Human

service agencies and

accountable to children and their

needs
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3.

Citizens can advocate the public interest to certain priorities

with the

same persuasvieness

that others advocate special interest

tasks.

4.

CC

MAC

The four priority areas
regarding honest and open

The six priority areas for
children

government
Citizens can advocate toward elementary the corrupting influence
of

5.

money and secrecy.

CC

MAC

The access to public
information-social and

life

human services

lobbying controls

The government and its public
e.g. open meetings,

Citizens in these two advocacy groups

—

,

work "outside

for their particular issues and concerns.
in

common

is the

What

the

system"

the citizens share

firm conviction that as American people they have

every right to raise questions, issues, concerns,

etc.

when

in-

justice is done, or the public interest betrayed, or the public

process corrupted.
6.

Citizens in these two advocacy groups willing to take risks— to

begin somewhere on an issue, using as
peripheral visions as possible.

much

foresight and

Once the issue has been

identified,

the citizens set the process for action in motion (see priorities,

key elements, and accomplishments for

Massachusetts Advocacy Center).

Common Cause

and the

"
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7.

Citizens in these two advocacy groups
have the two most important

forms

of access

which are

ways and means

(A)

of acquiring adequate

information and (B) a means of participating:
the right
the right to have one's say.

Access

to

know and

desirable not only for

is

value to democracy in that organization, but
because

it

its

insures the

validity of the group.

a sad reality that advocacy

It is

Yet, the irony of

it

is— American

is

a relatively new kind of activity.

people have fought and died for the principles

of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Many Americans have always

been proud of the opening words of the Preamble
people of the United States.

.

.

"

But,

of personal involvement especially

public process" is concerned.

every level

most

when

There

to the Constitution:

of us

no longer act

"We, the

in that spirit

the "powerless" or "decay of the

is still

a huge vacuum for advocacy at

— from the national to the local scenes.

It is

only through advocacy groups such as

Common Cause

and the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center that confidence will be restored to the

American people and

the slogan of the 60's be restored "power to the people.

Chapters III and IV have answered the second research question which

was studying
change.

the ideal and practical purposes of advocacy as a

Chapter

V

develops an advocacy model for change

based upon these two chapters.

in

method for
urban education

CHAPTER

V

AN ADVOCACY DESIGN FOR URBAN EDUCATION
Chapter

V answers

the third research question:

model for change be described

in

How can

urban educational practice ?

foundation has been laid by the previous
chapters.

the advocacy

The design’s

Important elements for

the advocacy model's development are
as follows:

Stages of Development for an Urban Community

Organizational Procedure

Key Elements

Key

Attitudes and Behaviors

The End Design

Overview of Change

Before developing the advocacy model for change, the author acknowledges the proposition that change, evolutionary and revolutionary, is the

dominant fact and factor of our time.

Margaret Mead speaks

of the pre-

figurative cultural revolution; Charles Reich speaks of Consciousness III;

and

it

seems wise

to believe that

no significant or lasting issue can be

intelligently considered without reference to change.

that every

member

in

our society

is

The writer

is

convinced

undergoing a profound cultural revolution
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and the multi-faceted problems of the schools are the problems of society
at large.

one

If

deal meaningfully with educational reform

is to

— one must break

his/her patterned ways of thought and behavior and reassert once more that
all

students

must be treated

as individuals in a

humane learning environment.

one believes and accepts the proposition that he/she does live

If

in a revolutionary

changing society, one acknowledges Alvin Toffler's observation stated so well
in

Future Shock.
successful coping with rapid change will require
most of us to adapt a new stance toward the future,
a new sensitive awareness of the role it plays in the
present. . . (and) the disturbing fact is that the vast
majority of people, including the educated and otherwise sophisticated people find the idea of change so
.

.

.

,

threatening that they attempt to deny

To

think about advocacy as an external

urban educational institutions

new independent
The

change.

coalition of

initial

is to

its

existence. 1

mechanism

for change in the

create the possibilities of establishing a

community people committed

to educational

be
concept and meetings for such a mechanism would

centered around the potential for the group

to design, to develop,

and

to

for educational programs for
participate in the decision-making processes

schools in the urban setting.

1

p. 192.

The author believes

Alvin Toffler, Future Shock

,

it is

the only

way

New York, Random House,

to

1970

—
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alleviate

some

many poor

with
of the ills usually associated

urban schools,

i.c.

,

too

facilities.
basic skills, old and inadequate
test scores 0 f students in

population,
parents, a growing minority
limited funding, dissatisfied
professional growth.
with few opportunities for
inadequately trained faculty

etc.

Education

is

so well in
as Charles Reich states
for the individual and

The Greening o f America
develop
to search for and
he (she) should learn

MS

'(her)

own Potential,^
1

titerally

means^Whai*®

the
urgently need is. .
process continuing

expansion of each individual-a

through life.

c„

r

Of nevel 'T™”1

*-

^

for

^ Urba“ Comm —

believes that
, f
_ change, the author
for
model
advocacy
the
in designing
,

„„
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0.
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,or
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~
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Charles E. Reich,
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Books, 1971, p*
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Bantam
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presently 'living with the
sitaation"-the causes o£ their
situation regarding

housing, employment, education,
etc.,

or god.

Little,

if

seem magical:

fate, chance, luck,

any, action is taken to change
their situation.

All too

frequently citizens at this level
pose no threat to the bureaucracy
since the

system

is

viewed as inevitable and proper, no
matter how painful or oppressive

may

the institution

be.

Once the suppression

some

who deviate from

citizens

poor because

recognized, problems are seen and

is

I

am

not educated

1

the expected or ideal roles, e.
g.
'

could not conform to the rules. "

conceived that
political,

if

,

named
"I

in

am

or "I was kicked out of school because

The implicit and innocent assumption

I

is

individuals reform, everything will be o.k.
since the economic,

or educational system

is

fundamentally good.

At this point, many

people actively support the system by blaming individuals
and by attempting
to

reform themselves or other individuals rather than blaming

the system.

Obviously, citizens in this stage pose no serious threat to the
institutions
political,

economic, educational

— since they are trying to reform or change

imperfect individuals instead of correcting the unjust system.

The next progression

is the citizen's

attempt to transform the system.

Individuals are critical of the system, see their problems as caused by unjust,
inequitable, or inhumane rules, policies, or
e. g.

,

norms

that victimize them,

racism, discriminatory policies, in educational institutions, exclusion

of minority students

from needed services.

Inappropriate subject matter,
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teaching practices, and dysfunctional
disciplinary procedures are seen
as the

primary causes

When

of

poor academic performance rather than

the problems are

named and analyzed through

deficits in students.

this process,

groups of

individuals collaboratively attempt to
transform those rules, policies, norms,

or laws rather than passively conforming
or naively attempting
themselves and others.

To the extent that the bureaucracy

to

reform

itself sanctions

collaborative transformation is democratic
participation in problem solving

and decision-malting, the existence of

this level

poses no threat.

During the

1960’s in Brazil, Freire’s attempts to democratize the
illiterate populace by
facilitating their

emergence from

the conforming stage to the reforming stage

and then to the transforming stage was not an acceptable goal. 3

Organizational Procedures for an Advocacy Organization

Freire’s literacy training consists of four steps:

It is

1.

Entry

2.

Naming

3.

Analyzing

4.

Solving

through this process that an advocacy model for change

concerns

3

in

urban education

itself.

Paulo Freire, Education for Critical Consciousness, New York:
Continuum Seabury Press, 1973.
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Entry

-

A

person from outside the urban community
who

is

an

advocate practitioner (see Chapter III,
section entitled, The
Practitioner) would be called in by the
citizens to study the

group’s thought, language, and actions.

After the advocate

practitioner has assessed the situation as
objectively as can be

expected, he/she and the citizen’s group should
seek the reason

and purpose for existence.

This period of defining a purpose and

of goal setting to create an advocacy organization
provides a set
of expectations about the future of a developmental

educational change.

time

this

group.

is

model for

Building initial trust and collaboration at

essential for the advocate practitioner and citizen

During this time span of goal-setting, the advocate

practitioner can clarify his/her thoughts and refine his/her

observations about direction

if

necessary.

The steps

in the

developmental process can be defined, forms of progression
outlined in a very general manner, and the forces causing these

events to occur.

The practitioner and his/her group advocates

must look beyond

the here-and-now analysis to the directional focus

and action for a frame of reference.

For the advocate, he/she should daily confront him/herself
with a number of questions and his/her observations of the events:

Do

I

assume an inherent end

of the

development? Do

I

impose a
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desired direction ?

How

did

I

establish a collaboratively
planned

direction? what events in the
development process

expected? What form of progression
do

I

may

be

foresee? What causes

the development ?4

The entry stage
important.

of

development for an advocate

is the

most

First impressions by the citizens
regarding the

advocate will lay the foundation for the type of
trusting collaborative
relationship that will be formed.
2.

Naming
its

- After the

advocacy organization has clearly established

aim, the advocate and citizen’s group need

to identify the

central issue of concern for them in the urban school system.

beginning questions to be asked

Who

is to

setting?

may be— Who

The

are schools for?

decide the type of education for the children in this urban

What does learning mean?

It

may

take a thousand hours

of informal study and group discussion and reflection before the

real issue is identified and how they will begin collaboratively with
their

mechanism

for change.

During this period of naming the central issue, the citizen
advocates will discover serious problems in their educational

system appropriate

4

to their locale.

It

is

necessary that the

James V. Clark, ”A Healthy Organization," California Management
Review Vol. Iv, No. 4, Summer, 1962, p. 306.
,
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advocate be with them for guidance
and direction, but he/she
does
not

name

the problem.

questions.

His/Her purpose may be

is

hard

Discovering the reality that the educational
institution

for learning has lost sight of or

main

to ask the

become confused about

is

their

function, that their principle goal or
reason for existence

meaningless for

and bitterness.

this

may

group of people

cause resentment

This growth process of awareness

is

essential

for them in order to recognize their need for
change and right to

decision-making

in

a democratic society.

The citizen advocacy

group will become more conscious of how oppression
daily in the school system in a

myriad

of

and prejudices and exclusive of students.
the bureaucracy of the educational

over the people for
ness

in

whom

it is

to

many
A.

other realities.

it

attitudes

involves

the greater

power

serve and the people's powerless-

its

Some

of

own

— lack of decision-making

citizen advocates will bring

aware-

them are:

Public education in urban America

(1)

Typically,

manifested

decision-making policies for their children’s learning.

— for an urban community by

ness of

ways— racial

system having

Identifying the central issue of concern

power

is

is in

Though many conditions contribute
the fundamental cause is our

own

concerning the central purpose of

trouble today.

to its

present difficulties,

(society’s) confusions

its activities.
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(2)

Urban schools have been far

too willing to accept

responsibility for solving all of the
problems of young

people, and forgetting to meet their
immediate needs.
B.

Urban schools should not accept responsibility
for
or failure of every pupil
(1)

the process

in learning.

Learning styles and success or failure

in learning should

be decided by child, parent, and teacher.
(2)

Learning

is

a personal activity which each student must

carry on for him/herself with some guidance from
teacher
and parent until he/ she
C.

is

capable of his/her own decision.

Urban schools should be held accountable for providing a good
learning environment.
(1)

Capable, creative, and enthusiastic teachers.

(2)

Appropriate instructional materials or resources which
fosters the learning of useful knowledge for each child.

D.

Urban schools victimize minority students through
practices, norms, and rules (see Chapter

"Blaming the Victim,

" 1971) that

II,

policies,

or William Ryan's

have been established for white

middle class America.

As George Leonard wrote:
The most obvious barrier between our children and the
kind of education that can free their enormous potential
seems to be the educational system itself; a vast,

5
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suffocating

web of people, practices, and
presumptions, kindly in intent, ponderous
response.

in

Analyzing - When the central issue of concern
has been clearly

3.

defined, the lack of

power

citizens have in setting educational

purposes for their children and

in the

decision-making for their

children’s learning, its manifestations can be

named— lack

community-based services, school suspensions,

()

of

poor learning/

teaching styles, juvenile delinquency, etc.

Senator Birch Bayh’s report on our nation's schools

to the Senate

Judiciary Committee (April, 1975) concludes from a survey of over 750
school districts in 1970 and 1973 that:
.
.
homicides increased 18.5%, rapes and attempted
.
rapes increased by 36. 7%, assaults on students
increased by 85. 3%, assaults on teachers increased
by 77.5%, burglaries of school buildings increased by
11.8%, drug and alcohol offenses on school property
increased by 37. 5%. 7

The next step
to

is for the

advocate practitioner and his/her citizen advocates

analyze the situation and causes by asking some of the following questions:

A.

Who

are the people ?

What are

the roles ?

What are they doing, thinking and feeling?

5

No School ?

George B. Leonard,

New York,

Delacorte Press,

1968, p. 395.

^Children’s Defense Fund, 1975.
7

Birch Bayh, Public Schooling .

Committee, April, 1975, p.

4.

Report given

to the Senate Judiciary
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B.

What

is the

What are
What

problem or issue

the causes of the

to

work on

first?

problem or issue?

blame ?

is to

What can be done

to solve the

problem?

This last question leads us in the last development
stage.
4.

Solving - The goal of problem or issue solving

is to

generate

alternative solutions in order that no one
is victimized.

When

beginning an advocacy organization, the numbers are
usually
small.

It is

can grown.

only through accomplishments that the organization

Hence, only certain kinds of issues can be addressed

by small group advocacy.
enough so that efforts for
pursuit of

The
its

first

problem has

to the

be small

solution do not turn into the naive

some all-encompassing agenda.

comprehensive

to

The problem must be

urban public and capable of evoking the sort

of strong emotion that attends the demonstration of a clear injustice.

Again, the issue must be manageable and packageable— it must

have specific remedies, e.g.

,

Kerner Commission produced

there are
little

many reasons why

the

change except that there are

no obvious, specific remedies for racism.

Therefore, the

victimization of children in urban schools must be very specific
as opposed to something as global as the term racism.
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Key Elements
Every organization needs
certain elements for
two case studies.
identified a

Common Cause

commonality

in the

effectives.

As

the

and the Massachusetts Advocacy
Center,

key elements;

of an advocacy organization
to follow the

it is

same.

feasible for the creation

The key elements are

service, confrontation strategies,
and evaluation.

Service -

its

The dimensions named on

1G1
the previous page are essential
for an effective

advocacy organization pursuing
educational changes.

For each educational issue

to

be pursued by the advocacy group,
a

few "tasky" dimensions must be
clearly understood by each advocate

in the

organization.

A.

Goal Focus - The reason and purpose
for dealing with each issue
in

urban education must be recognized and
understood and clearly

accepted by

all the

members. The

goal

(goals)

must also be

achievable with existing or available resources,
and be

appropriate— more or less congruent with the demands
urban environment.
B.

This last point

Communication Adequacy

-

most

Communicating

This dimension implies that there

communication

is the

— ’'vertically,”

group and across the boundary

is

is

critical.

a very crucial area.

a relative distortion— free

"horizontally"

— the

of an

among

the advocacy

advocate organization

to the

educational bureaucrats as well as to the total urban environment.

Information needs to travel
with a

minimum

reasonably well

level of repression, distortion, etc.

an organization need information and need
exerting undue efforts .

8

— good and prompt

to

People in

have gotten

it

without

8

Richard O. Carlson, et al, Change Process in the Public Schools ,
Oregon, The Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration,
1974, p. 18.

_
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.

C.

Optimal Power Equalization - The
distribution of influence and

power among

the advocates needs to be
relatively equitable.

advocate practitioner cannot remain
a leader.
the advocacy organization to

guidance and approval.

advocacy group

The

work groups would be

He/She must allow

without his/her constant

The basic stance

is that of

implicit coercion.

move

An

of

persons

in the

collaboration rather than explicit or

different levels of citizen advocates or

in an interdependent relationship to each

other, with littLe or no emphasis on the concept
or ability of an

advocate practitioner

to control the entire organization. ^

Another set of dimensions that needs some consideration pertains

mechanisms

the internal

of the

to

advocacy organization for an effective procedure

for change in urban education.

D.

Resource Utilization

- This implies that the organization's inputs,

particularly the personnel, are used effectively.

coordination

is

The overall

such that people are neither overloaded nor

idling.

People's own dispositions and the role demands of the organization

must coordinate
actualization"

if

the

advocacy method

must be recognized by

is to

be effective.

the citizens

"Self-

— they need to

have a sense of learning, growing, and developing as persons

in

process of making their advocacy organizational contribution. 10
9

Matthew B. Miles, Planned Change and Organizational Health, Figure
and Ground Oregon, University of Oregon Press, 1974, p. 19.
,

^Ibid.

,

p. 19.
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E.

Cohesiveness - The advocacy organization
must know "who
Its

its

members

feel attracted to

membership grows.

influenced by

it,

membership

The citizens want

it

is."

in the organization

and

to stay with it,

be

and exercise their own influence in
the collabora-

tive style already suggested
(see C).

F.

Morale

- At an organizational
level for advocates, the idea of

morale

is

a summated set of individual sentiments,
centering

around feelings of well-being satisfaction, and
goodwill as opposed
to feelings of discomfort,

unwished-for strain and dissatisfaction.

The dominant personal response
is

one of well-being for

Finally, there are

and changefulness.
change.

all

of the

advocacy group members

concerned.

some dimensions which are

An advocacy

organization

is

essential with growth

essentially pressure for

This external pressure on inadequate institutions (for our purposes

the urban educational system) through the use of advocacy methods
will

assist the citizen find a constituency of

G.

Innovativeness -

power unavailable before

An advocacy

to the individual.

organization cannot become

routinized or standardized but invent

new procedures, move

toward new goals, produce new kinds of products, and diversify
its activity in

representing the interests, defending the rights,

maintaining the privileges and pleading the cause of educational
services for an individual or group.

The advocacy group needs
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to

grow, develop, and change

services of
H.

Autonomy

-

many

in an

in

order

to

moot

the needs and

urban setting.

The advocacy organization acts "from

its

own center

outward. " This citizen's group would not
respond passively

demands from

the outside

the environment, and

it

community, feeling

to

itself the tool of

would not respond destructively or

rebelliously to perceived demands either.

It

would need

have

to

a kind of independence from the environment while
having an

organized voice for educational issues.
I.

Adaptation - The notions of autonomy and innovativeness are
both connected with the idea that this advocacy organization

is in

a realistic, effective contact with the urban surroundings.

When

the urban environment

demands and

the organizational resources

do not match, a problem-solving, re-structuring approach evolves
in

which the organization becomes different

in

some respect and

adapts to the greater need of the environment.

The advocacy group
system

in the

will

need

to

cope with

many stresses from

process of changing the local educational

institution.

cohesiveness and stability are so important in order for the group

from

the difficulties

^Ibid.

,

the

Their
to

manage

the bureaucracy which will occur during a change period.

p. 21.
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J.

Problem-Solving Adequacy
will have innumerable

- This type of

problems, strains,

advocacy organization
difficulties,

and

instances of ineffective coping with the educational bureaucracy
in striving for

change*

of problems, but the

The issue

manner

in

is

not the presence or absence

which the organization handles

and copes with problems.

Argyris has suggested that

in an effective organization,

problems arc

solved with minimal energy; they stay solved; and the problem-solving

mechanisms used are not weakened
this

but maintained or strengthened. 12

Hence,

advocacy model should have well developed mechanisms and procedures

for sensing the existence of problems, for inventing possible solutions, for

deciding on the solutions , for implementing them and for evaluating their
effectiveness.

The functioning and operating

at all times; that is, active coping with

of this

group would be controllable

problems rather than passive with-

drawing, compulsive responses, scapegoating, or denial.

The author perceives these ten dimensions necessary
advocacy model for urban educational change.

In

many

for a healthy

instances, the elements

arc stated abstractly and vaguely, abut the advocacy group can operationalize

them

into meaningful indicators of organizational functioning.

*2

Chris Argyris,

York, 1964,

p. 73.

Integrating the Individual and the Organization,

New
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Confrontation Strategies e.g.

,

When a

service is guaranteed
by law,

education, the institution
or agency has (he
responsibility to deliver

that service to (he
individual or group.

irresponsible of

its

If

the institution or
agency is

duty or has denied the
individual or group of

its service,
the advocacy organization
has a right to confront the
institution or agency
on

behalf of the individual
or group,

in this particular case,
the writer is

referring to (he urban
educational bureaucracy and
the learning environment
of students,

displays a simplistic view of

how

its

agencies that control

ihe diagram on the following
page

the educational institution
functions.

It

is

believed by the author that one
of the following strategies
will alter the
existing conditions in urban
education.

A.

Research and Investigation

- Before the advocacy
organization

confronts the education bureaucracy
or agency with a particular
neglect,

it is

important to have done some homework.

Issue

identification and substantiation of
negligence or irresponsibility
of due services are important.

A

simple model

to follow

would

be elicit the interest and concerns of some
key groups (PTO,

NAACP,

the Council of Churches, Civil Rights
groups, etc.), use

that concern or interest to raise

some

foundation money, and use

those elements to attract a board of distinguished
and representation citizens.

Find a convenient location to hold some hearings

and conduct inquiries, issue a searing report with maximum
media

I
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coverage, and finally, figure out how
to get action on the reports.

A
is

planned approach

is

important when an advocacy organization

beginning for equity of power.

The above research and investigation could
be done by a

management team who would

take the responsibility for a

particular issue.

Management Team

A

-

group of professionals concerned or

interested with a particular matter that is pertinent
to the education

or needed services of an individual or group
It

in the

school system.

would include the advocate practitioner, other interested

advocate members, community representatives and leaders,

and community participants who decide
dedicated efforts, and services.

to

For practical purposes, the

constituting group should not be too

large— ten

Such a team would be a delicate balancing

composed

too heavily of people with big

citizens or professionals.

who are dedicated,

effort.

It

should not be

names or power structured

Mainstream citizens and professionals

community people

management team.

essential.

to twelve people.

involved, and committed in the follow-up

activities are the type of

in this

volunteer their time,

to

have as participants

Continuity of the people involved is
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Time
Its

is

essential and important for such a

management team.

agenda must be clearly defined, the fund
raising sufficiently

maintained, and the location for
dissemination of information,
reports, and hearings accessible for
the community citizens.

Once the research and investigation has been
completed,

some
use,

sort of report should ensue.
if

Just doing a report

a follow-up does not occur.

be committed

to

is of

limited

The management team must

implementation of the recommendations agreed

upon.
B.

Use

Media and Press

of the

-

When

the research and investigation

process has been completed, the management team should have
timely articles and filmed reports of the key issue.

Having up-

dates on a weekly, monthly basis for the community

is

important.

extremely

Hubie Jones has stated that his best tactic for the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center's Task Force has been when trying
to get a particular report released

some new
it is

from a public agency, or opposing

regulation which an agency

is

quietly trying to promote,

particularly helpful to be able to get a newspaper story

about this on a moment's notice.
the agency's sense of what

it

The

publicity can do

wonders for

can and cannot get away with.

13

Peter B. Edelman, 'keport Analysis: The Massachusetts Task Force
Reports: Advocacy for Children/ Harvard Educational Review Vol. 43, No.
1

,

4,

November, 1973,

p. 646.
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MAC'S

director, Hubie Jones, also

commented from

experience that at times media
sassistance
appropriate.

is

the project's

not always

Non-communication may be better when a
desire

not to alert potential opponents
is of

more weight

than the need

to attract support.

C.

Litigation -

If

public pressure through the media,
press, and

publications cannot bring the desired change,
or
institution or

agency did not respond

if

to the findings

the educational

or withheld

information, the summit of the confrontation
process

system.

way

the judicial

Litigation, like publicity, can be either a shortor

long-range tool.
best

is

Sometimes a lawsuit or

to obtain withheld

the threat of one is the

documents or thwart administration

action.

When

the

management team has

its

documented reports com-

piled, that particular rights and services have been denied to an

individual or a group in the education system, adjudication can

decisively toward correcting the problem.

move

This process can be

supported by the court’s power through the use of injunction

(a

writ

granted by the court to refrain from doing a specific act or practice)

or a mandamis

14
Ibid.

,

p. 647.

(a

writ issued by a superior court commanding the
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performance

of a specified official act).

These two

tools can be

powerful and necessary for an advocacy
organization in fostering

change

in the educational

system.

Litigation, however, has its dangers.

A

poorly conceived,

poorly prepared, and poorly tried lawsuit can
make matters much

more

difficult.

A dismissal or

a loss in one jurisdiction can be

cited by a court as the reason and purpose for
not hearing another

court action case in that community for educational
change.
it

may

Also,

be cited by a court elsewhere as the reason for an adverse

ruling.

Litigation needs the

community awareness and involvement

in

bringing changes or services in the educational system for an
individual or group.

The advocacy organization needs

and concerned groups involved
is

D.

wanted and what

is

to

know and

to fully

the interested

understand what

declared by the court.

Legislation - In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, any citizen

can introduct a

bill for legislation

by the General Court.

and be guaranteed consideration

This advocacy organization, acting on behalf

of an individual or a group in need of a particular service, can be

secured a resource
legislature.

to

have a

bill

written and introduced into the

Once a law has been written and introduced,

it is

subject to the laws regulating lobbying activities of non-profit
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corporations.

A

tax-exempt advocacy organization can do much

research

at the

resource

to other

request of key legislators and serve as a technical

advocacy groups which are free to lobby.

Another

function of a tax-exempt advocacy organization is to have
effective

public relations.

The public relations can have a significant

impact upon the community.
present legislation,

it

By informing the community

of the

can bring tremendous pressure on the state

representatives to act favorably or unfavorably on the particular

law.

Lobbying may mean pushing for legislative change or
administrative policy change.

A

tax-exempt organization such

as Massachusetts Advocacy Center could not lobby for legislative
action.

Such an organization can serve as a resource

for other advocacy groups or legislators.

Common

to do

research

Ralph Nader organizations,

Cause, the National Welfare Rights, and the National

Organization of

Women

have been most successful

at changing

laws

and policies through lobbying.

Lobbying as a confrontation strategy on educational issues for
this

model

of

advocacy can entail informing the urban community

about letter writing campaigns, developing a newsletter, outlining

key legislation, attending public hearings, visiting

the school

official's office, maintaining an educational library on legislative

173
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bulletins, etc.'

5

Administrative Negotiation - This type of
confrontation

is

a relatively new kind of activity
insofar as those who might be

termed ”the powerless” are concerned.
with

the powerless” have

now found

Advocates organizing

that they too

can deal with

executive branch agencies, and that middle-level
officials can be
as helpful as those at the top.

People's Campaign (PPC).

This was first proven by the Poor

The style was movement

politics, the

use of masses of people as leverage, but the substance
was
administrative advocacy.

The gains were not earthshaking, a

regulatory liberalization, and a small program expansion.

importance of the events was
contact that
In

is still

it

The

opened a front for bureaucratic

operative today.

Peter Edelman’s report on Massachusetts Advocacy Center,

he stated that many officials throughout the federal government

want

to feel

pressure and want to report

to their

superiors that

there is political reason to do the right thing and to change certain
existing structures.

In turn, there are

many

willing to pass along valuable information and

officials

who are

make suggestions

regarding tactics which might move their superiors or people in
other agencies.

15

Accordingly,

it is

important to understand that

Douglas Biklen, Let Our Children Go: An Organizing Manual for
Advocates and Parents. New York, Human Policy Press, 1974, p. 113.

the bureaucracy

For

this

that once a

is
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model of advocacy organization,

problem has been

it

may

be stated

identified and substantiated, the

advocacy group can alert the institution
or agency of

its

documented

findings and petition through
negotiation for a change.

Evaluation - This phase of an advocacy
organization

is

most

important and the only continual process of
the key elements.
Evaluation for an advocacy organization has two
levels : A.
organization itself and B.
the

the

the monitoring of services pursued by

management team.
A.

The advocacy organization should evaluate

its

reasons, goals, and purpose in the following procedures:
1.

Find out how and what

it

will

accomplish under

various conditions.
2.

Its

communication - To be sure

that the avenues of

information dissemination are open and working
effectively to all
3.

Its

members

decision-making on certain issues and policies

is in collaborative

4.

Its

of the organization.

fashion and accepted by

management team

is

all.

serving the need of the public

on educational issues and concerns.
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B.

The management team should evaluate

its

procedure

for monitoring the educational
services offered and

needed

in the

community.

Then

it

should focus on

ten dimensions found in the service
element for

performance.

its

its

This will enable the team to evaluate

activities and to target their needs for

action and types of strategies

if

its

new or renewed

necessary.

On

the

basis of the service evaluation, the team can decide
which
confrontation strategy was most beneficial and appropriate.

Presently, there

is

an absence of reliable and accurate

assessment goals for evaluation of an advocacy organization and
its

management team. Such an organization has

public attitude by interview or survey feedback.

gathered, the

members

this is

Although attitudinal measure-

ment instruments need improvement,

it is

essential that an advocacy

organization work for the public interest, not
if

Once

on the

of the organization collaboratively analyze

and interpret what has been stated.

time,

to rely

its

own.

the advocacy organization expects to survive,

for the group to recognize

its

At the same
it is

important

operational limitations.

Key Attitudes and Behaviors

As a

result of an advocay organization which is participating in the

decision-making process for the betterment of an educational system, there

.

,
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seems

to

be some key attitudes and behaviors that
must develop:

1.

When

the advocacy organization states the problem
or issue to the

local community,

essential for the group not to

it is

abstract or undirected.
’’the

system" or "the

In stating the

become

concern, the words, e.g.

institution" should be defined concretely in

order that the need or service

is

clearly understood.

Vocabulary

differences which exist always need clarification for a clear

perception of the problem or issue.
2.

Patience in learning to work together

is essential.

Patience also

includes hearing what a person feels in addition to what he /she

seems

to

be saying.

There needs

where people are and a bit
For

its

effectiveness, the

to

be a willingness to begin

of patience to find out

team needs

to

where

that is.

explore the issues raised

and to learn how to be both honest and lucid in expressing one’s
views
3.

It

seems obvious

that the advocate group

must be sincere

in the

effort to develop avenues for participatory decision-making in all

educational programs and services and not try to pass off some

decisions as unimportant.
4.

Whatever representation there
team,

it is

essential that

it

is that

makes up

the

management

represents the entire community and

not just people traditionally found to be interested in the affairs
of the school.
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5.

People need to be continually
educated to participate

in this

process, and need to be brought
in when plans are in
the develop-

mental stage, not after things
have come

merely assent
6.

to

to the point

where

it

is

what has already been decided.

Obviously, not everybody can
participate in

all

decisions at

all

times; hence, a representative
group must take the responsibility
of informing the larger

community

of the progress regarding

participatory undertaking.
7.

A mechanism

for effective communication and
pertinent information

must be developed,

e.g.

,

telephone relays like

Common

Cause,

community newsletters delivered by students on a
particular day
each week, public gatherings such as neighborhood
parties, local
meetings.
8.

Time pressures are
a deadline

is

the

necessary,

enemy
it

of deliberation.

When and where

should be taken into account by shaping

the task accordingly, or by developing tentative schedules.

This

time schedule should not allow unsatisfactory solutions; for

this

can destroy the collaborative base of the team.

No pressure should be permitted to bring

about consensus too readily.

Lasting agreements are not arrived at through compromise made simple to
avoid conflict, or by the mechanism-majority vote.
great source of growth and development.

Disagreement can be a

They can be

of assistance in suggesting
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a wide range of alternative solutions
and the gathering of more
pertinent
information.

Agreements

impact of reality.

too easily

made

could be a means of avoiding the

Final agreements should be accepted
by

all

members

of

the team.

The End Design

A

simplistic view of the design for educational
advocacy follows on

the next page.

It is

believed by the author that an effective advocacy
organiza-

tion could eventually have the environment- community,
the educational

bureaucracy and the advocacy organization working together for a better
educational process.

The objective

finding satisfactory solutions for

is to involve all

common urban

who are concerned

educational problems.

in

Among

the identifying characteristics are the informal and formal relationships in

which the

total

community— educational bureaucracy and advocacy organization-

are working together in the decision-making and power handling of educational
issues.

Summary
Change comes from power, power comes from organization.
order

to

1

7
In

change a school system, an undesirable policy and practices, an

17

Saul Alinsky,

Division of

Rules for Radicals ,

Random House,

1972, p. 51.

New York,

Vintage Books, a

Environment
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institution or agency,
people

sides.

must organize themselves-they
must

The citizens must argue against
and work

take

to replace or alter
those

schools, policies, and practices,
institutions or agencies, that
are denying

or neglecting an individual or a
group
If

the urban

tional

community

in

need of an education or a service.

dislikes the policies and
practices of the local educa-

system and services provided for their
children, then they can organize

themselves for a change process

an advocacy organization.

People can

educate their friends and neighbors to
think differently about them and
their
children.

An example

who refused

of change in the 1960's is the
organizing of the Blacks

racial segregation on buses and in lunch
counters.

This

same

procedure can be accomplished by the urban community
refusing the racial
educational policies and excluded practices against
their children.

The urban community needs

power

is

become conscious

to

something that everyone participates

themselves as unimportant or ineffective.

urban school need

to

comprehend

that

in,

of the reality that

even those who think of

Parents of children attending the

each time they cooperate with a policy

or a decree by the bureaucracy of administrators, they are contributing

power

of the policy

makers.

cooperation and obedience.
official's decision, these

the official's power.

to the

Therefore, power depends upon the parents
Similarly,

when they refuse

same parents, whether

to

obey a school

intentionally or not, limit

:
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The urban community needs

to

be aware that power

that is controlled by people in high positions;

by a few.

power

is

not something

is

not an object possessed

Rather, each parent in the urban community has to assess
him/

herself to see whether he/she
assisting to take

it

away

is

contributing to the bureaucracy's power or is

—to change the programs,

policies, and services

affecting the children.

Participation in a

Democracy implies a sharing

policies that controls one’s life and values.

have been made

to feel that they are far

People

in the

in the

from powerful,

or no say over the policies that affect their

life

or the

decision-making

urban community

that they have little

life of

others.

It is

through the creation of an advocacy organization that the urban population
will secure themselves as a resource of
of the officials

will have

many

power and begin

who previously had enjoyed a
difficulties in striving for a

free reign.

to

share in the power

Such an organization

share in the decision-making as

the professional bureaucrats have an overriding concern to perpetuate them-

selves and their reign of power.

Charles Wilson and David Spencer once

wrote

Every organism or group no matter how corrupt or
unsatisfactory, develops ways to protect itself
against changes. Against the external threat it will
use one approach; against another kind of peril, the
threatened group will adopt another kind of strategy.
But always, no matter how ever cleverly the strategy
is disguised, the group in power will attempt to stop,

change, or failing

all else, limit the

degree of change

18
to the least significant area.

18 Charles Wilson and David Spencer, "The Case for Community
Flicker, New
Control,” Community and Racial Crises. Edited by Barbara

York, Practicing Law

Institute, 1969, p. 16.
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The advocacy group realizes

that the bureaucratic people created

the public schools, policies, and practices, and that the
school really belongs
to the

community.

These awarenesses motivate them

to intensify

and accelerate

their participation to acquire the politically worthwhile goals of direct
participation in school matters.

Once they have

these citizens are no longer content to just
to control the destinies of their children.

as

sit

proper sense of power,

back and allow someone else

The involved citizens see advocacy

an effective mechanism for needed change.

have been silent on vital educational issues.

most

the

It is

a unifying of voices that

Hence, advocacy becomes the

helpful of friends for the twentieth century.

CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Chapter VI summarizes the study,

advocacy organization.

It

then presents

its

process, and

some implications

design of an

its

for practice and

further research for an advocacy model for educational change.

Summary

The study was designed
schooling such as

(1)

to look at

some key issues

in

how white America has marked urban

urban public

public schooling for

of students
failure through racist policies and practices and the exclusion

the

problem child and the underachiever; and

must face

the

racism implicit

toward success
clearly

how

in

in the

urban education.

(2)

how

the educational bureaucracy

establishment in order

to

begin to turn

Going one step further, the study explains

woven together
social class structure and racism are inextricably

in the fabric of

be recognized
our society and how the interdependence must

and these threads sorted out

if

equal educational opportunity

is to

become

operational.

Tho author

is

convinced that one way of handling

this

problem

is

the Creation of an Advocacy
through an external mechanism for change—
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Organization for Educational Change.

community a voice who must,
schooling;

to have

(2)

(3) to

purpose

give the urban

is (1) to

democracy, design their own educational

community participation

of their educational schooling

existent; and

in a

Its

which has been

decision-making process

in the

and

stifled

in

some cases non-

have urban parents and other interested citizens design a

process which fosters the professional accountability so necessary
schooling.

A

in

genuine integration of an advocacy organization and the

educational bureaucracy designing the educational program and policies for

urban students would be a sign

of

growth for our nation

— a true picture of

democracy for twentieth century America.
The author poses three research questions

in the study,

and

in the

following pages, each of the three research questions are presented and

summarized

in relation to the perspective.

First Research Question

The

first

research question asked: What are the realities

of public

participation in
school practice which exclude specific populations from

as
urban education? The goals of American public education

it

pertains to

of the whole child, for the
a "democratic” society, call for the education

feels accepted, understood,
kinds of school environments where the child

fosters the development of the
and confident, and for a curriculum that
individual.
cognitive and creative potential of each

But urban education rests

of people
on the understanding of racism and exclusion

in

American

society,
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and

it is

then manifested in schools.

of culture

of whites

Racism

relies upon a false explanation

and character that stereotypes people.

Such prejudiced attitudes

over minorities such as Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Indians,

and poor whites, etc.

problem child

,

and the excluded student

— underachiever or the

—have fostered persistent and now pervasive patterns of

discrimination in urban public schooling policies and practices.

Urban public schooling encompasses many problems and prospects
learning for inner city students.

Some

of

of these issues are reflected in the

curriculum, inadequate teacher-training programs, and

in

predominantly

white staffing.

Urban education must become more relevant and meaningful for
children

it is

to

at the local level

The power
is

One perspective

serve.

which

is

some educational

is to gain

basic to the American way of

to organize, to administer,

life in

the

control

a democracy.

and to operate public school districts

usually delegated by the states to local communities.

Urban parents and

their children
other interested citizens in the community need to realize that
will receive quality education only

when they press

institutions responsive and accountable to them.

to

make

their educational

This calls for community

urban public schooling.
participation in the decision-making processes of
for educational change which
The author of the study poses an advocacy model
will be partly

answered

in the

second research question.

18G

Second Research Question

The second research question asked: What are

the theoretical and

practical underpinnings for the development of an advocacy model for change?

This question

is

divided into two sections.

advocate in theory.

By

The

first section is defining an

definition, an advocate is

one who supports the causes

or the ideas for an individual or a group of people.
an advocate

is

an external mechanism for change.

types of advocates

For

this study's

purpose,

After researching two

— the advocate theorist and the advocate practitioner — this

author's contention

is that

an advocate practitioner would be the type of

change agent for an urban community.

The advocate practitioner would

assist the urban citizens to recognizing the bureaucratic structure in the
•

\

educational scene, to understand the problems, and forces to be dealt with
in educational

needed

change, and to provide whatever skills, support, and resources

to take action.

The second section concerns the practicality
change.

For a

reality

looked at the national

based picture

who has joined together
to

common

Common Cause

to bring the

model for

advocacy organizations, the author

scene— Common Cause— and

Massachusetts Advocacy Center.

ment,

of

of an advocacy

the local

is

scene—

a national citizens' lobby

American people back

into their

govern-

rediscover their power, and to successfully use that power for their
good.

Its foci

are on politicians who ignore the people, on the

of public
unresponsive bureaucracies, and on behind-the-scene betrayals
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trust.

Accountability to the American people

people must work together
its

if

our democracy

critical role in the political

praised by

many

as the

is to

concern and the American

survive.

As a

result of

movements, Common Cause has been

most important,

organized citizens’ movement

is its

the

in history.

most professional, and

Yet, those

the best

who have vested

interests

keeping our government beyond the reach of the American people, consider

in

the organization as a group of

meddlesome busy bodies.

Massachusetts Advocacy Organization
is

is

a local citizens' group who

interested and concerned with children’s programs of learning and with the

types of assistance children are receiving from

human service

agencies.

Its

foci are to monitor and/or evaluate various existing programs, services

and resources offered

to children, to

determine the extent and availability

priorities of needs for
of services to children, to participate in determining

through
children's services, and to voice the issues related to children
reports which are

made

available to the public in the

Therefore, Massachusetts Advocacy Center's role

advocacy agency for children.
the educational

Its

job

programs and services

is to

is

Commonwealth.
unique as

make sure

Implementation of legislation for children,

lead poisoning, etc, requires

much

an

that children receive

that they are entitled to, and that these

quality.
education programs and services are of high

easy one.

it is

This task
e. g.

,

is not

Chapter

an

7(h),

time, effort, determination, and energy

so complex.
for these citizens as the laws are

Hence, thorough knowledge
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about each child law, what

it

provides, and how

this organization’s effectiveness.

group

is

enormous, but

it is

it

works

is

The effort required for

their conviction

if

can help to provide services and an education

a necessity for

this

advocacy

they do their job well, they

to

thousands of children who have

never before had the chance.
It is

from these two committed, dedicated, and independent
advocacy

organizations that the writer has designed a model of an advocacy
organization
for educational change.

In the third

research question, the advocacy model

will be explained for urban educational practice.

Third Research Question

The third research question asked: How can the advocacy model for
change be described

in

urban educational practice?

In considering the practical

aspects of educational advocacy based upon the model designed,

by the author that the following will occur:

(1)

(2)

that the urban public schooling

hoped

that the advocacy organization

and the educational bureaucracy will collaborate
schooling;

it is

to

improve urban public

improvement and

the

problem-

solving will be done through the collaborative efforts of the education bureau-

cracy and the advocacy organization;

(3)

that there is strong

movement toward

greater accountability of urban educational institutions through greater

involvement of citizen participation, and

(4)

that all

urban school policies

and practices be made through a collaborative decision-making process by
the education bureaucracy and the citizen participation.

These relationships
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are essential and real in order

to

solve urban educational problems.

Educational problem-solving will not be successful until community needs,
desires, and resources are fully tapped.
is

Hence, local citizen participation

a necessary factor in trying to solve urban public schooling problems

which should lead

to

some

definite changes in the instructional life of the

school.

The model

of an advocacy organization for educational change is based

upon certain legitimate and necessary mechanisms

problem solving

of

urban schools.

will pursue different issues.

is

Each management team

used in improving the education institutions
(2)

strategies,

select a goal,

(5)

(3)

(6)

management teams have

will consist of

The method or process
is as follows

assess their resources,

act upon strategies, and

believes that these

to assist in the

designed to have management teams

parents, interested and concerned citizens.

problem,

order

Realizing that priorities for educational

change vary, the advocacy organization

who

in

:

(4)

(1)

to

be

identify the

delineate alternative

evaluate their actions.

The author

the potential to contribute insights

and knowledge about the education institution not understood or seen by the
bureaucracy.

It

is

hoped

that the

teams and the educational bureaucrats

which
would eventually develop open lines of communication and information
can assist them

in distinguishing

between educational problems and those

which reflect fundamental social and

community.

political conflicts in the urban
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Implications for Practice

The study describes an advocacy model for educational change which
could be adapted for implementation in urban areas.

It

is

impossible

to

construct a definite formulae for change which would be appropriate for

urban educational institutions.

Every educational bureaucracy has

its

all

own

differences and structure which need different solutions.

Hence, every

advocacy organization would have

mechanisms and

to devise its particular

strategies for change.

Yet, there are

some general

principles which can be of assistance to

an advocacy organization in trying to bring forth educational change:
1.

Raise public consciousness about the importance and implications
of urban public schooling.

2.

Direct consciousness-raising and policy decision-making towards

manageable, worthwhile goals.
3.

Devise advisory mechanisms to assist in monitoring and evaluating
the advocacy organization’s work.

4.

Write reports which can be distributed separately or

in

a

combination of information depending upon the urban community.
5.

Identify

and validate any promising practices which demonstrate

education
the possibility and desirability of improving the

bureaucracy and citizen participation collaboration.
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6.

Write a report concerning a realistic analysis

of the past, present,

and future development of urban educational practices and

Use

attitudes.

this as an orientation to the

community and the

education bureaucracy.
7.

Keep a written report
establish continuing

of

recommendations and follow-up

mechanisms

to

to

improve the public schooling

for urban students.

Since there

is

a lack of fully developed research for citizen participation

in educational change,

full

well that

it is

one can only encourage constructive action knowing

based upon imperfect and approximate theory.

Further Research

The study has created an advocacy organization for educational change
in

urban public schooling.

The problems, theoretical and practical,

in

not self-defeating
creating and maintaining such an organization that are

nature are enormous and have not been studied.
hardly been formulated.

system requires,

In fact, the

problems have

To change complicated settings such as

initially at least a

way

of thinking

much

in

the educational

different than one

would think about changing individuals.
This advocacy model for change

is

intended to affect

all

or most of

community's educational system.
the schools within a certain urban
assumption seems

to

be since change

is

The

considered as an improvement over
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what presently exists,

it

should be spread as wide as possible as
soon as

possible.

Any change movement such as an advocacy organization
by definition.

is political

Improving or amending a situation for any reason implies
a

redefinition of present roles, relationships, and
status— a change in the

existing

power structure. An advocacy organization for educational change

involves a power struggle with the educational bureaucrats.

The advocacy

organization would remain as an external mechanism for change— this

perpetrator of change would be able to tread where others feared
practically anything necessary to foster educational change.

an organization

is that it

to, to

An asset

do

of such

would be unencumbered by established relationships,

political debts, thus free to devise its

own operating

style and supportive

strategies.

The focus the researcher has adopted
judgment that among

may

all the

in the

study reflects a value

aspects of the urban public schooling that are or

be the objects of change, none

is

as important as citizen participation in

the decision-making practices and policies for their children.

becomes a

reality, further

research will be able

to

Once

this

inform the public as

to

the quality of life and thinking in the classroom and what are the roles of

teachers and administrators in the education institution.
believes that such an advocacy organization

hope.

may

Finally, the author

simply be an example of
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APPENDIX

I:

Common Cause Referendums

A.

National Referendum

B.

State of Massachusetts

Referendum

:.

.

REFERENDUM ON ISSUES
SPRING 1975
)MMON CAUSE MEMBERS

There are other issues, relating to
accountable government and the economy,
on which we have done some research and
lobbying and which could be developed
as major issues for action.

3.

PLEASE ANSWER
THIS REFERENDUM
ON ISSUES

Do you favor these as priority issues
for Common Cause:

Members responding to past referendums
have overwhelmingly endorsed Common
Cause’s efforts to bring about accountIn 1974-75 we have
able government.
been deep in battle on what we call
our Open Up the System issues:

STRONGLY
FOR
The process by which
Presidents are nominated
primaries,
and elected
electoral
conventions,
college.

—

The budgeting process
influencing decisions
on priorities, opening up
the process, and attacking
waste both in the military
budget and in other programs.
_

B.

—

Please check one of the following:
high
I still think those are
A.
priority issues.

.

The responsiveness
public of executhe
to
focusing
agencies,
tive
and
accountability
on
special
to
relations

C.

They are important, but Common
Cause should de-emphasize them
a little.
should
x think Common Cause
these
on
sharply
cut back

interests.

The hidden influence that special interest groups have on
decision-making.

D.

issues
Up the System
In addition to our Open
J
in
issues , Common Cause worked
issues.
substantive
on the following
should in
Please indicate whether we
our
diminish
crease, stay level, or
attention to these issues.

2.

In
crease
1

1

1

!

Environmental issues
raised in highway legislation, energy programs
and land use.
The energy problem,
B.
especially energy conservation and oil taxes.

Same

Dimin
ish

we haven't mentione
Is there any subject
£or Common Cau
that you think is crucial
?
PUasp be as specific as poss_u

4.

NO

A.
‘

you ve omitted
YES, the crucial subject

B.
xs

An independent
consumer protection
agency.

C.

Source:

Tq
J-o it

a;
c

5
‘

—

or_

more important than i
issues listed her,
impor t anta s the other
of Common Cause,
Are you, as a member
of then-tion.
more" interested in reform government.
government or your state

A.

.

NO

A.

Campaign financing
Lobbying disclosure
Conflict of interest disclosure
Congressional reform
Openness in the legislative and
executive branches
Creation of an office of Special
Prosecutor of government
corruption

0

OK

.

^

National government B.
state government
I reside is
The state in which

A-

6

.

Vol
Re port from Was hington,
on Issues,"
"Referendum
Common Cause,
February, 1975.

5, No.

3,

M

-

CC/M

ISSUES POLL

Although you arc not
jtion.il

staff guiding

CC/M

CC/M

by

filling

has

out

a member of the CC/M Board or on the
our efforts, you can help choose the path

it

other

do you consider appropriate

arejs

for

CC/M

involvement?

questionnaire.

this

advocated

Wh

B.

legislation

(OUTS). Should we extend our

Open Up

to

the

System

efforts by:

NO

YES
monitoring local compliance with the
open meetings law

^

monitoring local compliance with the
campaign finance law

Our members

C.

CC/M

in

1974 chose tax reform as a chief area
The voters of Massachusetts will

for

involvement.

be
with a ballot question next year asking if there
should be an amendment to the State Constitution allowing
for a graduated income tax. Should CC/M support adoption of
presented

monitoring local compliance with the
Freedom of Information Law

NO

YES

such an amendment:’

monitoring the Executive branch to
ensure citizen access and accountability

NEWSLETTER POLL
.

Do you

like the

Are there any
ones and

why

CC/M

Newsletter?

you’ve particularly liked?

articles

If

so,

which

——
4.

Are you
II

so,

CC/M
Does the newsletter provide you with enough information

a

CC/M

activist^

would you

like

more frequent communication about

activities?

published
Common Cause/ Massachusetts Newsletter
Common Cause at 2030 M. Stieel, N.W., Washington, U.C.,
is

about

CC/M

activities?

.

Elaborate (we need ideas)

er

Cause/Massachusetts Newslettei.

Second Class

COMMON CAUSE/ MASSACHUSETTS

Postage

73 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
617-523-8200

at

PAID
Washington, D.C.
and

additional offices

out
MOVING? To change your address, clip and
your present address label (to the right)
Cause, P. O.
this form and send to Common
try to
Box 220, Washington, D.C. 20044. Please
give us six weeks' notice.

Name
Address

ZlD

_

5,ate
Tel

-

N °.

Postmasters: Send form 3579

by

nts ol the fifteen dollars annual dues pays tor one year’s subscription to

Common

City

quarterly

20036. Sixty

to

Common

Cause, P.0

20044.
Box 220, Washington, D.C.,
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Common

II:

CC/M

Cause’s Legislation

A.

1976

B.

History of Public Financing Legislation

C.

Constitutionality of Public Financing in

Lesiglation

Massachusetts
D.

Constitutionality of Public Financing

Summary
E.

Summary

F.

CC/M

G.

CC

Proposed CC/M Legislation
Establishing a Mixed System of Public and
Private Financing of Political Campaigns
of

Public Finance Survey Report

State Offices,
State Contacts

PAC

Chairpersons and

~

.

2/26/76
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19 7C CC/1 LEGISLATION

The following are brief descriptions of CC/M's 1976 legislation, including
the names of chief sponsors, the conmittees to which the bill3 are assigned, and
the hearing dates, if known:

^^1,702 - Brcwnell - establishing a new conflict of interest law covering both public
^officials and employees. Requires financial disclosure. Judiciary Gcmmittee. No
nearing date set.
H.1532 - Guzzi/Lapointe - providing that certain qualified voters be authorized to
submit affidavits of registration by mail and increasing penalties for making false
Election Laws. Parch 23.
JjP^-affidavits.

t

i>niol62C - Guzzi/Lapointe - requiring public officials and candidates for public
'
r
_
n
-C
anrl 1 aKl 1 1
1 fl fT'f'/
office to declare the nature of their income, assets and liabilities and increasing
10.
larch
the compensation of members of the General Court. Public Service,
f"

'

•

•

*i

i

~\

^

to require public^
Ho 1643 - Smith/Guzzi - to regulate legislative representation,^

_

agents
"disclosure of expenditures of legislative agents, employers of legislative
constituand certain other groups and organizations and to preserve a citizen's
Provides i.or more
tional right to communicate with members of the General Court.
over $15 (new $35)
frequent reporting by lobbyists, itemization of all expenditures
Administration. No hearing
and includes gifts as reportable expenditures. State
If so, only written testimony will
'date set. Clay be treated as a refile bill

Y

^
I

accepted.)

^

designation of one dollar of an
2210 - Kendall - relative to authorizing the
individual's income tax liability to a state eiecuon
check-off concept for public fm
bill will serve as a vehicle for reviving the
Election Laws. April 13.
ing.

II.

L

™

attesting to that fact.
than ?100 to staply file an affidavit
April 13.
city and

H.2267 - Lapointe - providing

T
of the Director.

Election Laws

.

tom

=^pae

^

Election Laws.

Finance

April 13.

for monicipal
spending limits for candidates
2270 - Lapointe - establishing
^office. Election Laws . April 13
0

H.2271 - Lapointe -

P^^ ^^ f^^i^lS,SSo^®d^ff^i^S^

the regulation thereof.

a

v

Election Laws.

and
expenditures and contributions

April 13.

necessitate the
to spending limits ray
Supreme Court decision relative
limits.
repeal of all state spending
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2272 - Lapointe - providing that the coirmittee on Election Lav/s be authorized
to make an investigation and study relative to the operation and proceedings of
the State Ballot Law Conmission. flection Laws. March 30.

II.

X

1241 - Piro, Connolly, Businger - S. 1031 - Kelley, McKinnon Owens - providing
& graduated incare tax rate structure. Implement at ion is contingent upon
^passage of the constitutional amendment which will appear on the state ballot
Wr for approval in November. Taxation. March 25.
,

|

In addition, we have taken positions on several bills involving open
budget proceedings and open meetings.
CC/I.i has been recorded by the Joint Ways and Means Committee in support
of the following three measures to strengthen or extend the open budget law:

Bachman - to require information in the budget regarding anticipated
funds from federal and other sources.

S. 130 -

3 1250 - Saltonstall - to further regulate certain procedures in the preparation
of the state budget. Would require that program priorities as well as the
amount of federal reimbursement, if any, for each account be indicated in the
budget.
/
.

•

,

Guzzi /Lapointe. - extending the requirements of the open budget law to
constitutional officers.

H. 1673 -

CC/L lias been recorded by the State Administration Camuttee in opposition
that since
to any change In the new open meetings law at tills time. We believe
amended
be
not
should
it
the new law only became effective on January 1, 197S,
for
provisions
its
under
until governmental bodies and the public have operated
League
tne
by
view
this
a considerably longer period of time. We were joined in
both strong
of Wanen Voters and the Hass. Newspaper Publishers Association,
of the members of tne
supporters of the new law, and, apparently, by a majority
State Administration Cannittee.
,

•
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HISTORY OF PUBLIC FINANCING LEGISLATION IN MASSACHUSETTS

Public financing of political campaigns is not a new proposal. In 1907
President Theodore Roosevelt voiced the idea in his State of the Union Message.
In 1936 a special Senate committee established to study financing of political
campaigns recommended banning private contributions altogether and providing
In 1974 the U. S. Congress passed a mixed system of
total public funding.
public and private funding for presidential campaigns. But more is needed on both
the federal and state levels of government.
,ssachusetts agitation for public financing began in 1964 with a proposal,
appropriate $200,000 to the political party state committees to help
defray *the campaign expenses of their candidates. The bill was referred to the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court for an opinion as to its constitutionality
only be
because Massachusetts law specifically states that state funds can
instance
this
given to public bodies for a public purpose. The Court ruled in
of
disbursement
that
that political party committees were not public bodies and
rejected.
them would not be for a public purpose. The bill was

tax money by

,

proposing public funds
In 1965 a different approach was taken with H.2989,
for Governor and the U.S. Senate from
for the purchase of media time. Candidates
purchased by the State
Massachusetts would have one hour of television time
general election for the purpose of
before the primary and three hours before the
and the U.S, Senate and
All candidates to statewide elective office
debate
one before the primary and one
seats would be given two free mailings,
be provided for these
would
general election. Press coverage
Although this bill was
Senate.
State
as well as for candidates to the
basis
session, another, H. 1930, became the
killed by referral to the next annual
study
to
commission
special
which created a
of Chapter 84 of the 1965 Resolves
campaigns.
financing of political
the authority of this commission,
rvio-n+PT' /6 of the Resolves of 1966 continued
^pushf^r^he
but in 1967 it was allowed to !«..
a
individual's income tax return
commission
study
a
with
r ~, 0 r+ed or placed
perennial proposal, always
the
1$
from
accrued
t^t money
parties
political
the
the state committees of
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W
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cSc“woSrbeTist?ibuted_to
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ib’ition to their candidates.

a Director of
elective office, the problem
bi i proposed
The bill
P V
. b.ion
overall regulation.
for
mechanism
a
as
as well
^0 oversee the distributi
Campaign and Political Finance
the Chief
individual, eligible
AS°^,en
of the political parties,
Chai
State
the
of
provided, consisting
Qf a X aw school chosen
Supreme
•
Ttassachusetts
political office,
Justice of the
limits were set up
spending
Overall
3 after the
by the Governor.
campaign. Minority
and candidates were
indeb
signatures
alleviate
to
1
,
except
primary
^ad gathered nomination
ev haa
they
f ,j,
if
funds
for
eligible
fQr all candlda tes
party candidates were
the
Suppliers of services
equalling at least it of
last 2 precuai g elections.Director before providing
the
sought
office
+hP
te, make
than allotted,
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^PProval^f
' Service
in order to ensure
not re ceived prior
a
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and 1 year imprisonment and, if the candidate was elected, forfeiture of office.
The bill was packaged with others to become Chapter 84 of the 1968 Resolves,
providing for a special commission to study elections and campaign financing.
However, the public financing measures of this bill reappeared in each
successive year, often a number of times a year as separate bills sponsored by
different legislators. Other than bills to establish study commissions and
purchase of media time, it was the only major
3 bills to provide funds for the
public financing proposal until 1974.
advocated primary
In that year Common Cause sponsored a bill, H.3902, which
included
also
and
funding in addition to funding for the general elections
oy
primary
the
in
candidates to the General Court. Candidates could qualify
more
not
of
contributions
raising 20# of the overall spending limits in private
establishe
contribution
maximum
than $50 from each individual and group, the new
set
up to weed out frivolous
was
amount
threshold
This
20#
bv the bill.
receive up to 50/. of the <ve ra
candidates. After that, primary candidates would
contributions (although at _
spending limits on a matching basis with private
candidates, if success! u in
worded^n the bill this is not clear). Major party
spending allotments established in
theprimary, would receive 100?. of the overall
Minor party candidates and major
the bill for the general election campaign.
qualified and had not
party candidates who had not previously
allowances after they ha
expenditure
the
of
contest could receive up to 80?
raised the 20# threshold amount.
.

0

h-ill

.

Statewide ^didates,

’

post-primary funding for
along with those that proposed
011
was pooled int
to"'
motdn
cC^sorne*

**£

study
Representative Paul Guzzi, for the
the post-primary campaigns
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study, public financing
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CONSTITUTIONALITY OF PUBLIC FINANCING IN
MASSACHUSETTS
1.

Does Public Financing Violate The
Massachusetts Constitution?

Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court lack
jurisdiction to answer a
general question as to constitutionality.
Opinion of Justices, 347 tfess. 797.
ven in reference to a specific bill, the
Justices have felt that they cannot be
uired t° * nswer a general question as to
constitutionality. Opinion of Justices3
'
3'
lnl °n °.f Ju3 «°, eS 328 MaSS
691
of Justices
Itl
2?
Mass. 773, 782.
7
Opinion of Justices, 333 Mass. 789, 791.
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Vlolate Article 62 of the Articles of Amendment

More specifically, is it within the competency of the House of
Representatives
in view of Article 62 of the Articles of Amendment to the
Constitution to authorize
the appropriation of a certain sum from the General Fund to
the Director of
Campaign and Political Finance who will disburse such monies to candidates
in order
to defray the cost of political campaigns? Article 62, S.
1, the relevant section
in question, states that the credit of the Commonwealth shall not in
any manner
be given or loaned to or in aid of any individual, or private association, or any
corporation which is privately owned and managed. There is, however, no giving
or loaning the credit of the Commonwealth within the meaning of Article 62 where
payments are made in cash raised by appropriation. Opinion of Justices, 347
Mass. 789.
Therefore, said public financing law does not violate Article 62 of
the Articles of Amendment to the Constitution.

3.

Would the appropriation and disbursement of money raised by taxation for the
purposes provided in the public financing law be for a public purpose ?

For the public financing law to be constitutional, the appropriation and
disbursement of money raised by taxation for the purposes provided in said bill
must be for a public purpose. The test for a public purpose is whether the expenditure confers a direct public benefit of a reasonably general character, that is to
say, to a significant part of the public, as distinguished from a remote and
theoretical benefit. Opinion of Justices, 337 Mass. 777, 781. Each case must be
decided with reference to the object sought to be accomplished and to the degree
and manner in which that object affects the public welfare. Allydonn Realty
To improve the caliber
Corp. v. Holyoke Housing Authority, 304 Mass. 288, 292.
of persons holding offices by enabling them to be chosen from a broader section of
the population and, concommitantly, to democratize the procedure whereby persons
become political candidates are legitimate objects sought to be accomplished and
will significantly and beneficially affect public welfare.

Opinion of Justices, 347 Mass. 797, upon which opponents of the public
financing law rely for its unconstitutionality, is clearly distinguishable from
The question presented in Opinion of .Justices,
the public financing law at issue.
347 Mass. 797 was whether the appropriation and distribution of money raised by
taxation for the purpose of contributing the same to the State committee of each
political party to defray in part the cost of the political campaign of such party
held
prior to a biennial State election would be for a public purpose. The court
that such appropriation and distribution of money raised by taxation for the
purpose of contributing the same to the State committee of each political party
State
would not be for a public purpose insofar as funds were to be distributed by
its
grounded
court
The
bodies.
public
of
committees rather than public officers
delegated
constitutionally
be
can
power
decision on the rationale that no sovereign
_
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o a committee whose duties are confined to
the government of its own political
party in which it alone is interested in the performance of
those duties.
That is, political committees are not public officers
whereby (a) duties are in
nature public, i. e.
involving ia their performance the exercise of sovereign
power (b) and in whose proper performance all citizens, irrespective of
party, are
interested, either as members of the entire body politic, or of some duly
establishec
established division of it. By way of inference the court determined that a
direct public benefit of a reasonably general character is satisfied only when
distributions are made by public bodies or groups made up of public officers.
Since political committees are not public bodies or groups, the appropriation and
distribution of sums at issue in Opinion of Justices, 347, Mass. 797 was not for
a public purpose.
The public finance law, however, authorizes appropriations of
monies raised by taxation to be distributed by the Director of Campaign and
Political Finance. The Office of the Director of Campaign and Political Finance
was recently established by statutory enactment, Mass. Gen. Laws C. 55, s. 2 a.
Under said statute the Director of Campaign and Political Finance is a public
officer.
Hence, the public financing law is not only distinguishable from Opinion
of Justices, 347 Mass. 797 but satisfies the test advanced therein, i.e., a
direct public benefit of a reasonably general character is satisfied only where
distributions are made by a public body or group made up of public officers.
,
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CO NSTITUTIONALITY OF PUBLIC FINANCING
SUMMARY
<

Plew
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ca?i 523-8200)

the SUbjeCt is avail able at Common
Cause offices.

PUbUC f Ln * ncing Center around First
Amendment gLran?eeHf°?reedom°of
I
of speech and association.
Common
Cause statM
cause
states the following v
hypotheses relative
1
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-

to these questions-
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Souris

reasonably regulated under the police

Giving and spending money is considered,
communicative action that
l
US t P 0ketin ° r ^‘ emonstr ation
Several court cases have
S to
i
?
upheld S°
the right
regulate
such communicative actions even when
intertwined with expression and association."
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II.
THERE IS NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO MAKE UNLIMITED CONTRIBUTIONS
TO A POLITICAL CAMPAIGN OR FOR A CANDIDATE TO EXPEND AS MUCK
MONEY AS
HE CHOOSES IN AN EFFORT TO BE ELECTED OR RE-ELECTED

A number of Supreme Court holdings establish the power of Congress
to limit in certain circumstances the associational rights and the
ability to participate in the political process of certain individuals and groups.
Specifically: Corrupt Practices Act of 1925 requiring disclosure of union and corporate political contributions,
was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1934 on the basis that it prevents
corrupt use of money to affect elections; the Hatch Act, most recently
upheld in 1973, on the basis that the management, financing, and conduct of political campaigns are not wholly free from governmental
regulation.
III.
CEILINGS ON POLITICAL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES
ARE CONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE THEY ARE A REASONABLE REGULATION OF THE
MANNER IN WHICH FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS MAY BE EXERCISED.

Common Cause does not prohibit political contributions by individuals.
Limiting the amount of these contributions modulates the
level of political discourse so that more voices may participate and
weak voices may not be drowned out.
IV. ANY RESTRICTION UPON THE EXERCISE OF FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS IMPOSED BY LIMITATIONS UPON CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES IS
JUSTIFIED BY THE COMPELLING AND OVERRIDING GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST IN
PRESERVING THE INTEGRITY OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS AND IN PREVENTING
THE IMPROPER INFLUENCE OF MONEY ON THE DECISION MAKING OF PUBLIC
OFFICIALS.

.
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Summary

The Couft has upheld many times the right of Congress to protect
American political institutions against the corroding effect of money
employed in elections by aggregated power. Specifically: Burroughs
and Cannon v. U.S., 1934, in which the Court ruled that Congress has
power to preserve institutions of the general government from threats
of force or corruption as may Pccur as a result of improper use of
money to influence an election; Smiley v. Holm, 1932, in which the
decision was based on Congress' right under Article 1 of the Constitution to provide a complete code on all matters relating to Congressional elections.
.

ANY RESTRICTION UPON THE EXERCISE OF FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS IMPOSEDDBY LIMITATIONS UPON CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES IS
JUSTIFIED BY A GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST IN EFFECTUATING THE FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS OF LESS AFFLUENT CITIZENS

V.

(a)

BY PROTECTING THE ABILITY OF EVEN POOR CANDIDATES TO
RUN FOR OFFICE

(b)

BY PREVENTING THE DROWNING OUT, OF OTHER' POLITICAL
VIEWPOINTS BYTTTHE BEST FINANCED VOICES

(c)

BY ENSURING THE EQUALITY OF THE VOTING RIGHTS OF LESS
AFFLUENT CITIZENS BY LIMITING THE INFLUENCE ON CANDIDATES OF AFFLUENT CONTRIBUTIONS.

.

Thus far, the arguments for public financing have dealt with the
negative aspects of restrictions on contributions and expenditures.
However, Common Cause legislation has an important positive impact
on the exercise of First Amendment rights of many citizens who are
now prevented from effectively participating in the political process.
EXPENDITURES AND THE
VI. THE PROPOSED CEILINGS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND

DIS_
PLAN FOR PARTIAL GOVERNMENT FINANCING DO NOT UNCONSTITUTIONALLY
CRIMINATE AGAINST MINORITY PARTIES.
must be
Any system for the public support of campaign financing
This
concerned.
neutral as far as particular political parties are all
y
does not mean that all parties must be treated ®^
mean that the
does
it
but
organization,
of their size and degree of
^tablished
of
government cannot contribute to the ;entrenchmentof smaller parties
path
the
in
parties or place special obstacles
Spec
of the moment.
which seek to displace the established partiesOhio statelawsregulatwhich
if ically Williams v. Rhodes, 1968, in
prohibitive for
narties were struck down as being too
th ey were upFortson. 1971.
minorities; ^n^in^enness
party
minority
for
held because Georgia state law did provide
representation
,
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A MIXED SYSTEM OF PUDLIC AND PRIVATE
FINANCING OF

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
CC ^'

legis ation establishes a nixed system of
public and
With UP
50% public funds bein K provided in
primaries and1 °°
^’-i
en eral elections. Public funding is tied into
?
t;L
S ° n con riblltl °ns and expenditures,
both in amount
in fni£
orn. Tv!
The money ^for public finance cones through a provision and
for
a v^ i check-off on each taxpayer's return and
through appropriation
xrom the general funds for any additional monies reouired.
.
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LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS

Persons generally
a person, which is defined as an individual, or
any form of organization or any group of individuals or oersons, nay
contribute to political campaigns up to the following ar’gre^ate
amounts
:

—
—
—
—
—

up to CP, 5 in cash to a candidate
up to CR5 anonymously to a candidate
flOO per candidate per election for legislative offices
C250 per candidate per election for statewide offices
C3D00 for all candidates per election
-- PlOOO to a political party per calendar year

Groups
groups may pool contributions up to the following limitations,
provided that no member of the group gives more than C50 in the
aggregate towards the contribution to any single candidate:
:

—
—
—

C300 per candidate per election for legislative offices
C750 per candidate per election for statewide offices
OCOOO maximum to all candidates per election

The contributions of the members of the group count against each
member's limitations.
a candidate may contribute to his own
Candidate's Use of Own Funds
campaign or use his own funds or those of his immediate family, as
follows
:

,

—

legislative candidates - no more than 5^ of their designated
spending limits per election
statewide candidates - no more than If of their designated
spending limits per election

a political party may contribute to or spend on
Political Parties:
spending
behalf of a candidate up to 15?- of the candidate’s designatedcount
not
does
spent
or
limit per election. The amount contibuted
against the candidate's spending limit.

^

I
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any orpahizat ion
Corporations, Labor Organizations and Other Groups
as a condition
required
payments
or
fees
dues,
which raises funds by
to
contribute
not
may
transactions
commercial
of employment or by
political campaigns.
:

LIMIT AT QMS ON EXPENDITURES
a candidate may spend in each election no
Candidate’s Expenditures:
district or the
more than $.40 per eligible voter in the election
lessor:
the
is
whichever
fol lowing amounts for each office,

2650 000
0100.000
0250.000
r ioo, ooo
r ioo, ooo
0100.000
0 20,000
0
0 000

Governor
Governor
Lt
Attorney General
Secretary of State
Auditor
State Treasurer
State Senator
State Representative

.

.

,

for the Governor and I.t Governor
so that there
of the spending limitation
are combined for the purposes
2750,000.
is a total allowance of

n
+hp
In the general election the
,

Units
Hr i

.

more, than 025 in cash.
In addition, no candidate may spend
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Candi-

candidate
haying the amount so spent count
da? es spending limit, without
limits.
against the candidate’s spending
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single election.

--Mnns on Expenditures:
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- %

to -.e-alify

1
relatives have
in'whic^tlie^candidate or his
business
to°a
interest
more than a 10% ownership
n
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entertainment
I ! for food! drink or
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for gifts except brochures, buttons, signs or other printed
campaign material
for purposes other than furthering a candidate's nomination
to a state elective office for which he is seeking
nomination or election

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
All candidates must report their expenditures and contributions twice
before the primary, general election or special election:

—
—

the 30th day before each election
the 12th day before each election

All depository candidates must also file monthly statements.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR RECEIVING PUBLIC FUNDS
Primary Election

:

Legislative candidates must raise and submit 10% of the spending
limit in contributions of $25 or less in the aggregate from any
one individual.
Statewide candidates must raise and submit 5% of their spending
from any
limit in contributions of $50 or less in the aggregate
one individual.
All candidates must qualify for the ballot.
unless there is
Unopposed candidates do not qualify for funding
nomination
tne
major party for
a contest in the primary of another
unopposed
contest, the
for the same office; if there is such a
allowable payment.
maximum
the
of
candidate is entitled to *

expenditures only.
Payment will be for qualified campaign

General Election:

candidates must qualify as eligible nominees

PAYMENTS— RECEIPTS AND

A MOUNTS

BBw nre fe
'

.

and only the first

:$50

fo.
of each individual’s contribution
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legislative candidates and the first $100 of each individual's
contribution for statewide candidates will be matched. Unopposed
candidates get up to
of the designated limit if there is a contest
in the primary of another major party for nomination for the same
office.
General Election
major party nominees are entitled to receive up
to 80% of their expenditure limits.
They must raise the remaining
20% of their spending limit in private contributions subject to the
limitations imposed on such contributions, i.e., $100 or less for
legislative offices and $250 or less for statewide offices.
.

:

Minor party nominees are entitled to payments based on a percentage of the funds available to or payments to a major party nominee,
the percentage determined by dividing the number of popular votes
received by the minor party in the preceding gubernatorial election
by the average number of votes received by the major parties in the
preceding gubernatorial election. Minor party nominees may raise
the remaining portion of their spending limits in contributions
that comply with the general contribution limits.

APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS
A 1$ tax check-off for Massachusetts, supplemented when necessary by
money from the general funds.

ADMI N I STRATI ON OF THE FUND

The Comptroller establishes a State account for each candidate.
Comptroller
When the candidate has qualified for public funds, the
he is entitled
credits the candidate’s State account with the amount
from tne
Upon presentation of certified campaign expenditures
’to.
candidate s
Commission, the Comptroller withdraws funds from the
account.
campaign
candidate's
State account for deposit in the
advance of 20% of the public
In addition, a candidate may obtain an
State account.
funds he is entitled to as long as it is in his
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COMMON CAUSE/MASSACHUSETTS

PUBLIC FINANCE SURVEY REPORT

In the recent survey of the Massachusetts Legislature conducted
by Common
Cause on the question of public financing, many valid concerns
were aocpressed
by the legislators. These concerns are part of the public finance debate
that is
currently being waged in Washington and in several state capitols throughout
the
country. We have attempted below to respond to the questions raised in order
to bring about a better understanding of the issue from the proponent point of
view.
Q.

Is public financing necessary?

We believe it is vital if the integrity of the political process is to be
preserved. The ever increasing costs of campaigns, due largely to media costs,
have forced many candidates to depend on large contributors or special interest
groups for financing in order to wage a successful bid for office. This system
not only distorts the equality of the citizens' influence on legislation (the
large contributor drowns out the voice of the small contributor or the noncontributor), but it also prevents many persons from holding public office
because they do not "have the good fortune to have a good fortune."

Public financing would aid politically disadvantaged minorities such as
women and blacks in waging successful campaigns. These minorities do not
generally have access to the business and financial community without which it
is difficult to finance campaigns.

Most important of all, the immediate result of public financing would be
the welcome relief to the average citizen of returning the electoral process
Democracy cannot survive the corrupting effects
into the hands of the people.
of the present system.
Q.

Won't public financing greatly weaken the role of political parties in the
electoral system?

At present, large corporate-giving
for several reasons.
the incumbent 2 to 1 regardless of
favors
it
for
system
party
the
undermines
current Watergate trial that
the
in
seen
have
we
cases,
many
In
party.
to both candidates In a particular
contributing
by
bets"
their
corporations "hedge
in the officeholder, not the
interested
are
groups
The special interest
race.
candidate, or the party.
It would not,

,

other hand,
The Common Cause proposal would retain an important role, on the
that
parties
the
for
role
It provides a specific financing
for the parties.
the.
from
funds
raise
could
would strengthen their involvement. Each party
general election,
public and disperse the money on behalf of candidates in the
subject to specified limits on campaign spending.
parties and
Furthermore, because this system eliminates the need for
interests, the party can
candidates to accept large contributions from special
represent the interests
structure a platform and support programs which best
of all party members.

Public Financing Survey Report
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Public financing won't work.
transactions.

Q.
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There will always be unreported cash

It is true that there will always
be a few people who would subvert anv law
W° Uld prohibit cash transactions over a certain
figure'
(^pronosef
P P
111 SGrVe as a deterren t for those who would
be tempted.

Lth

o°

fePen

enT COmmiSSi0n t0 oversee the elections and
to see that the law
irpn^r.^H
? the most
en orced, only
determined, dishonest person running for office and
using public funds would still accept cash
transactions over the allowable limit
This group is always a very small minority.

^

.

Q.

Does public financing help the challenger?

We believe it does, and that it should. The results of a Common
Cause
survey of all Congressional elections were that special interests
contributed
to incumbents despite party label.
Incumbents, therefore, found it twice as
easy to raise funds as did challengers
There is no way that the challenger can
overcome the advantage of the office holder, but public financing is the best
way to minimize that advantage.
.

Q.

Won't too many people be eligible?

The proposed eligibility requirements were carefully arrived at by setting
thresholds that would reflect substantial support from a candidate's constituency.
A figure of 5$ for statewide office and 10$ for all other offices of a candidate's
spending limits as proposed by Common Cause, coupled with a further requirement
to raise money on a matching basis in the primaries, would eliminate frivolous
candidates.
In the general election if a candidate had not run in the primaries,
he would be expected to meet the same 5$ or 10$ requirement if he were to receive
public funds.
Q.

Isn't public financing too expensive?

The cost to the taxpayer if there were four candidates for every statewide
office in the primaries and three in the general elections would be $1.54, a
small price to pay to ensure something as central to our democratic form of
government as fair elections.
It must be remembered, however, that not all candidates would opt for the
total spending amount available to him or her. Many candidates may prefer to
use only partial public funding, others none at all.
Q.

Aren't there other priorities for our tax dollar?
i

There are many important issues and problems which need attention and
resolution but we fully agree with a recent statement by Senate Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield, who said, "...I can think of no better application of public
funds than, as necessary, to use them for the financing of elections so that
public office will remain open to all, in an unfettered and impartial basis, for
the better service of the nation."
Q.

Primaries should not be included in public financing.
too great.

The cost will become

without the
Candidates need financial resources to wage primary campaigns and

s

Public Financing Survey Report

- 3 -
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sTwLjs’uits".:; sc; rss;.s »-r i f*~*
restrict the number of
Q.

r

IZZZ

™

Public financing should include
statewide offices but not the
Legislature.

St^tf^L^ "
1

qualified
Q.

'»-«•

^

WOUld helP t0

“

a

The spending limits provisions of public
financing fail- to recognize that
the fund raising needs for different
districts are different.
.

S
rue that public financing sets the same
spending limits for al]
candidates i
for the same type of office regardless of
district.
To do ciV - i se
Lv the .^king of very difficult distinctions.
The requirement' are
!
nonetheless fair
that every candidate within a given district must
operate
within the same limits.

*V

m

Q.

Relatives of the candidate should not be blocked from giving
special support
to a member of their family.
They should be exempted from the
lir:
$250

This is a special instance of the need for public financing.
It is natural
for. a family to support itw own, but from the wider perspective of
public interest,
it is important to help prevent especially well-financed candidates from
hsvrooan unfair advantage.
.

Q.

Public financing should include free media time and newspaper spac?, rtc.

Common Cause would welcome reforms which would increase the am rani :.f useful
and cost-fr -o information voters receive r.-heut issues and positions (e.g., ree
time on TV and radio from comprehensive ^iv. h hmv:'T,s, interviews and lehatvs nvolving
the candidate,'-,).
While Common Cause has ocoee:-;. a cl itself with this no*'*:
believes it is a vital part of reform, it he.iiv
that the issue
vresolved through federal legislation involving the FCC. In the uu.-t etvh.i o ns,
Channel 5 voluntarily provided free prime time for candidates anti v/juJ 1 r ,i
accept any paid political ad. We recognize that Common Cause proposals n ve not
all-inclusive, but they do represent major progress in campaign financing.
t.

:>

.1

.

Q.

Public financing might discriminate against independent and third party
candidates.

Any candidate who can show that he has enough support from the constituency
is entitled to some degree of public financing for his campaign. All candidates,
major or minor, must raise from individual contributions a sum of money equal to 5$
or 10$ of the campaign spending limits depending upon the particular office sought.
This figure is low enough not to place an unfair burden on a candidate from a
less affluent constituency and still high enough to represent some degree of
commitment from the candidate. The independent or third party candidates have
the same eligibility requirements as other candidates.

APPENDIX

III:

Common

Cause’s Budget for 1976

A.

National Budget

B.

State of Massachusetts Budget
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1976 CC BUDGET APFROHD
balanced budget

1976 was apGoverning Board at its Oct. 24-25 meetng It projects $5,340,200 in income
^

>roved by the

for

Common Cause

same amount

snd the

for

ures in 1976. Estimated

1976 CC BUDGET
$5,340,200

expendi-

PROGRAM

1976 ex-

SUPPORT
38 4 %

61 6 %
.

penditures are approximately $85,000

ess than

1975 spending.

— National

Lobbying
and Program

The budget assumes continuation of CC dues at $15 a year while
an intensive drive to

bership

increase

and renewal rates

is

.

MembershipDevelopment
21 9 %
Membership-

Activities

mem-

.

26 2 %
.

— Litigation

carried

Processing

3 4%

out.

13 1 %
CC Governance
3 4%

.

— Program

The budget s projections of income and expenses will be reviewed

and Management

.

9 5%
.

February and July by the CC Finance Committee and Board. Yearend figures for 1975 income and expenses will be available for the February review. The annual audit by an
independent firm will be available in
April upon request to Common Cause s
Budget Office.
in

GOALS FOR

.

Development

|-

State Program and
Legislative Activities

22 5 %
.

1976

The 1976 program budget for Common Cause is $3,287,295. That covers

development

state issues,

of

lobbying

national and
the federal

at

and state level, and litigation.
Two major new activities are included in the 1976 program: CC's
Campaign 76, designed to reshape
the conduct and content of Presidential campaigns, and our drive for
greater accountability in the Executive

Branch

of

government, which

in-

cludes direct lobbying and raising
the issues with candidates.
At both the federal and state
level great progress has been made
dn Open Up the System issues, and
work will continue on these in 1976
In addition to lobbying for legislation

example,

on, for

full

financial

closure and lobby reform,

dis-

Common

have to defend what has
already been accomplished against

Cause

will

attempts to revert to the old ways
of doing business.
Litigation will continue to be an

weapon for Common Cause
Our suit on the franking
privilege, which provides Congressmen with postage-free mail, may go

important
in

1976

H
roll

Activities.

$2,052,905

STATE CC PROGRAMS
Common Cause

will

devote $1,203,090

programs
and lobbying. Over half of this amount, $650,000, will be raised in
the states and by members' participation in the $5 "add-on "—a direct

of

its

1976 budget

to state

contribution to the state
zation when members

CC

organi-

make their
annual $15 membership payment

state offices has also

Congressional staff
simultaneously on the federal pay-

Support

In line with the

belt-tightening

that the national office has achieved
in 1975 and 1976, direct support of

from $514,000

in

been reduced,
to $440,752

1975

1976. State CC organizations are
planning fund-raising events early
in 1976 to help support their acin

tivities.

CC s Campaign 76

will

be very

much

planning stage. That will challenge
the use of taxpayer-paid staff and
perquisites for political purposes.
CC researchers have found instances
of

$3,287,295

and on a Congressman's cam-

to the national organization.

who were

Activities.

paign committee payroll.

January, with appeals expected to stretch out over the year
A suit against another abuse of
Congressional privileges is in the

to trial in

Program

a grass-roots activity, particularly in the states that hold Presidential primaries. Legislative lobbying will go on throughout the year,
and in a number of states the CC organizations will pioneer in developing reform programs for the executive offioes of their state governments.

MEMBERSHIP
BUILDING
expects its membership to remain above a quarter

Common Cause
million

members

in

by members

1976 and

to re-

contributions
to the national organi-

$1,089,200

ceive

in

zation.

rate at which members retheir participation in Common

The

new

Cause is projected at 73%, a very
good figure. CC members have re-

.

7
markable loyalty to their organization, the renewal rate of those who
have been members for five years
is a beautiful 88%. The over-all renewal rate for members of two years
or longer is over 80%, but the renewrate of first-year

al

members

is

only

48%.
Special efforts will be made in
1976 to improve renewal percentages and to recruit more members
by direct contact. An incentive for
stronger membership building in the
states has been added for 1976: a
$5 rebate to the state organization
for

each new member

directly re-

cruited in the state.
Direct-mail solicitation

of new
members will continue. There is no
other way to reach our goal of
60,000 new Common Causers in

1976. In all, membership building
by direct mail and supplies for mem-

ber-get-a-member campaigns across
the country will cost $1,058,900 in
1976.

MESSAGE TO
CC MEMBERS
Common Cause member

Each

can

help build a stronger organization by:

Keeping CC membership maon hand and talking up Com-

terial

mon Cause

with friends

who

are not

members.
Renewing your membership

when the

first

notice arrives. Post-

age costs have gone up 30% (while
CC dues remain at $15) so prompt
renewals save considerable money
for CC.
Participating in the

member-

ship and renewal drives in
your
areas. You can find out how to participate by writing to the national
Common Cause Field Membership
office in Washington.

Making an additional contribuCommon Cause above your

tion to

dues.

But the system cennot be perfect

If the rented
list is not on computer tape, or if the name
and address is not the same on the
two lists
duplication will occur.

Our 'merge/ purge" system saved
$166,000 in postage, printing and handling costs this
year.

CC some

GRIPES ABOUT

THE MAIL
Some CC members
solicitations

from

complain about
other

organiza-

CANDIDATES
questioned

whom Common Cause has
exchanged lists. Any CC member

tions with

can withhold his or her name from
list exchanges by requesting this
of
the

Common Cause Membership
We believe we are the only

fice.

Ofna-

tional organization that provides this
choice to members.

Common Cause

never

sells

its

membership list to anyone,
nor do we publish members' names,
but we do exchange limited numbers of names and addresses with

active

other organizations that provide us
with an equal number. That is the
most effective technique for reaching new members and enabling them
to participate in our action programs.
Another complaint from members is that they sometimes receive
invitations to join CC when they already are members. To prevent this,
CC has a "merge/purge” system that

compares names on lists we rent
with names on our own membership
list and weeds out duplicate names.
This saves CC the cost of mailing
out an unneeded letter and prevents
justified complaints.

continued from page 2

January 22, former
Jimmy Carter of Georgia; February 9, former Gov Terry Sanford
of North Carolina; February 10,
Gov Milton Shapp of Pennsylvania,
February 17, Sen. Lloyd Bentsen
of Texas; and February 19, Sen.

of

Arizona;

Gov.

Birch

Bayh

of Indiana.

Dates have yet to be announced
for programs featuring Republicans
President Ford and former Gov. Ronald Reagan of California, and Democrats Sen. Henry Jackson of Washington and Gov. George Wallace of
Alabama.
NPR has 179 stations throughout the country. Call the radio desk
of your local paper to ask if a National Public Radio station is heard
in your community. Then listen for
the scheduled candidate programs
and be ready to ask your questions.
This is an opportunity for the public
to participate in the election proc-

ess-make use

of

it.

I

USE THIS FORM TO SIGN UP A FRIEND
AS A COMMON CAUSE MEMBER
I

want

to join

300,000

cans working to

democracy

in this

my
,

Along with my endoeed membership does would ike to

me

I

include

understand that
annual dues of $15

National Organization.

I

me to receive "In
Common,” the Common

ADDRESS

CITY

BP

STATE

Cause Report from
Washington, plus materi'

pertaining to special

issues $2 00 of the dues
is allocated to the cost of
"In

i

j

.

an additional contribution
for my Common Cause

NAME

entitle

al

.

coun-

Enter

Cause

,

Bill

revitalize

me as an active
member of Common

try

'

Q

O Check enclosed

other concerned Ameri-

j

Common," which

available only to

members.

is

#100

M0

20

110

«

#30

Other

an additional $5 as a
TELEPHONE NO. » AREA COOE

KUSA

Please mail to:

COMMON CAUSE
2030 M Street, N. W.,

Please

make checks pay -

Washington, D. C. 20036

able to

Common Cause.

contribution for my
State Common Cause
Organization.

:

.

COMMON CAUSE /MASS ACHUSFTTS
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TO:

The Board

FROM

Dick Mayo-Smith, Treasurer

SUBJECT:

1976 Budget
*

The projected deficit is $6,500.
I propose to meet
this
by increasing income in the following
fashion.
000 from additional income received
as contributions throughout the year apart from
the
major fundraising effort. This is not
a
category included in CC/National income
pro j ect ions

1.

«p2

2.

$1,000 from the membership rebate program. CC/
National reouires a very conservative projection
*
for this figure.

3.

$3,500 from an increase in the fundraising effort.

,

Board action needed at the December meeting:
1.

Approving the budget

2.

Appointing a committee to decide on tjie amount
and method of C.D. allotment.
(The budget
suggests an increased figure for CDs based on
an allotment and a sharing of the rebate program.
This was done to give me some figure ^o use in
the total budget.)

3.

Appointing
follow-up.
gap.

a

committee to organize q^r fundraising
This is crucial if we are to close the

n
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APPENDIX

IV:

Common Cause Governance

A.

CC

B.

CC Governing Board

Organizational Structure

Membership

Geographical Distribution

Common Cause Organization

Source:

Common Cause National Office, January, 1975.
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Common Cause

Governing Board

Membership Geographical Distribution*

California

6

New York

5

Connecticut

1

North Carolina

1

Delaware

1

North Dakota

1

Florida

2

Ohio

2

Hawaii

1

Oregon

1

Illinois

3

Tennessee

1

Iowa

2

Texas

1

Kentucky

1

Vermont

1

Maryland

2

Virginia

3

Massachusetts

4

Washington

2

Montana

1

Washington, D.C.

New Jersey

3

Wisconsin

Total Board Membership:

11
1

57

*Common Cause, "The Governing Board of Common Cause, 1975," Report
from Washington Vol. 5, No. 3, February, 1975, p. 3.
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STATUS REPORT:

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Introduction

I.

entirety

below

Governmental secrecy has no place in a democratic society.
Without openness in government, public officials operate be-

added).

yond the range of accountability to those for whom they work.
Local, state and federal government agencies are vast
storehouses of untapped information. Availability of that infor-

defines the

mation to the public
in

is

The

essential both for informed participation

public decisions and to insure accountability

in

government.

is

a report

Four laws insure that Massachusetts citizens have the
inspect

files

major part of the

meaning

state FIA (M.G.L., ch. 4, §7, cl. 26)

of “public records”:

other documentary materials or data, regardless of physical form or

made or received by any officer or employee of any

agency, executive

office,

department, board, commission, bureau,

division or authority of the

commonwealth,

amended by

FI

within the following exemptions
(a)

A);

in that

they are:

the

unit,

provided however, that such records

The Federal Freedom of Information Act

The Rights

of Citizens to

Since the state FIA

Massachusetts citizens,

is
its

(c)

Government Records

personnel and medical

disclosure of which

the most important law relative to

most important sections are quoted

below, along with comment on

its

highlights. Additional rights

are extended to citizens by the executive orders, the

A&F

regulations and the federal FIA are also briefly reviewed. For

copies of these laws and

files

or information; also any other

IX

fuller discussion of

them, please

refer to

tion

Massachusetts Freedom of Information Act

dom

of information act

were

(c)

regularly submitted, revised

and

rejected by the Massachusetts Legislature. Finally, the Legisla-

and Governor Francis Sargent signed, on November
16, 1973, the Massachusetts Freedom of Information Act.
became Chapter 1050 of the Acts of 1973. In order to allow
government officials to prepare for greater openness in government, the law did not go into effect until seven months later, on

is

privacy;

the confidentiality exemption.

to protect records

Its

which contain personal informa-

about a specifically named individual, the disclosure of

generally the privacy of private persons,
in their

or,

if

of public persons,

private affairs.

inter-agency or intra-agency

to policy positions being

For several years, proposals for a comprehensive state free-

individual, the

which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy. The privacy sought to be protected by this exemption is
only

of this report.

is

named

may constitute an invasion of personal

NOTE: Exemption
purpose

(d)
.

be

(federal FIA).

materials or data relating to a specifically

1

shall

governmental functions requires such withholding;

Administration and Finance (A&F Regulations); and

sections VIII and

and practices of

related solely to internal personnel rules

government

withheld only to the extent that proper performance of necessary

• Regulations to the executive orders issued by the Secretary of

which

exempted from

specifically or by necessary implication

(b)

Executive

Order #108;

II.

or of any political

subdivision thereof, or of any authority established by the general
court to serve a public purpose, unless such materials or data fall

disclosure by statute;

• The Massachusetts Freedom of Information Act (the state

•

emphasis and interpretative comments

(with

'Public records" shall mean all books, papers, maps, photographs,
recorded tapes, financial statements, statistical tabulations, or

right to

and copy public records:

• Massachusetts Executive Order #75, as

first

characteristics,

on freedom of information policy and practice
in Massachusetts. Its purpose is to summarize key provisions of
state and federal law upon which citizens can rely when seeking
public records, and to report on the degree of compliance with
the law by state and local officials.
This

MASSACHUSETTS

IN

memoranda

or letters relating

developed by the agency; but

this

subpar-

reasonably completed factual studies or
reports on which the development of such policy positions has

agraph shall not apply

to

been or may be based;

ture passed

It

July 1, 1974.

The key sections of this

statute are

quoted

in their

NOTE: Exemption

(d) is specifically

designed

to permit the

government for the purpose of policy
exposure to public view.
immediate
development, without
be exempt until a policy
may
While certain "think pieces”
public records once a
become
clearly
they
decision is made,
free flow of ideas within

‘
i

(

]

(

c

i

u

)( |,n
[

•

Moreover, "facts" are never exempt
All
even when prepared poor to a

tactual reports are public records,

policy decision.

In

documents which

general, the public has a right to
inspect
may contribute to a policy decision,

all

even

the expressed position has not
been adopted.

if

notebooks and other materials prepared
by an employee of
are personal to him and not
maintained
as part ot the tiles of the
governmental unit;
(e)

the

«

««

'" fKe,S "
“tool committeesand school departments,
councilsfor children, housmgand
development author,., es, boards
of health, town clerks'
offices
offices of county government;
and other agencies such as
the
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority,
the

FIA does no, apply to the
state legislature, state
courts or to federal agencies.

-defines public records broadly

employee,

it

is

mam, a, nod by state and
public.

is

,t

If it

belongs

to the public officer or

not public.

would probably so prejudice the
law enforcement that such disclosure would

not be in the public interest;

inhibit the investigation or

reduce the chances of successful prosecution. These records, however,
are not made
permanently exempt.
provided to an agency

policy and

for

use

in

sonable fee"

until the

in all

—presumes

time for the receipt of bids or

public,

if

reasonable times and without unreasonable delay, permit them
be inspected and examined by any person, under his supervi-

sion,
fee.

and

shall furnish

Every person for

is

compliance

sought by a citizen

is

a public
it

one copy thereof on payment of a reasonable

whom a search of public records is made shall,

the direction of the person having custody of such records, pay
the actual expense of such search.

fail

to

enforce

if

the Governor

is

plementation, he or she will insure that
requirements.

it

it

it

serious about

officials

custodian of a public record

shall,

within twenty days

its

im-

comply with

its

1970, Governor Francis Sargent signed Executive Order

In

#75

know what their governdoing." This executive order (and a subsequent execu-

to insure "the people's right to

ment

is

tive order,

to

whom

or to take

officials

it,

applies to cannot be expected to implement

#108, which

#75) guarantees the

consists of
right of

two technical amendments

Massachusetts citizens to have

access to public records maintained by state agencies

A

not

a directive from the chief executive

at

(b)

is

it.

—

then he or his successors
is

(a)
Every person having custody of any public records, as defined in clause twenty-sixth of section seven of chapter four, shall,

at

to order

# 75 and #108

executive order

seriously. Conversely,

to

for records.

Governor to agencies and departments in the executive branch of state government under his
jurisdiction. It instructs employees how to perform their
duties,
and is binding on them. However, since an executive order is a
creation of the Governor it has only as much force as the
Governor wishes it to have. If the Governor issues an order and

enforcement provision:

its

state

— the

the

part of the state FIA (M.G.L. Ch. 66, §l'0)

and search

of the record must prove that

officer of the state

ment is entered into; or (2) three years have elapsed since
the
making of the appraisal, or until any litigation relative to such
appraisal has been terminated, whichever occurs first.

The second major

discretion, to charge a "rea-

he or she chooses to withhold

Executive Orders

2.

agree-

Any person denied access to public records may pursue
remedy provided for in section ten of chapter sixty-six.

that the record

The custodian

A
(Dan

own

which asks the court

suit

record.

other cases;

appraisals of real property to be acquired until

(i)

law

a

proposals and bids to enter into any contract or
agreement
until the time for the opening of
bids in the case of proposals or bids

be opened publicly, and

at their

for the cost of duplication

records

file

(h)

to

maximum

does not contain any provisions for
administrative appeal
or enforcement of the law. Instead,
if the custodian of
a record
fails to comply with a
request, the person seeking the

but this subparagraph

shall not apply to information
submitted as required by law or as a
condition of receiving a governmental
contract or other benefit;

proposals has expired

that a

with the request.

developing governmental

upon a promise of confidentiality;

—permits agencies,

may

trade secrets or commercial or financial
information volun-

(g)

tarily

exempt and so

is

available to the public.

is

20 days.

NOTE: Exemption (f) is intended to protect records of
current
or recent law enforcement investigations
which, if released,
would

ies.

—requires custodians of public records
to comply promptly
with requests for inspection or
copies of public records, but in
no case may they delay for longer than

disclosure of which materials
possibility of effective

of information

to include

most records
The nine exemptions
ords are narrowly written so
that only
agon,

loc al

< dominion of
public rec
very specific information

amount

investigatory materials necessarily compiled
out of the pubview by law enforcement or other investigatory
officials the

(f)

I'C

Metropolitan District

Comm, ss, on and the MBTA. The state

commonwealth which

the government,

246

in

the

executive branch under the Governor.

following receipt of a request for inspection or copy of a public
comply with such request. Such request may be delivered

record,
in

hand

to the office of the custodian or mailed via

registered, return receipt requested.
to

comply with such request
five of

first

class mail,

the custodian refuses or

as hereinafter provided, the

judicial or superior court shall

pursuant to section

If

have jurisdiction

in

fails

supreme

mandamus,

chapter two hundred and forty-nine, to

order compliance with the request

made under

this section.

In any court proceeding pursuant to paragraph (b) there
be a presumption that the record sought is public, and the
burden shall be upon the custodian to prove with specificity the
(c)

shall

exemption which
In

summary, the

— applies

state FIA:

and local government agencies.
agencies under the Governor, or one of the

to virtually all state

These include
2

applies.

all

3.

A&F

Regulations for Executive Orders

The purpose

of these regulations

# 75 and # 108

and
procedures of the executive orders so that public officials can
implement them. They have the same authority as the orders.

They are

referred to as the

"A&F

is

to define the terms

regulations" because the

Secretary of Administration and Finance has the responsibility
to issue,

lations

monitor and enforce them. The

went

amended
was issued

sequently
lations

into effect

cember

When

9,

on

twice.
in

April

16,

first

set of these regu-

1971. They were sub-

The current version

of these regu-

Administrative Bulletin 74-17 on De-

1974, and published by the Secretary of

records are requested from agencies

branch under the Governor, the

A&F

in

State.

the executive

regulations give citizens

rights in addition to those in the
state FIA. In brief these regulations:
’

apply

to all

agencies

„

Governor. The

Me

to

the executive branch under the
and state courts are not subject

in

state legislature,

—outlines a speedy appeals process for citizens
if their request isdemed. Thisappeal istothe agency
head. If the decision
o the agency head is adverse, then the
requesting party

must be

notified of h.s or her right to judicial
review of the decision

regulations, nor are federal, county or
municipal agen-

Examples of Secrecy and
in Massachusetts

III.

cies.

Non-Compliance
require that agencies inform persons
requesting informa( lay
whether the request will be granted or
denied. II the request is granted, then
il must be
complied with
no later than ten days from the receipt of the
original request.
tion within throe

may

permit agencies to charge a fee for copies,
but in no event
they charge more than lQe a page (unless
a separate fee

schedule has been approved
A&F).

advance by the Secretary of

in

The Massachusetts Freedom of Information Act has
been in
more than a year and a half, and Fxei utiveOnlei *75
has been in effect for five years. Yet routine
(ompliaiue by

effect for

public agencies
officials

lic

state

and

local

remain ignorant of

—

is

uneven

at l>est.

Some

their responsibilities

law and the order. Others are openly

resistant

pub-

under the

and obstructive

The examples below serve to illustrate both the ignorance
and obstruction that must be overcome if freedom of informais to become a reality in Massachusetts.
The discussion
which follows will focus solely on implementation of the state
FIA and executive orders.

tion

permit citizens to conduct a search through a state
agency s
records when he or she is unable to identify the
specific records
desired. This search is permitted as long as it
does not substantially interfere with the agency's normal
functions.
require each agency to designate a public information
who has several stated duties which are designed to

/

.

officer

facilitate citizen

is

access to records.

and then

Massachusetts,

we

practices

sought certain information concerning

reading

outline a speedy appeals process for citizens if their request
denied. Essentially, this appeal is to the appropriate cabinet

secretary

in

Reading Scores and the Massachusetts
Department of Education
As part of this Center's investigation of educational

to the Secretary of

A&F.

tests and other basic skills tests maintained
by the state
Department of Education. The test scores we requested were
the
result of a statewide 4th grade testing
program conducted in
1971. They are purely statistical and were computed
for 4th

grades

Federal Freedom of Information Act

4.

The

federal FIA (5 U.S.C. §552)

nearly a decade of studies,

debate.

Its

basic principle

how officials conduct
is

in every school system in the Commonwealth.
Local
school systems participated in this program and a similar pro-

was enacted

1966 following
congressional hearings and public

is

that the public

in

has a right to

know

public business. Us primary goal therefore

to define "public records"' broadly

mechanisms so

that citizens

and to create simple
can have easy access to them. In

1974, following several years of

litigation

study and hearings

on the effectiveness and implementation of the Act, Congress
amended several of its provisions. The eftect of these amendments has been to further strengthen the public's right to information. The Federal law is, in its structure, very similar to the
state FIA and, in fact, was the model for the state law.

to all

and

It

does not apply

tion within ten

denied.

made

If

days whether the request
is

will

be granted or

granted, the records or copies must be

available promptly; but even under "unusual circum-

stances" (as defined

in

the law) compliance

may

take no

more

than an additional ten days.

— requires agencies to adopt and publish

a fee

schedule for

search and duplication of documents. These fees cannot exceed
the direct costs for the search and duplication. At

however, an agency may reduce

or

waive

its

discretion,

this fee.

— requires agencies

to publish, in the Federal Register, gen-

about

their functions, rules of procedure, rules

eral information

and

request for this data

who was

policies of general applicability,

and similar information.

in April,

1

973 was denied by

then the Associate Commissioner of

Research, Planning and Evaluation.

would

He said that the

information

not be released because:

— he was
the data might be misinterpreted;
—the information was
exempted by the Governor;
— an Attorney General's opinion had upheld the confidentiality
afraid that

specifically

of

the data;

—a

District

Court had ruled on

this

matter in favor of the Depart-'

ment; and,

on Education

Our

has nine narrowly written

It

agencies inform persons requesting informa-

the request

972.

James Baker,

lic's

exemptions to its definition of public records. These are similar
to the exemptions in the state FIA.
that

1

for his position

state legislature's

on withholding the

investigation revealed absolutely

these claims. While the

local agencies.

— broadly defines public records.
— requires

Dr.

agencies of the federal government, with the

exception of Congress and the federal courts.
to state

in

Our original

— he had received support from the

Briefly, the federal FIA:

— applies

gram

first

claim

no substantiation of

may prove

correct, the pub-

possible misinterpretation of information

justification of

Committee

data.

is

not a valid

governmental secrecy.

Pursuant to the

A&F

regulations

we

appealed

this

decision to

the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Gregory Anrig.

denied our request

the five reasons cited by his

forward another reason.
not

fall

He

also

Without reference to
Associate Commissioner, he put

for release of the data.

He said only that the requested data did

within the "statutory definition of a public record."

However, he did not cite a relevant exemption.
Commissioner Anrig further explained that he could not release the information because a written agreement was made
between the previous Commissioner and local school superintendents, which guaranteed that data generated by the testing
program would be kept secret from the public. While Commissioner Anrig said he disagreed with that previous action, he felt
obligated to honor it and would not release the information.
This reasoning directly contravened the explicit purpose of the

executive order.

An

executive department does not have the

3
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authority to arbitrarily ensure the secrecy of
are public information.

documents which

Continuing to seek an administrative remedy, we
appealed to
the Secretary of Education, Joseph Cronin.
He too denied our
appeal, claiming yet another reason: the records
were covered
by the exemption for "trade secrets and commerical
or financial
information." Clearly, this reason, like the
other six, was
groundless.
Finally,

reaching beyond the procedure described

in the regupublicly appealed to Governor Sargent. (At that
time, there was no provision for an appeal to the
Secretary of
Administration and Finance. This additional appeal was
added
as a result of our experience in attempting to
secure these

we

lations,

reading scores.)
in

response to

In

this

appeal, the Governor stated

a letter to the Secretary of Education that his

ment's reasons

and the Depart-

withholding the information were not in
keeping with the spirit and intent of the executive order. Subfor

sequently, the Secretary held a public hearing, reversed his
decision and ordered that the data be released. The release of
this

data

made.
As a

came

almost three months

after

our

initial

request

was

should have had no bearing on
the status of the information
requested, or on Mr. Keough's
obligation to make

it available.
Public records must be provided
upon request to an individual
regardless of whether the individual
is acting as a "private
citizen, a representative of an
organization or even as a gov-

ernment

official.

Mr. Keough also wrote that federal and
state laws concerning student records prohibited "the
revelation of any test s<
of individuals to a third party without
the written ( onsent of the
parties involved." Although his
understanding of these student
records laws are correct, none of them had
any relevance to
Mrs. D.'s request. She clearly had not
requested test scores of

om

individually

identified students; but rather, aggregate
statistical
data and the reports and analyses related to
this data.
were unsatisified with this response and repeated the

We

original request. Mr.

Keough next refused to respond to any
communications. After our second request, he refused to answer phone calls and failed to respond to several certified
letters.

an

In

members

them and indicated

situation to
result of this effort, several clarifying

amendments were

response

encourage

effort to

a response,

of the Bedford School Committee.

we would

be forced

we

contacted

We explained the

that in the

absence of any

to seek court action. Finally, in

made to the A&F regulations. More important, however, were
the aggressive steps taken by Commissioner Anrig, to insure that
public records would, in the future, be readily accessible to

response to the advice of some School Committee members,
Mr. Keough agreed to comply with our request. However,

citizens. Except for the reading scores issue,

rate matters.

he consistently has

been a strong advocate of opening public records

agreement

When

The Commissioner's

original position

on release

of the read-

ing scores, however, reflected in large measure the practice of

many

public school officials

business

in secret.

This

is

who

prefer to

exemplified

conduct public

other instances dis-

in

cussed herein.

Reading Scores and the Bedford Public Schools
As illustrated by the above case, the release of reading test
scores has always been a particularly sensitive issue for public

2.

school

the past, the

common

comply and

The Superintendent's

to public

view.

to

he

finally

actual

compliance also are two sepa-

final strategy of resistance

agreed to provide the data

—

was

— more

to stall.

than six

weeks after the initial request he asked for an additional delay
of one week because he was in the middle of preparing for a
town meeting. Even though this time bind was of his own
making, and even though little time was necessary to compile
and release the data, we agreed to a further delay of no more
than one week as long as he guaranteed that the information
would be provided at that time. Despite this agreement, Mrs. D.
was unable to get an appointment with Superintendent Keough
or his designee the following week.

practice has been to

We

discuss the scores of individual children with their parents but

avoid

not to release comparative scores of individual schools or
school systems. Under the Massachusetts FIA, however, this

and supply the information. Mrs. D. received all of the information she requested on May 19, 1975
eight weeks after her

officials. In

practice

such

is

illegal.

School

officials

now

are required to release

information upon request. As

statistical

we

learned

all

in

sent a final letter to the school
litigation. Finally,

committee

an

in

effort to

Mr. Keough was persuaded to relent

—

original request

maximum

was made and more than five weeks beyond the

response period of 20 days permitted by law.

Bedford, however, requirements of the law and compliance

with the law are two separate matters.

3.

1973 and 1974, the Bedford Public Schools conducted a
basic skills testing program. In March, 1975 a Bedford parent,
Mrs. D., wrote to William F. Keough, Jr., the Bedford SuperinIn

tendent of Schools, requesting these

test

scores for each of

Bedford's schools, as well as an explanation of the testing

program, copies of the analysis of the scores and any other
information relative to the program. During the following two

months, Mrs. D. and

this Center,

on her

behalf, carried

on an

extensive correspondence with the Superintendent to secure

Council

for Children;

The above cases are two
in

Youth Commission
of

many that

to secure public records for

citizens. In

its

each instance public

the Center has

engaged

use or on behalf of private
officials

knew

the law but

The following two examples, in contrast, illustrate the responses of local agencies which largely
were unaware of the state FIA and their responsibil ities under it.
During the spring and summer of 1975 we sought copies of
sought to circumvent

it.

drop-out data and an analysis of the data prepared by a local
Council forChildren. Thiscouncil isoneof40 with the statutory

release of this information under the state FIA.

mandate

to

fulfill

employed by Superintendent Keough to withhold this data and to circumvent the law are important to review
and understand. At first, he would agree only to supply incom-

children

in

their

plete aggregate data for the entire school system. His

the statistical tabulations used in preparation of the report. This
statistical data, which is clearly public information, was with-

The

strategies

initial

moreover, was evasive and injected irrelevant issues. For
example, he wrote: "I am assuming that you as a private citizen
am assuming that this
are requesting this information and
reply,

I

information

capacity

4

in

is

for

your personal use as a private citizen." The

which Mrs. D. made her request

for public records

certain responsibilities relative to services for

designated geographic area. At

pliance with our request
report had not

was delayed because

been completed. As an

first,

com-

final drafts of

alternative,

we

the

requested

held on the grounds that the local Council was not a government agency as defined by the FIA and therefore its employees
were not required to comply with the law or our request. On two
occasions, the Council's Board even voted to deny our request.

The

local Councils for Children
are clearly state agencies
subject to the state FIA. They were
established by statute in 972
and are funded and regulated by the
state Office for Children
(OFQ Which is in the Executive Office of
Human Services.
Moreover, since the councils are an arm
of the state OFC, they
are also subject to the executive
orders and the A& F regulations.
The Council's Board and staff were,
at first, unaware of the
FIA and of its applicability to them. They
had never received any
instructions or notification from any
other agency or official as
to the provisions of the FIA or of
the executive orders and their
1

on their operations. Their knowledge of the
state's publicrecords law therefore was limited to what
they learned through
the media and requests made under
its
effect

provisions.

first

Ours was the

such request they had received.

We brought our case to the Director of the Office for Children
and

to the Supervisor of Public Records
in the Secretary of

State's office. (Although the Supervisor
of Public Records has no
direct authority to require local agencies
to comply with the

law, he does have several responsibilities
related to public
records. Recently, he has become increasingly
involved in

educating and advising citizens and local agencies
on the public records law. If pending legislation
is approved by the legislature and the Governor, he will have direct
authority over these
agencies with regard to public records.)

The Supervisor
Council was
and that we were

of Public Records upheld our

local

in fact a state

entitled to public records maintained by the

Council. Simultaneously, the

Council

local

view that the
agency covered by the state FIA,

that,

OFC

under the law,

Director explained to the

was

a state agency, that the
records requested were public records, and that they therefore
were required to comply with the law and our request.
Shortly after being informed of the law and their duties under
it,

several officers

ered to our office

and

all

staff

it

members

hand delivwhich we had requested,

of the Council

of the information

We received this informa-

as well as additional supportingdata.

more than 10 weeks after our initial request. This was far
beyond the maximum response period contemplated either by
tion

mission already released information
to
o understand how staff-client

DMH so

it

relationships

was difficult
would be

hreatened any more by release to
other agenc .es or mdiv, duals
urther reminded them that
whether or not information was
available trom other sources was
irrelevant. Officers and employees of the commission had a duty,
under the law, to furn.sh
public records within 20 days to
anyone who requests them

We

Finally,

after

we

spondence,
T

several

weeks

received the data

of
in

phone calls and correwhich we were interested.

Mass P/RC Report

.

Our experiences with freedom of information
do not represent sporadic problems. Rather

in

government

they reflect the
experience of other organizations and individuals
which have
sought public records both before and after
passage of the

state

FIA.

A

concerted

effort to test

compliance by a variety of agencies was made in two studies by the
Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group (Mass PIRG) in
1973 and 1974
In April,

1973, before the state FIA was passed, Mass PIRG

conducted

#75 and

a study to test the effectiveness of Executive

tigators requested information which
clearly fit the definition of
public records and was of a non-controversial
nature. Sixty
different public records were requested from
33 state and local

agencies.

Agency response was unnerving,

but not surprising tocitizens
requests for public records had been routinely denied
despite the law. Some 26 agencies (78.7% of the total)
refused

whose

access to one or more of the public records maintained by them.
the sixty records requested, 35 (58.3%) were denied.
Mass

Of

PIRG's report concluded that "at both the
of

government

state

and

local levels

Massachusetts, the Commonwealth's public
records laws are not being followed.” Moreover, it concluded
in

that a citizen "will

be denied access to public records unless he
has taken the time and made the effort thoroughly to educate
himself on matters of public information. Neither our public
records statute nor Executive Order

#75 have produced

the FIA or the executive orders.

practical reality the availability of public information."

This case is instructive because officials of the local Council
expressed a desire to act in good faith but also lacked an

the availability of public records. This second study

awareness and understandingofthe law. Oneofficial said: "We
hadn't even heard of this law before. If we had, we could be
using

to get information

it

agencies."

enforcement

Clearly,

we want

an

— mechanism

from other government

educational

needed

—

well

as

an

as

government officials.
A second case involved a local youth commission. Creation
of this, and other youth commissions, is enabled by state statute.
It is a public agency subject to the requirements of the state FIA.
is

for

We

requested aggregate

this

agency concerning the educational

statistical

information maintained by
status of

its

clients

and

the types of cases which the commission handles. This informa-

compiled

monthly and annually, recorded on
standardized forms and contains no information by which individuals can be identified.
At first, we received no response from commission staff or
officials. After additional requests, we were told that releasing
tion

is

the information

would

constitute an invasion of their clients'

privacy and would jeopardize the relationship between com-

mission counselors and their clients.
data

was

available,

in

We were also told

any case, from the

state

that the

Department of

that since the data

In

as a

September, 1974 Mass PIRG conducted another study of

signed as a follow-up to the

first

was de-

to test the effectiveness of the

which had become law ten months earlier and went
two months earlier. Many of the state and local
agencies tested in 1973 were again approached for the same
documents. Requests were also made of other state and municipal government officials not previously tested.
Mass PIRG reported: "The most startling result of the survey

state FIA

into effect

was

the fact that the

new Freedom

of Information Act has had

almost no effect on the availability or non-availability of docu-

ments requested from

state agencies."

documents were requested from a
Of the 20 agencies visited, 14 (70%)

For the second study, 58
total

of 20 state agencies.

down

at least one request. As a general rule, agencies
compliance in the first study complied in this study;
those not in compliance in 1973 continued their noncompliance in 1974. One exception was the Department of
Public Utilities which denied access in 1974 to records it had

turned
that

were

in

released 18 months earlier.

Compliance with the law by city and town agencies also was
Some 0 document requests were made in 24 cities and

tested.

1

1

towns. Requested records included: federal revenue sharing

Mental Health (DMH).

We explained

Order

then-existing public records statutes. Their inves-

was

in

aggregate

form, and no individual could be identified from
possibly represent an invasion of privacy.

In

it,

it

statistical

regulations, police department regu'ations, building

could not

inspection reports, housing,

addition, the

com-

and bids

and health

vermin and pollution complaints

for public construction contracts.

Only 52 requests
5

were complied with. Some officials
refused outright to
release public documents while,
in other instances, they
asserted that the documents did
not exist.
(47V,
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)

Although some of the so-called
non-existent documents may
not have existed, this assertion
was clearly an attempt to circumvent the law in many cases. Worcester

and Tewksbury
example, denied the existence of records
which

officials, tor

were referred to in other public documents
such
city and town reports.
Ibis type ol

as their annual

There are 438 separate school
systems
response to our first survey,

conducted

non-compliance encountered by Mass PIRG

is

means. The reasoning of many public officials
who seek
evade the law is clear: their patience and recalcitrance
will,
most cases, prevail.
Successful Litigation

To

in

The

reporter, William

in

evaluations of children.

our

In

Massachusetts

Densmore,

Jr.,

itself

sought access to records

maintained by UMass, including reports of grant contracts to the
School of Education which were under investigation by law
enforcement officials. Shortly after Densmore made his initial
request to inspect the documents, they were subpoenaed by a

Boston grand jury investigating allegations of financial misman-

agement

the school.

at

When UMass

denied Densmore's requests

for

mond

state

R. Cross,

FIA

on

in

April 22,

975, ordered

in

UMass to

release the

request to school superintendents, in late April,
explained: "The [state Freedom of Information)
Act

initial

we

requires the release of any public information
maintained

or by the school system.

this particular

does not require you

It

your raw data

less a burden upon you than providing all
enable us to answer the questions. For exam-

to

on consumer involvement you can answer the
do so and, instead, be required

ple,

tions, or decline to

which the law did not require them to do, or
supply relevant public records which it did require them to do.
There was some initial confusion and reluctance among ofrespond to our request, though many superintendents

ficials to

responded within the 20 day

limit established

by law.

more was

unable to inspect the records. Before he could

table

view them, most of these records were impounded and removed from the UMass campus by the F.B.I. and held for use by

tems:

the grand jury.

Densmore was

told by

UMass

officials that

letter

Received

effect

It

by Local School Systems

continuing

—

effort to

1

monitor

its

implementation,

jointly with the Coalition for Special Education,

surveys of local school systems. Although
report

on special education

gather the information for

it

and comprehensive tests of
conducted in any state.
6

in

this

Center,

conducted two

this effort

began as

a

Massachusetts, our efforts to

became one
a

of School

Systems

Systems

40%

21-30 days

14%

31-60 days

23%
22%

40%
54%
77%
99%

in

61-90 days

%

of School

(outstanding as of publication

-

3 school systems)

maximum

time

period allowed by law (20 days) had expired. For the most

part,

Fully

60%

of these responses

our request was ignored
insisted

upon

until

came

after

follow-up

the

letters

were

sent

which

a response.

issues resulted from misunderstandings either of our request or

—

The Massachusetts Special Education law Chapter 766 of
the Acts of 972
took effect in September, 974. As part of a
1

%

By mid-July, almost three months after our original request,
but 40 school districts had complied with our request. We
sent certified letters to each of these district's superintendents
responding to questions and issues presented. Some of these

Noncompliance

of

school sys-

all

all

Special Education Records:

IV.

A Case Study

sent to

those dates. The

is its

on the state law. is important
to note, however, that the law was enforced even though there
was an outstanding subpoena for the records.
little

A second

were

-20 days

1

prominence as the
first successful case brought under the state FIA. As the first, it
serves as a message to public officials that the law will be
enforced. The complication involving the grand jury subpoena

was unusual and has

1,

below summarizes the response time of

Response

duplication fees.
of this suit

dated

Cumulative

he

would be allowed to inspect records which were still on campus
and those which were subsequently returned, as the court ordered. He would be required, however, to pay search and
The primary significance

to give us

the questionnaire,

requested records. Despite the Judge's order however, Densstill

four ques-

every record, form or paper which you maintained relevant to
each question." In short, superintendents could either complete

May 28, and a third dated July
superintendents who had not yet responded by

1

complete

to

questionnaire. However, your completion of the

questionnaire will be

access to the

M. FHowland, filed a law suit
Hampshire Superior Court, judge Ray-

records, his attorney, Richard

under the

was three pages long and the questions pertained
community outreach and aggregate data on

questionnaire

to staff training,

most significant court victory concerning the
state FIA was brought by a reporter for
the UMass-Amherst
newspaper, The Massachusetts Daily Collegian, in April,
1 975.

In

1

it

to

date, the

1

analysis of special
did not represent compliance with
the FIA in
Massachusetts since more than half of all sc
hool systems failed
to comply with the request
for information.
The following spring we conducted a second
survey, this time
requesting every superintendent of schools
to release information under the provisions of the
state FIA. The spring survey

1975,
5.

Massachusetts.

974 9 j
school systems supplied information
to our survey monitors
who made personal visits to most of the
school systems. (The
analysis of this data, released
on February 18, 1975, is available
from our office.) Our request for
the information in the survey
was made once, with no sustained follow-up.
While the number
ot responses was adequate for
a statewide
education,

not unusual. In cases of non-compliance
by government agencies operating under the state FIA
but not under the executive
order, the only official recourse
available to citizens is the
courts. Realistically, the average citizen
usually does not have
the time, money, or persistence to seek
compliance through this

in

in the fall of

of the most thorough

freedom of information

statute

of the law; others
of this report

we

were clearly obstructionist. In the next section
and discuss the tactics used to prevent

identify

our access to the data.
addition to our

In

own

discussions with individual school

superintendents, the Commissioner of Education, Gregory Anrig,

supported our

efforts "to

help insure uniform compliance

with the special education law" and our position with respect to
public records.

One June 27,

in

response to an inquiry from the

Lunenburg superintendent of schools, Commissioner Anrig
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bu reaU

c,a,^x:t:s“ ;K^''o
i

v.

completed questionnaire, or
relevant public record!
or the information to be
evaluated
f,>s

X

'

;

in

of

and Edwin Denton

Bridgewater-Raynham took the same

position: that our re-

was too vague. In light of the fully completed
responses
from 435 other school systems, the
claim of vagueness

quest

is

clearly

diversionary. Moreover, neither of these
superintendents raised
the issue of vagueness until
several

months

request

was made.

If

they were operating

in

our

after

good

faith,

initial

they had

the time and the opportunity to
have their questions answered
Those superintendents who had genuine
questions,

as well as

the desire to

comply with our request and the law, were able to
speak with our staff and supply the appropriate
information to us
within the 20 day period as required by law.
Until

we

instituted legal action against him, the
position of the

Middleborough Superintendent, Lincoln D. Lynch,
was unknown. He failed to respond in any way to any
of our five
written requests or to numerous phone
calls. Following the
failure of seven months of administrative
attempts to elicit
cooperation,

we

filed suit to force

compliance with the state
FI A. Superintendent Lynch
of Middleborough was the only
school official in the state who refused even to acknowledge
our
repeated requests. Thus, after numerous attempts, including
efforts by state officials to get him to respond
and comply with
the law, the only recourse Superintendent Lynch

3,

1975 we

filed

a complaint

in

y™

start

in

Th's statement

public officials

Litigation often

comply with
is

the law.
It

is

costly,

time consuming and often precludes further negotiation ("I'm
sorry we can't discuss that matter while it is in litigation.")

Moreover, under the
courts

is

state FIA the

only

to y,s

New

York

summarizes

whose

the attitude of many
of those
basic assumption about
publi, servit
s

cmzens are no, entitled to
information and services
ed, often by law, by the
government.
encountered many
variations on this theme
when we sought to secure data
on
special education from local
school systems. Despite the
variety
o tactics descri bed below, the
answer from each of these school
officials was, in effect, the
same: "no".
0
r eSpeC, S " ur su
ccess in secu ""g compliance
with the
s'
u
state FIA ffrom all bu, three
school systems is
th

.

vi

p^

We

™!'

.'

.

a remarkable
accomplishment, though one which was
not easily achieved In
the course of our contact with
publ ic officials

tion

we

to get this informa-

encountered many of the bureaucratic
maneuvers

which are commonly employed by
public

officials in order to
prevent citizen access to public
information. We have identified
many of these strategies so that other citizens

will

expect and

how

to

respond when

know what

to

a public official seeks to

obstruct access to public information.

" United We Stand": Organized Resistance
Shortly after our letter and questionnaire
was sent to school
superintendents, two attempts were made to
organize a boycott
of our request. The chief proponent of
this tactic was Newton
I

von Sander, Director of Special Education
for the Wellesley
Public Schools. Von Sander made this
proposal at a statewide
meetingof Special Education administrators in early
June, 1975.
The proposal was both ludicrous and ill-timed.
A, the time,

200 school systems had already returned

nearly

their

completed

Von Sander's proposal therefore received a cool
by many school officials. We wrote to von Sander and

questionnaires.

reception

the Wellesley Superintendent, again explaining
the law and
their cooperation short of litigation. Shortly
after-

encouraging

we

wards

During
der's,

received Wellesley's completed questionnaire.
same period another effort, similar to von San-

this

was being coordinated by George

Hill,

tary of the Massachusetts Association of

Executive Secre-

School Superinten-

state to resist compliance with our requests. One
school
superintendent even wrote that ".
my refusal to respond to
your three page questionnaire was done at the advice of Mr.

his capacity as the

not a desirable course of action.

go

Suffolk

Middleborough Superintendent of Schools. This action is now
pending and, if successful, will establish precedent to require
other officials to

*>

The

.

Superior Court against Lincoln Lynch

^

dents. Hill counseled several superintendents throughout
the

litigation.

On November

iUyou
,(

was

to us

left

7 H° T

qUeStS Then if
with yes, you can't
go to no
-recen.'y ret.red public
official quoted in

okay.
olav Tu!
But

^

$2.25 from our
e .)
Confronted with the resistance
of the remaining five
superintendents, we asked for
assistance from the state
Supervisor of
ubhc Records and the Legal
Office of the Department
of Education. Each of the recalcitrant
superintendents received a letter
from either or both of these
agencies, which supported
our
access to the requested
public documents. One
school
system Holbrook— eventually
sent us its completed questionnaires but too late for inclusion
in the published report
The three remaining superintendents,
from the neighboring
districts ot Avon, Middleborough
and Bridgewater-Raynham
were unmoved by correspondence
from the Department of
Education or the Supervisor of Public
Records and made clear
their intention to withhold
the requested documents
Superintendents George Vlahos of Avon

Strategies of Resistance
by Public
Servants: Official
Law-Breaking
SaY

time

and included in our monitorY ar Which Was releas
«d on
u
aVailable f ° r

"'' he

relief available

from the

receipt of the requested records. There are

no pro-

visions for recovering attorney's fees, nor are there any other

.

George

Hill, Executive Secretary of the Massachusetts AssociaSchool Superintendents." Other superintendents also
referred to advice from Hill.

tion of

In response to this "advice" we wrote to these superintendents and to Hill explaining our position and their duties pursuant to the law. Eventually, each of these superintendents sent

completed questionnaire or the relevant public docuHill never replied to our letters. However, references to his advice were not made after that time.
in

his

ments. George

7

"We

-

have you investigated":
and Intimidation

will

Threats

he Athol Superintendent ot Sc hools,
James
example, sent letters to each ot our Board

one

major funding sources in which he questioned
the propriety of our a< tivities. Me also spoke
with the employer

one

the information he

"would go

to the Association of

to

us

Adminis-

Education Steering Committee; the MassachuAssociation of Pupil Personnel Administrators' Steering
Committee; the Massachusetts Psychological Association Pro-

on

As a public interest organization, our staff, Board and funding
sources are not unaccustomed to this kind of response from

Few

unsettling.

consumer organizations can quickly document
without diverting energies away
main objective. Only careful "homework", persis-

citizens or

and respond
from their

to these tactics

tence and exposure of these tactics can insure that they will not

be

effective.

fessional Paternalism

A
is

frequent defense for the withholding of public information

that

upon

its

release will be harmful, or that

it

be misinterpreted

will

release. This reasoning holds that the public cannot

understand certain data and that

it

should be withheld

for the

own

good.
Notwithstanding the law, which includes no exemption

public's

information simply because

unacceptable

it

may be

for

harmful, this logic

is

is

essential in a free society.

Amendment

to the Constitution

It

is

embodied

in

which guarantees

information be freely communicated, even

if

there

is

the
that

a possibil-

Thomas Whalen

of

and superintendents of
could have access to, and

Peters of Holbrook,

their records

of,

only

inspection of the documents

we
we

first

if

made an

in their offices.

in-person

They claimed they

were not obligated

to send us any information. In Athol, for
example, the school committee voted to withhold the com-

pleted questionnaire until a representative from our office
to pick it up at a school committee meeting.

came

dreds of miles, either to one agency or to many, in order to
secure public records. If it did, access to public records would

be a theoretical right and any monitoring of local agencies
would be virtually impossible.
To support our position, we asked for an opinion from the
state Supervisor of Public

1975

letter

Records on

this matter. In

an August

he replied: "The statute provides for a request

either inspection or a copy. There

is

for

no requirement within

these provisions that a person inspect the record

preted or harmful,

if

released,

is

a totally discretionary judg-

ment. Certainly most of the heretofore confidential information

which has been considered subject to misinterpretation, and
which has been subsequently released in recent years, has been
harmful only to the agencies which withheld the data because
reflects poorly on their performance.

it

Third, the public's understanding of information can only be

enhanced by releasingdata which
public to

its

" Tell us

6.

in

question

itself will

meaning. Reading scores,

for

when

serve to educate the

example,

will

only be

have an opportunity to examine all of the data and to ask questions about its
meaning. As long as they are shrouded in mystery, their use and
put into their proper perspective

citizens

meaning can never be properly understood.

why you want

first:"

it

Limited Rights
This

is

a

common

tactic of public officials.

that citizens fully explain, often

records are sought but also

question

is

asked as

if

The implication

swer.

of harmful consequences.

Second, determining what information may be misinter-

8

Wayne

the notion that citizens'

information

ity

The Invitation

get it":

personally prior to receiving a copy thereof."

for three reasons.

tion will

First

and

location.

several other districts said that

copies

15,

knowledge of certain informabe harmful to them, or misinterpreted, is completely
contrary to one of the most fundamental concepts of a democracy. This is the concept that the uninhibited flow of ideas and
First,

any other

This position is without foundation in the law. The statute
does not contemplate that citizens be required to travel hun-

"The information may be harmful and misinterpreted" -.Pro-

3.

" Come

Pittsfield,

can be

in

Superintendents James Kelly of Athol,

other organizations.

so, these tactics

ustody

be sent
chase to find the "proper" agency to release information.
These officials also misunderstood or misconstrued our re-

5.

been discussed or pursued by these or any

Even

c

a

maintained

investigate the purposes of the Massachusetts Advocacy
Center, as well as its procedures." To our knowledge, no
such

officials.

in the

Most of the documents needed to fulfill our request were
available only from individual school systems and were not

Group; and the EdCo Special Education
discuss [MAC's] attitude and recommend that

we

government

is

is

quest.

fessional Advisory

investigation has

a public ret ord

if

required to comply with
requests for its inspection and duplication. Simply
because the
same records are available elsewhere does not relieve a
public
official of his or her responsibilities to
provide the requested
information. The law does not contemplate that citizens

setts

Group to

clearly requires that

of a public official, that official

trators of Special

Steering

lotted. Iherelore. that

The law

of

our Board members in an ellort to pressure
the Board member
advocate alteration of our request for information.
Another school official wrote that although he
would send

it

I

ot our

of

get

should direct our request to the
appropriate Department
ottice and not to them. This
argument represents a misundersjanding of the law and a misunderstanding
of our request.

P. Kelley, for

to

-

we

1

members and

"You can

elsewhere": The Dodge
Some superintendents argued that copies ot the
documents
we requested were available from the ( entral or
regional ottir e>
ol the )epartment ol f du. alum.
They com

In addition to the tew
aborted organized attempts to hamper
out monitoring project, a lew sc hool
ofliciuls tried to intimidate
us In threatening to investigate
our organization and our ac tivities

2 52

„

A

reason

for inspecting

disapproves

of,

in writing,

why and how

They may

insist

not only

what

they will be used. This

release

were conditioned upon the an-

that

citizens have an "insufficient"

is

if

documents

or a reason that the official

then the record can be withheld. Such questions

almost always are designed to intimidate citizens and frustrate
their inspection of records. The law places no such conditions
If an official has a record and a request is
he or she must comply with that request. Citizens
need not state their reasons, or even have any reasons, in order

on

citizen access.

made

for

it,

to receive public records.
In

response to our questionnaire, several school adminisonly wanted to knPw the general purpose of our

trators not

request (which

we

voluntarily explained

on several occasions)

as a condition for the release of documents,

but also demanded,
the right to approve our evaluation and use of the data before

our report was released. Superintendent William G. Zimmer-

man

of

Wayland, for example, returned the completed
quesupon the condition "that no information

tionnaire

contained

therein he released to a third party,
including the press, without
prior review and approval by the
Superintendent of the Way-

land Public Schools." Although we answered
the questions of
all school officials, we made
it clear to
Superintendent Zimmerman and others with similar positions that the
release of
records could in no way be contingent
on our willingness to
answer their questions or on their approval of
our use of the
data
both because such a position is contrary
to the law and
because public servants work for the public, not vice
versa.
7.

"The law doesn't apply to me":
The Exceptionist Argument
Even though the state FI A had been passed

the start of our spring survey, our request

was

this

"new" mandate,

this

hi

and

8 months prior to

the

first

that

many

argument was not strongly

made.

request

and description was more than
interest to us The clarity

documents of

specificity of our request

100% response we

almost

is

certainly substantiated by the

received

"$3.00 per page please ": The Sting
The only condition for receipt of

10.

public records under the

state FIA

a provision that the custodian

is

may, at h.s or her
discretion, charge a "reasonable
fee" to cover the cost of duplication and search, .1 any. Unfortunately,
the law does not deline
or limit what is "reasonable".
Consequently, some
sought to charge exorbitant fees to frustrate
access

The Superintendent

formed us
1

This

lent to identify the

lie

records.

superintendents had received under it. Many officials, unfamiliar with the law, insisted that they
were not subject to its provisions. We carefully explained the law to many
of them and
sent copies of it to others. After the initial shock
of awareness

about

documents.

that

their receipt of

we could
payment

officials

to their

of Holbrook, for example, in-

receive a particular

document upon

ot $15.00. Since this particular

docu-

ment was a specific record on file, no search was requirt'd
for it.
The copying fee requested by Holbrook came to
$1 00 per
page.
State agencies charge ten cents per

page under the A&F
However, based on the response of Holbrook and

regulations.

the experience of others,

it is clear that the phrase
"reasonable
fee" in the statute should not be left to the discretion
of local

officials.

8.

"It's

too

much

trouble ":

This view holds that compliance with requests for information creates such a tremendous administrative burden that the

work involved is sufficient reason not to comply. This excuse
has no basis or support in the law. As a matter of fact, complete
and careful compliance with our request was time consuming.
However, the law does not recognize work load as a reason for
non-compliance. If it did, conceivably no public records would
ever be released because "administrative burden" is such a

1

.

One

arbitrary exercise of administrative discretion

is

evident,

judging by the pattern of response from various systems. There

was no

correlation between size or wealth of school districts
and the time it took them to respond to our request, or whether
they complained about the work involved. Both small and large
systems responded quickly and slowly. The only apparent variable effecting response time was the good faith of the responsible administrator. Those who wished to cooperate and who
understood their duty under the law were able to respond
without an unreasonable delay. Those who felt otherwise
dragged their feet and complained about the administrative
burden. Moreover, should be clear to these administrators that
compliance with the state FI A is a part of, and not an addition to,
it

their overall responsibilities.

persons.

why

this tactic works. Few citizens are able to
month correspondence with public officials. This is

the state FIA imposes a 20 day limit and the executive

on time allowed for agency compliance
Few requests require additional time if an effort is
being made to comply with them. Yet, each of,ihe tactics

orders a 10 day limit

identified in this report serves to delay compliance.
that

we

were convinced that we would not
"go away." They came to understand that their noncompliance would be more time consuming and a greater effort
for them than their compliance. Ultimately, persistence was our
the fact that officials finally

greatest

officials to

weapon.

"

12.

Stonewalling

Although not an unusual response from public officials generally, "no response" was the response used by only one
superintendent, Middleborough's Lynch. The no response tactic is

similar to the delay tactic. Ultimately, hopes the official,

is

right

respond-

mail, return receipt requested. This will at least insure that the

each school superintenlengthy list of documents. This

eventually necessary. Moreover, a careful record should be kept

effort

involved

in

originally sent

dent a questionnaire instead of a

We believe

our near perfect response was due to our persistence and to

go away and stop bothering him. Frequently he or
and this is what happens.
To effectively combat this tactic, requests should be made in
strict accordance with the law: in writing and sent registered

"

helped many

most cases,

citizens will

"Your request is too vague.
Contrived Confusion
In an effort to reduce the time and

ing to our request,

In

sustain a six

she
9.

of the

with requests.

subjective matter.

The

"Maybe

they’ll go away": The Stall
most effective tactics of obstruction available to
public officials is "patience." They can afford to delay and
create postponements. They can effectively use bureaucratic
inertia to discourage requests from all hut the most persistent
1

Administrative Burden

avoid the burden of identifying, copy-

and mailing dozens of separate records. In most cases, this
method was sufficient. Some officials, however, used this type
of request not to relieve their work load, as intended, but in an
ing

efforts. These superintendents argued
our request was too vague and that they couldn't possibly
understand what records would satisfy us.
In response to these superintendents, we made an additional

request

of

all

was

in fact

written

matter.

If

an

and

received and will be important

litigation

is

communications with the official on this
totally unresponsive and appeals to his

oral

official

if

is

superiors are also unproductive, then litigation

may be the only

effective recourse.

attempt to frustrate our
that

request for specific documents as well as specific types of

"The law doesn't apply to these records":
The Unlimited Exemption
This position may be based either on a misunderstanding

13.

the law or

on a claim

that certain records are

exempt.

of

In either

9

case, the only exemptions
permitted are those nine

which are
other records are public and
the law
requires their release. If an
official claims that a
record is cov-

(

m

i,ed

'^ e s,a,u,e

AI1

'

.

,

ZLs

T

eXempt

m

°r

must Ma,e whith exemption

Sh<?

applies. Moreover, the 'u
burden of proof

exp

am why the record

explain

why

it

is

on the official
than on thecilizen
is

not public rather

to

^

° f A&F Under ,he current A&F
regulabe written into the state FIA.
to insure that his or her
u sponsibilities on this
impoil.mt issue «r« not
subject to the
re,, on Of the
Governor who happens to
be in utt'ce
S K>U
mr
llt>< idmg on
lhe
of citizens

.inn
ion should

•

I

'

to

h

we

who

hr

public.

is

undtr the Governor. This
appeals process should also
be kept

optional,

"So sue me": The Dare

14

-

Tll,v

,,|l(nl

ls

th'*

"’’I'Hed message of the
omplrtely
unresponsive otlic lal. Some officials
however are quite verbal
about their position. They do not
care about the law and flout its
mandate. The "sue me" gesture is
a dare made with the knowl
edge that most citizens do not have
access to appropriate legal
assistance. Ironically, the law
tends to encourage this— and
other obstructionist tactics—
by not imposing personal
'

(

penalties

upon

recalcitrant officials.

The bureaucratic
effective.

Some

strategies described

observers

may

above are

typical

and

our experience of receiving
compliance from nearly 100*7r of the state's school
districts as
proof ot the successful implementation of
the state FI A. This rate
ot compliance, however, more
accurately represents an enormous investment of organizational resources in order

what should be routine compliance with the law. We
had three
staff members devoting a substantial
amount of time to this effort
over a six month period. Few citizens or
organizations can
altord such an extended, sustained project. In
most cases

had

to

engage

we

were simply worn down and sent the information so we would
stop annoying them. Others responded only after letters
from
the Commissioner of Education or the Supervisor of
Public
Records were sent to them supporting our position. Still others
were instructed to comply by their school committees, or responded only after our negotiations with them became a public
issue in the local press. In short, resistance to the state FIA

exercise and

be overcome only

will

insist

upon

,

-Penalties

'

.

.

if

To the Governor and the Secretary
of A&F
The
Governor and Secretary must insure that
3.
all agencies
under the Governor comply with the
slate FIA and A&F regulations. This includes the

is

citizens constantly

their rights.

Recommendations

each agency, and the availability of the
executive
orders, A&F regulations and the
state FIA from all of these
agencies, as

To the Massachusetts Legislature
bills have been filed in the Legislature
improve the state FIA. Last year several proposals, including

those of Secretary of State Paul Cuzzi and State Rep. John
Businger (D-Brookline), were merged into H 5791. Although
favorably reported out of the Committee on State Administration,

H

Ways
ing

5791 was bottled up and eventually killed in the House
and Means Committee. Based on our experience, perfect-

amendments

filed this year,

These amend-

to the state FIA are essential.

ments, which were contained

in

H

5791 and are

in

a similar

bill

should include the following:

— An administrativeappeal: citizens should be able

to appeal
adverse decisions of local officials. Logically, these appeals
should be made to the Supervisor of Public Records in the

VIII

the discretion of the person requesting information; that

having

to

begin or complete an administrative appeal.

appeal

is

not

become another

optional, the appeals process

strategy of delay

— Statutory authority
10

and

is

regulations. As

not

now

the case in

A&F

regulations.

To the Secretary of State

We commend

the Secretary of State, Paul Guzzi, and his
Supervisor of Public Records, )ohn ). McGlynn, for their continued interest and support of the state FIA. We urge them to

continue informally advising citizens and public officials of
their rights and responsibilities under the law. When the Secre-

does get statutory authority
agencies

we

to supervise the prac-

urge him to act promptly to monitor
reports docu-

To County and Municipal Agencies
There are hundreds of county and municipal agencies in
Massachusetts. We urge each of them to become aware of the
state FIA and their responsibilities under it. Their compliance
with the law and service to their constitutents would be greatly

enhanced

if

they were

to:

(1)

designate public information

officers to assist citizens in seeking public records; (2) take

measures

to inform their constituents of the provisions of the

and the availability of public records from their offices;
(3) conduct educational programs for agency employees on the
provisions and importance of the state FIA, and (4) monitor their
own performance with respect to the law to insure that citizen
state FIA

access to records

is,

in fact, easy.

is,

If

the

itself will

resistance.

for the Secretary of

A&F

agencies were completely unaware ot the
requirements of the

VII.

citizens should be able to go to court against an agency without

made

required by the

of this report, this

made optional,

Secretary of State's office. Such appeals must be
at

is

we describe
A&F or in
many other state agencies. In preparation of section
VIII, we
4.
discovered that many of the staff members
at A&F and other
section

and enforce their performance. The Mass PIRG
ment how much needs to be done in this area.

For the past two years
to

designation of a public information

officer in

tices of local

/.

for recalcitrant officials:
personal financial penal-

should be written into the law so that
officials like Athol
e e y and M| ddleboro\ Lynch
are dissuaded from acting in
bad faith and employing dilatory
tactics; and so that citizens
c an
e compensated for the costs
and aggravation they incurred
because they were denied their rights.
ties

tary of State

VI.

many puhlU

which is now
by law Such Ices should
be limited to no mom
”* actual COb,s of duplication and
sear, h (and even then
only it the search is of more
than a routine nature).
2.

in

in lengthy correspondence and
numerous phone
compliance. Ultimately, many superintendents

widespread and

duplication and iear< h: learly,
too
have abused the discretion
to set fees

cite

to gain

calls to gain

for

<

ws

<’>"<

.

Summary

the discretion of the
requesting party

at

-Fees

A&F:

the duties and

Suggestions on

How

to Exercise

The following suggestions should
request public records. Clearly
sary

if

all

Your Rights

assist citizens

when

they

of these steps are not neces-

public officials are cooperative. These suggestions then

are for encounters with potentially uncooperative officials.

J

^

rom

'

a state agency,

you are allowed
locate the records you want.

Know who

2.

to search their files to

to ask. Identify the

agency or agencies which
maintain the records you are
requesting. Sometimes this is not
ways clear; a partk ular record
may be kept by one or more
agencies Remember, state and
federal agencies are required to
have public information officers to
help you identify the records
you want and the agency that
maintains them.
. 1

255

D

yui n h '>™™<>rk. Know the
.°
law and be able to sped(
bcal„|y identify
or describe the document(s)
you are requesting
0r SP CI C VOUr request ,he
easier it will beto locate and
theTc
r that
S'
the less likely
an official will claim he or she
doesn't know
what you want. Remember, if
you are requesting information

1

Put

3.

You may make your request by telephone, in person or in writing. However,
is always best to put
any request or communication in writing.
If you have a converit

in writing.

" beC ° meS

intend to

comply with your

correspondence for your own records. State
agencies are required to have information request forms
available for your
convenience; use them if you are making an
in-person request
and want to have a record made at that time.
4.

Set deadlines.

Under the A&F regulations, state agencies
have three days to respond to, and an additional
seven days to
comply with, your request. Other government agencies,
under
the state FI A, have 20 days to comply. If you have
not heard from
an agency as the deadline approaches, call the custodian
of the
record to find out the reason for the delay. If you believe
that the
is only the first in what may be a
series of dilatory tactics,
you may decide that litigation is appropriate and necessary. In
that case, you are not required to pursue any of
the formal or
informal steps described below and you should seek legal

delay

assis-

you believe that litigation is inappropriate at this time,
you may want to follow the suggestions below.
5.
Formal and informal appeals. If you have not received
tance.

If

the requested information after the agency's deadline has ex-

send

second letter to the superior of the record's custodian, with a copy to the custodian. In this letter, repeat your
request and ask for an explanation of the delay as well as their
immediate compliance. Depending on their response to your
pired,

letters,

a

short of compliance,

process described
Or,

if it is

in

the

you may follow the formal appeals

A&F

regulations,

not a state agency, you

if it is

may make an

a state agency.

informal appeal

to the next highest official. In addition,

if the agency is not a state
agency under the executive orders and the A&F regulations, you
may want to contact the Supervisor of Public Records in the

Secretary ot State's office for assistance. Often his informal
intervention on your behalf is sufficient to gain compliance with

« Finally, remember that you are entitled to
inspect and
recede copies of public records.
These are your rights A public
official is not doing you
a favor by allowing you to
inspect and
reccve copies of them. He or she is
breaking the law by refusing
o let you do this. Unfortunately,
these
rights will not

tor

a" citizens unless citizens exercise
them and

Political remedies.

will

undesirable, other

means

that

lations. In preparation of this section
of this status report
this is not the case in many agencies.

we
we had
below which we were
In fact,

a difficult time

in locating agencies to list
confident would provide these materials to citizens
without any
problems. For example, we discovered that
A&F, under the
present administration, has not designated a
public information

officer.

Consequently,

and assistance
were told by A&F
tion

is

is

it

that they also

On

determine what informaA&F. On one occasion we
they only had copies of the A&F

difficult to

available from

staff that

regulations for the public.

On

another occasion,

had copies of the executive orders

we were told that the
A&F, even though they are

three occasions

available from

own

we were

told

for distribution.

state FIA

was not

required, by their

regulations, to have

it for distribution. Clearly,
A&F presneither a reliable source for this information nor, in all
likelihood, a reliable enforcement agency for its own
regulations. A&F and other state agencies may never supply
this

ently

is

information unless citizens insist that they do and until the
Governor and the Secretary of A&F closely monitor the performance of state agencies in this regard.
Listed below are offices where citizens can obtain each of
these laws and documents. (Freedom of information policies are

so uneven, however, that even

some

of these agencies

may

charge a nominal fee or require a written, or even an in-person,
request

in

order for citizens to receive this information.)

addition to the following

be found
1

.

in

any law

listings,

In

the state and federal FIA can

library.

1050 of
Documents Room
House Room 1

State FIA (Chapter

the Acts of 1973)

Public

—

1

MA

02133
Telephone: (617) 727-2834
2.

Executive Orders

#75 and #/08

Secretary of State's Office

Archives Division Search

may prove

Such pressure may be generated by organizing a group
of citizens with similar concerns to meet with agency officials.
An organized group is less likely to be ignored than you alone.
You may also seek support from sympathetic community leaders or publicize the issue through the media. Local newspapers
are frequently interested in reporting on the performance of
local officials in this type of matter. Your persistence and imagination are the most important elements of this strategy.

It

that all state

learned that

have exhausted

political pressure

Get

to

agencies have a
each public information
officer make available to citizens,
upon request and at no cost,
copies of the state FI A, the executive orders
and the A&F regu-

are available to gain compliance with

your request. Various forms of

Where

VIII.

The A&F regulations require
public information officer and

State

Sometimes you

be secure

insist that

public officials obey the law.

Boston,

6.

docs no.

of your efforts

m

the law and your request.

these formal and informal appeals processes without success. If
you believe at this point that litigation is still unnecessary or

all

assistance Irom a public
interest organization and/or
litigation
may be your only remaining
alternatives. For assistance
this
regard contact a private
attorney or one of the
appropriate
resource agencies listed in
section IX below

it

sation with an official, confirm
your understanding of what was
said in writing. Letters should
be hand-delivered or sent by
registered mail, return receipt requested.
Keep a copy of all

thd ' dn of,ICldl

request, despite

State

House-Room 49

Boston,

helpful.

MA

Governor's Legal Office

Room

State

or

02133

House

Boston,

MA

02133

Telephone: (617) 727-2065

Telephone: (617) 727-2816
3.

A&F

Regulations on Freedom of Information

(Administrative Bulletin 74-17)

Executive Office of
Administration
State

House

Boston,

MA

Public

&

Finance

— Room 312
02133

State

or

Documents Room

House

— Room

116

MA

02133
Telephone: (617) 727-2834
Boston,

Telephone: (617) 727-2050

11
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4.

List

of state agency public information
officers

which are summarized in this
Status Report, were pub
m April, 1973 and September, 1974. They are
available
rom Mass PIRC/s office for 25/C
each Mass PIRG does not

setts

Although

A&F

required to compile this list, we were
unable
to discover if it has been compiled
and, if so, where it can be
obtained. Designation of public information
officers
is

and their
from agency to
finding them so they can assist you

ished

represent individual clients.

“visibility" in their respective
agencies varies

agency. Therefore, ease

in

4.

Federal FIA (5 U.S.C. §552)
Supt of Doc uments

5.

federal Bookstore
|FK Building

Boston,

MA

or

02133

Superintendent
U.S. Govt. Printing Office

lelophone: (314) 882-4850

Washington, D.C. 20402
Telephone: (202) 655-4000

The FOI Center maintains a massive amount
of material in its
on issues relating to public records. has several
periodic
publications, including the FOI Digest and
the Freedom of
Information Center Reports, which review
current information
issues and analyze many of them in depth.
The FOI Center also
has a comprehensive bibliography and will answer
inquiries

Telephone: (617) 223-6071

files

It

Resources

IX.
1

Massachusetts Advocacy Center
2 Park Square

.

MA

Boston,

it

receives.

5.

monitor the performance of

state

and

and

fight for

on behalf of individual

Our

When neceswe seek

clients,

access to public recordsas described,

Status Report.

in part, in this

publications are listed below and are avail-

able from our office.
2.

Massachusetts Law Reform

Institute

2 Park Square
3.

02116
Telephone: (617) 482-0890

This organization

is

Legal Services lawyers only.

people.

The Reporters Committee

for Freedom of the
1750 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: (202) 872-1620
1

1

1

2

Press

-

This organization is the only legal research and defense fund
devoted exclusively to protecting the First Amendment and
freedom of information interests of the working press of all
media. It publishes a newsletter on a regular basis and has
bills, legislative

skills that

Its

for

6.

low-income persons and

lawyers specialize

in

are of critical concern to

MLRI lawyers have played

analyses, newsclips and other background

formation for most items reported on

a statewide legal resource center, funded

by the Legal Services Corporation,
areas of law and

and publications can be ob-

available court opinions, briefs and case citations, pending

MA

Boston,

of their activities

list

Room

local agencies

responsible for serving and protecting children.
sary for this purpose, or

A

tained by writing or calling them.

02116

Telephone: (617) 357-8431

We

University of Missouri

Freedom of Information Center
Box 858
Columbia, Missouri 65201

will also vary.

a central role in

lobbying for effective public records laws.

It

its

in-

newsletter.

Secretary of State's Office

Division of Public Records

substantive

Room 1709
McCormack

low-income
drafting and

Boston,

has available an

memorandum which explains, in detail, the state FIA.
memorandum, Practice Memo #5 on the "new Massachu-

in

State Office Building

MA

Telephone: (617) 727-2832

excellent
This

Freedom
by MLRI attorney

of Information Act" (dated 8-14-74),

setts

Ernest

Winsor and

for $1 .35, the cost of duplication.

and

is

It

was

written

available from their office

is

free for poverty lawyers

port

of Public Records has been very helpful to

and advice

in clarifying issues related to

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

Freedom of Information Clearinghouse
2000 P Street N.W., Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

(Mass PIRG)

Telephone: (202) 785-3704

7.

their clients.

120 Boylston
Boston,

MA

Telephone:

Mass PIRG

is

Street

The Clearinghouse collects and

02116
(61 7)

a Ralph

423-1 796

seek sup-

They have

available, free

of charge, a listing of state laws and public records and a

Nader inspired organization supported

records. Their studies of public records' practices

who

public records.

distributes information about

citizen access to public information.

by college students throughout Massachusetts. Its staff focuses
on consumer related issues, including citizen access to public

12

The Supervisor

individual citizens and to government agencies

in

Massachu-

brochure which explains the federal FIA. This brochure inletters that citizens may wish to use when making

cludes sample

officials. They are an information
agency only and do not represent individual clients.

appeals and requests to public

and

referral

id 'O

Publications by the Center

The Drugging of Children: Child Abuse by
Professionals," 1975
The Juvenile Court: Ideology of Pathology,"

Published:

1975.

Way We Co To

The

School: The Exclusion of Children in
Boston
Beacon Press, 1971, 1973.
Suffer the Children: The Politics of
Mental Health in Massachusetts
1972.

Making School Work: An Education Handbook for
Students, Parents
and Professionals, 1973, 1975, with the Massachusetts
Law Reform
Institute.

"Readin',

and Ritalin"

Ritin',

State of Danger.

in Women’s Almanac, 1973.
Childhood Lead Paint Poisoning in Massachusetts

1974.

^

HUn 8
]

974

C,aSSr° 0m: The

Massach ^etts School Breakfast Program,

Special Education in Boston: The

Board Members
Hubert

Jones,

E.

M.l.T.

& Worcester

Finn

Director

Mass. Association
Retarded Citizens

Peter B. Edelman, Vice President

University of Massachusetts

Ronald Edmonds, Director

Urban Studies

Harvard University

Mary Jane England, M.D.
Child Psychiatrist

&

Friends of Prisoners,

Association for Mentally
III

Children

Frank Garfunkel, Ph.D.
Professor of Special Education

Boston University

Tom Glynn

The Massachusetts Task Force Reports: Advocacy
for Children, Peter B.
Edelman, Harvard Educational Review Vol.
4B, No 4 November
1973.

NOTE.

Publications

Herbert

L.

may be ordered by

Needleman, M.D.

Shoe Corporation

Nancy Lazarus
Call for Action

Thomas Moccia
BECT Associates

writing directly to the Center

Alex Rodriguez,

Children's Hospital Medical

Vice President

Center

United Community

William Perry, Executive Director
Greater Boston Association for

George Phalen, Exec. Vice
President

Planning Corp.

Taka

Salvi,

of

Lead Poisoning

National Bank of Boston

William Powers, Director of
Rehabilitation Services
Easter Seal Society

Gershon Ratner,

R.N.

Angie Wood, Director
United Peoples,

Esq.

Associate Director
for Litigation

Hiatt, President

Stride-Rite

WBZ

Publications about the Center;

First

Eugene M. Freedman,
Coopers & Ly brand

Arnold

on vocational education in Massachusetts)
(Report on implementation of the Child in Need
of Services legislation,
(Report on the Massachusetts youth services
system)
(Report on harmful education practices in the
Massachusetts public
schools)
(Report

Retarded Citizens

Rosalyn Forsythe

Center, Inc.

for

Stewart

Inc.

Edwin D. Campbell, President
Education Development

Thomas Carroll, Executive

&

Fink

Family

Charles C. Cabot, Esq.

Center

Choate, Hall

Norma
Donna

Urban Planning

Sullivan

Reality, 1975.

Jesse R. Fillman, Esq,

Chairman

Associate Professor of

for

Mandate and the

Planned:

Boston Legal Assistance Project

Dennis Reardon

Adoption Task Force
Allan Rodgers, Esq.

Executive Director

Inc.

Staff

Larry

Brown, Ph.D.

Executive Director

Stephen

R. Bing, Esq.

Deputy Director
Barry

Hock

Education Director

Margaret Janey
Special Education
Project Director

Thomas

A. Mela, Esq.

Director for Litigation

Massachustts Law

Reform

Institute

13
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Now

available.

.

New

.

edition.

A/so available from the
Center.

MAKING SCHOOL WORK: AN EDUCATION
HANDBOOK FOR STUDENTS,

A

PARENTS AND PROFESSIONALS
This

series of reports

Education

28-page guide explains in lay language
important
aws, regulations, and court
decisions which establish

on Chapter 766. Special

in

Massachusetts

1

"

BOSTON:

the

legal rights of parents

and students and the

™

mandate

legal respon-

sibilities ol

school personnel in Massachusetts. It
contains
nineteen chapters and appendices,
including school discipline, finances, special education,
student records, sex discrimination, tracking and numerous
other
issues

Price: $3.95

3)

and laws.

Bulk Rates Available

Use order form on

this

STATUS REPORT: SPECIAL
EDUCATION (an overview
Hi*, ion, m „„ il0 , ing Jnd
Price:

page

$5.75

for all three

Use order form on

this

page.

Contribution and Order Form

O

I

would

like to

Enclosed

[—

1

Please send

my

check

is

support the

my check

me

Work

of the Center.

for

setts) at

$5.75 per

set of the

Center's Reports

in

Special Education. Enclosed

is

for

$-

I—

1

C

Please send
Please send

me

copies of Making School Work

me more

information about the Center's

at

$3.95 pr copy. Enclosed

is

my check

for

activities.

Total

amount enclosed

Name:
Address:

City/Town
Mail

to:

State

Massachusetts Advocacy Center
2 Park Square

Boston,

14

MA

02116

$_

Zip Code

$_
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I

the state

and

local

Massac husetts Advocacy Center

levettoSr^

353,1
and"

lie

mdependen

'

public in,erest

tax^exempt^

human service agencies at
^S^iza.ion supported by conlita^

on

-JJ*-"

»

< ft*

needs of

legisljtive history,

nunterouVstate and* locaV ^kc"sc^oV TrT m' T
mandate and admin, s jive perforS,
prmateorganiaath.ds with a limited focus have proved
to be

V

legislative

undeLte"

amd techniM^

lit

m '^nh

7

' SCK

‘‘!

iv '"

,he

T***

"" °'

’

l

um ln SCTvic «
'

Desprte this
Th “ <*«•»«» >»'*«"

ade^rS,es^£^„^X^E^“
re,

“ m "»

“ -*• >"

adminis,ra,ive negotiations, monitoring of
governmentafdepartments.Vbgabon!

Ksasscs^-jMsst
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2 Park Square

Boston, Massachusetts
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APPENDIX
A.

VI:

MAC

Massachusetts Advocacy Center's Governance
- Staff

and Responsibilities

Larry Brown ' Ph
Ph.D.,
D
is the principal
administrafor the Massachusetts
Advocacy
Center
y center.
Dr Brown
R
Dr,
is responsible
aCCOUnUble *“
an organiaacipnal actl .
and projects, and
Krit£s

—

3ttd

-

—

-

^^

^

nd public.

He also assumes the
final responsibility

and decisions made
by the CenCer> and

^

^

f or

all projects

^

aU

admxno.strato.ve decisions,
e.g., personnel
matters, fiscal budget,

management procedures, etc

Rpej-ji.
ding appropriated monies,
8
Dr. Brown

full liability.

SSEUtlMrector:

Stephen R. Bing, Es
q

.

is an attorney whose
position

as Deputy Director
is that of an assistant
to the Director.

I„ the

absence of the Director, Mr.
Bing assumes total
responsibility for
the Center and its
activities.
Individually, he functions as
the
Internal legal specialist and
advisor to all projects in the
Center,
in this position, Mr. Bing
is the staff authority on
legal implications
and options regarding projects,
positions, and other activities of
the
Center. At the same time, the
Massachusett Advocacy Center does con-

tmue

to

maintain legal counsel for formal
advice and adjudicative

representation from other attorneys in the
area.

—ganl2&r

:

Mr

‘

Barr ^ Hock is

organization skills.

specialist on project strategies and

His area of expertise is in resource
development

for projects and collating resources
necessary for projects.

Before

employment as a full-time staff member, Mr, Hock
was a volunteer for
the Center.
in.

Presently, he assists as an advisor and active
participant

most MAC projects.
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•

Ms. r>_
Peggy J aney diract8
the chlld a(Jvo _

cac y unit on issues
relating to implementation
of Chapter 766. At the
sate time, she supervises
the monitoring of
compliance b y school systems and the state
special education regulations.
In drafting these
regulations, the Center was
a key participant under
the direction of
Me. Janey (the results
of the Center's report
on the Massachusetts

Department of Mental Health.
M.A.C.

,

Suffer the Children

Massachusetts Advocacy Center,
1972).

Boston.

Ms. Janey administers the
MAC

involvement in the procedures for
righteousness of related problems
brought to their attention. For
progress reports on the implementation of Chapter 766 by the
towns and cities in Massachusetts,
Ms.
Janey has been the Center’s
organizer.

De s egregation Specialist

:

Ms. Joyce Miller is the authority
on school

desegregation issues which functions from
the child advocacy unit at the
Center.

In monitoring compliance with the
Commonwealth's school

desegregation law, "Racial Imbalance Act, 1965,"
she administers to
the referrals on related problems from the
public.

Secretary/ Receptionist:

This position is in name only as the Secretary/

Receptionist frequently administers as a project coordinator
and staff
link.

Since the staff is continuously adapting to daily needs and

situations, job responsibilities and roles are not definite.

